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Introduction

Welcome to PATHFiNDER!
At Hawkeye, we are always available to discuss PATHFiNDER concepts, concerns, or applications which
may become important to you. It is our desire that PATHFiNDER be used to the fullest extent possible
for your shop. If we can help you achieve this end, please contact us.
PATHFiNDER is a cross reference and impact analysis package. It will help you successfully implement
system and program changes.
PATHFiNDER analyzes files, programs, and fields, as well as other system or user objects; PATHFINDER
analyzes how they are used, where they are used, and what they do. This information may then be
reviewed on a workstation, in printed format, or placed in an outfile. Beyond cross reference,
PATHFINDER also contains utilities for both operators and programmers. PATHFINDER allows you to
edit source and compile without ever leaving the package.
You will be asked to indicate the libraries, programs, or applications to be documented. PATHFINDER
uses these to build the X-ref (cross reference) information. This information is now in a form which can
be easily used by PATHFiNDER. The X-ref allows efficient analysis via PATHFiNDER's many options.
Many options are not dependent on the pre-built X-ref. Some PATHFiNDER options use actual
information from your system. These options will provide you with program documentation, network
configuration flow charts, both RPG and COBOL printer and display spacing charts, multiple source
member scanning, analysis of disk space usage and a mass compile function, just to name a few.
PATHFiNDER fully documents code written in both native and System/38 environments. In addition, the
command line will accept entry of both native and System/38 commands.
PATHFiNDER contains built-in training resources designed to guide you through your initial exposure to
the package. Several introductory options are found on the Overview Menu. It is recommended that
you review the following options:
"Tutorial" is an on-line introduction to PATHFiNDER. It allows you to roll through sample
screens from the package. The tutorial highlights many of PATHFiNDER's capabilities.
"How to get started" will guide you through a demonstration of several options as well as the
steps necessary to build X-ref.
"Glossary of Terms" defines new or unfamiliar terminology.
Additionally, training classes are included in the license fee.
PATHFiNDER contains several features to make navigation through the package easier. The Menu action
bar is available by pressing "F10=Actions". It allows you to access all options directly. Also, option "80.
Option directory" is available on every PATHFiNDER menu. This alphabetical listing of all PATHFiNDER
options provides a definition for each option. To help locate an option, the PATHFiNDER menu on which
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it resides is shown. All PATHFiNDER options may be executed from this list. Additionally, all options
may be executed using their commands.
Help text, appearing in "pop-up windows", is available on all screens. The Help text displayed depends
on the position of the cursor at the time the Help key is pressed (cursor sensitive). Help is there for
information on a field, an option, a column, a function key, a particular area on the screen, or an
overview of the entire screen.
Second level text for additional information about a message at the bottom of the screen is displayed by
placing the cursor on the message and pressing the Help key.
For further information on PATHFiNDER and all available options, continue selecting topics from the
Overview Menu or positioning the cursor and pressing the Help key.
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Installation Instructions

To install PATHFiNDER on the iSeries, follow these installation instructions. Place the PATHFiNDER CD
into the iSeries drive. Sign on as a user with security officer authority, or a user with special authority of
*SECADM and *ALLOBJ. Programs which adopt authority will be restored, therefore system value
QALWOBJRST must be set to *ALL or *ALWPGMADP.

New Installation

1. Execute the following command:
SBMJOB CMD(RSTLIB SAVLIB(HAWKEYE) DEV(CD device))
2. To enter your authorization code, follow the Authorization Instructions included in the shipment.
3. If you have IBM’s RDi installed, skip to PATHFiNDER Plugin for IBM’s RDi, otherwise this completes
the installation process.

PATHFiNDER New Release/Upgrade

Note: If your HAWKEYE library is in an Independent ASP (33-255), it must be moved to a Basic ASP (232) before continuing with these instructions. To accomplish this, do one of the following:

•

Save the HAWKEYE library from the Independent ASP, restore it to a Basic ASP, follow the
installation instructions below, then save the HAWKEYE library from the Basic ASP and restore it to
the Independent ASP.
-OR-

•

Use the Move Library to ASP API (QHSMMOVL).

Follow these steps to load the new release:
1. All users must exit PATHFiNDER for a successful installation.
2. Execute the following command:
RSTOBJ OBJ(H$LODPFREL LODPFREL) SAVLIB(HAWKEYE) DEV(CD device)
3. Execute the following command:
SBMJOB CMD(HAWKEYE/LODPFREL) DEV(CD device))

PATHFiNDER Plugin for IBM’s RDi
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Place the PATHFiNDER CD into the PC’s disc drive.
Unzip the ‘PFRDiPlugin’ folder from the CD onto your PC.
Start RDi.
Select menu item Help>Install New Software…
In the “Work with” section, click the ADD… button. The “Add Repository” dialog box appears.
Click Local and select the directory to which you copied the unzipped ‘PFRDiPlugin’ folder, then click
OK.
The path appears in the Location field. Enter “Pathfinder plugin” in the Name field, click OK.
Make sure Group items by category is not selected.
Select the PATHFiNDER component. Click Next to review the item to be installed.
Click Next again, select “I accept the terms of license agreement”, then click Finish. When the
“Security Warning” dialog box appears, click OK.
You will be prompted to restart the RDi software once the plugin is installed.
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Installation Instructions

It is recommended that you read sections
• How to Get Started
• Tutorial
It is also suggested that you review the options available from the Overview Menu. To bring up the
Overview Menu, enter HAWKEYE/HAWKOVER from any command line.
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How to Get Started

The "How to get started" option is available from the Overview Menu. To bring up PATHFiNDER's
Overview Menu, enter HAWKEYE/HAWKOVER from any command line. Option "3. How to get started”
will help guide you through a demonstration of some of the options, as well as the steps necessary to
build the X-ref (cross reference) information. It is recommended that you start by selecting this option
to familiarize yourself with basic PATHFiNDER functions.
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Tutorial

The "Tutorial" option is available from the Overview Menu. To bring up PATHFiNDER's Overview Menu,
enter HAWKEYE/HAWKOVER from any command line. Option "11. Tutorial" allows you to roll through
sample screens which highlight many of PATHFiNDER's capabilities. This demonstration can also be used
as an educational tool. It is recommended that you review this option for an overview of PATHFiNDER
functions.
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Main Menu

The PATHFiNDER Main Menu lists the options available to call other menus within the PATHFiNDER
software.

Options:
52. Overview
The Overview Menu provides information about PATHFiNDER and how it works.
53. Setup
The Setup Menu provides options to tailor PATHFiNDER to your specific X-ref requirements.
These can be set for both shop standards and a specific user profile(s). Standard values are
adopted for all users which do not have values defined for their user profile.
54. Object X-ref
The Object X-ref Menu provides options to Build/refresh the object X-ref. It includes options to
analyze and list information about all your object usage.
55. Field X-ref
The Field X-ref Menu provides options to Build/refresh the field X-ref. It includes options which
analyze and list information about all field usage.
56. File Analysis
7
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The File Analysis Menu provides options to show all information about the data base files, file
relations, file dependencies, field descriptions, and file usage in your system.
57. Spacing Charts
The Spacing Charts Menu provides options to print information about the spacing charts for
printer files and display files in your system.
58. Added Time Savers
The options on this menu are unique options which do not directly relate to the other menus,
but have been included to help increase your productivity.
59. User Support
The User Support Menu provides options to help in the use of the PATHFiNDER package.
Options are available to aid in the installation of the package, as well as new releases. Package
documentation and remote technical assistance via communications are also available from this
menu.
60. Security
The Security Menu provides options to evaluate all levels of security on your system. It allows
analysis of security system values, user profile security, as well as object and adopting program
security information. Special report requirements can be met by using outfile support available
for each of the security options.
70. What options call
Re-displays the current menu with the name of the program that is called by each option on the
menu. These programs can be added to your own menus allowing direct access to PATHFiNDER
options. Each program name also represents the name of a PATHFiNDER command. These
commands can be used the same way you would use IBM commands.
80. Option directory
Option directory is an alphabetical listing of all PATHFiNDER options. A definition for each
option is available. To help locate an option, the PATHFiNDER menu on which it resides is
shown. Additionally, all PATHFiNDER options may be executed from this list.
90. Sign off
Ends your job and signs off the terminal.
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Overview Menu

The Overview Menu provides information about PATHFiNDER and how PATHFiNDER works.

Options:
1. Introduction
Introduction explains PATHFiNDER, what it does, and how it works.
2. Special features
Special features points out the extra flexibility and functions that PATHFiNDER offers.
3. How to get started
This option will guide you through a demonstration of several options as well as the steps necessary
to build the X-ref.
4. Security considerations
Security considerations explains the security aspects of PATHFiNDER and how they relate to your
system.
5. Screen descriptions
PATHFiNDER is made up of various types of screens. Screen descriptions provides a menu with
options that describe each type of screen in PATHFiNDER. A screen is a display or screen.
6. Valid option matrix
9
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Valid option matrix is a table that indicates which interactive options are valid for what item types.
7. Glossary of terms
Glossary of terms is an alphabetical list of all PATHFiNDER terms that may be new or unfamiliar, with
definitions.
8. PATHFiNDER enhancements
PATHFiNDER enhancements points out the new features of PATHFiNDER. This list of enhancements
is maintained for each new release providing a history of the package.
9. Advanced topics
Advanced topics is a detailed discussion of advanced methods for the Build/refresh X-ref functions.
10. Real time X-ref refresh
Real time X-ref refresh updates the object cross-reference files each time a program is compiled.
This is comparable to a "mini" Build/refresh, but only the X-ref information for the program being
compiled is updated. This does not eliminate the need to do periodic Build/refresh, but does update
the object X-ref as changes take place.
11. Tutorial
This is an on-line introduction to PATHFiNDER. This demonstration can also be used as an
educational tool. It allows you to roll through sample screens from the package. The tutorial
highlights many of PATHFiNDER's capabilities.
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Setup Menu

The Setup Menu provides options to tailor PATHFiNDER to your specific X-ref requirements. These can
be set for both shop standards and specific user profiles. Standard values are adopted for all users
which do not have values defined for their user profile.

Options:
1. DOCLIBL – your values
DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) provides the ability to enter up to 100 libraries
containing the objects to be documented. Both the Object and Field Build/refresh X-ref
options can be directed to use this list of libraries as the “Library(s) to X-ref”. The Object
Build/refresh S-ref option will also use this library list to locate the library qualifier for
unqualified objects.
2. Source list – your values
The Source list gives you the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate
source files, and in what sequence. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the
source list if the object description shows the correct source. Only the source files which
have been moved need to be entered. Source files contain members referenced through a
copy statement in RPG or COBOL should also be entered on this list. The list is used by both
the Build/refresh Object X-ref option and the Build/refresh Field X-ref option.
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3. Build values – your values
These Build values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed. This allows
change of your profile’s build values. Only your profile, a profile with security officer
authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator
can change your Build values.
4. CALLING List
CALLING list provides the ability to enter a list of programs, service programs (*SRVPGM),
native menus (*MENU), native queries (QRYDFN), and user profiles (*USERPRF) to be
documented. The programs entered are usually level 1 programs/menus which call other
programs (i.e. job streams). The CALLING list can be used by the Build/refresh Object X-ref
option. All programs subsequently called by the programs/meus will also be documented.
This allows change of your user profile’s CALLING list. Only your profile, a profile with
security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a
Setup Administrator can change your CALLING list.
5. Defaults – your values
These Defaults provide user control of certain functions within PATHFiNDER. This allows
change of the defaults for your user profile. Only your profile, a profile with security officer
authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator
can change your Defaults.
6. Omit list – your values
Omit list gives you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented. Any
program, module (*MODULE), native menu (*MENU), native query (QRYDFN), or user
profile (*USERPRF) entered will be omitted from the Object X-ref.
11. DOCLIBL – standard values
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1. DOCLIBL – User Values

DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) provides the ability to enter up to 100 libraries containing the
objects to be documented. Both the Object and Field Build/refresh X-ref options can be directed to use
this list of libraries as the “Library(s) to X-ref”. The Object Build/refresh S-ref option will also use this
library list to locate the library qualifier for unqualified objects.

The Sequence column determines the order of the libraries in the DOCLIBL.
*DOCLIBL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on many of the options within
PATHFiNDER, allowing you to direct your searches to objects residing in the libraries within this
list.
This option allows change of the DOCLIBL specified in your Defaults (F18=Defaults). Only your
profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or
*SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change your DOCLIBL.
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2. Source List – User Values

The Source List gives you the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate source files,
and in what sequence. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the source list if the object
description shows the correct source. Only the source files which have been moved need to be entered.
Source files containing member referenced through a copy statement in RPG or COBOL should also be
entered on this list. This list is used by both the Build/refresh Object X-ref option and The Build/refresh
Field X-ref option.

The Sequence column determines the order the source files are searched to locate program's
source.
*SRCL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on several of the options within
PATHFiNDER, allowing you to direct your searches to source files residing on this list.
This option allows change of the Source List specified in your Defaults. Only your profile, a
profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a
Setup Administrator can change your Source List.
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2. Source List – User Values

If the source to be documented is not in a format that can be read by PATHFiNDER, there is an
API (Application Program Interface) available. This would include source for applications which
require a “pre-processor” or “Pre-compiler” to create a standard source member, or for source
archive files. The API may be used any time you wish to control the source which PATHFiNDER
will use. To review the starting source for the API, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APISRC
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3. Build Values – User Values

The Build Values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed. This allows change of your
profile’s Build Values. Only your profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special
authority *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change your Build Values.

An arrow (=>) indicates that the value is of special importance.
The Exploded Program Report is a list of program source statements for all programs being
documented. Each new invocation level encountered is exploded and included in this report, it
is therefore very lengthy. This option allows you to prevent the printing of this report. All
other reports produced by the Build/refresh function will be printed regardless of this value.
Max. Levels indicates the maximum number of call levels to be exploded. Each program which
has been specified to be documented will be exploded to the call level indicated here.
References encountered within the level specified will be included in the X-ref information.
Note: Substitutions which may take place in the documented programs at all specified
invocation levels (i.e. OVRDBF commands) will take place when building the X-ref. This value
works in conjunction with the selection made for "document choices" during the Build/refresh
function. Please see "Advanced topics" from the Overview (HAWKOVER) menu for more
information.
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3. Build Values – User Values

Apply Library List Changes allows you to specify if library list changes taking place within a job
must be applied to the original library list used during the Build/refresh X-ref. The original
library list is the library list specified in the DOCLIBL. If a DOCLIBL has not been specified, the
QUSRLIBL system value is used. The library list is used to locate library qualifiers for references
to unqualified objects. This value is also used by the Job Explosion and Job Flow Chart options.
You may also indicate if PATHFiNDER is to continue to explode those programs accessed as a
result of TFRCTL commands. Typically, the TFRCTL command is used to transfer control
between menus. Explosion of the TFRCTL command would then cause the creation of
redundant information and excessive processing time.
Specify if variable called programs contained in CL statements are to be exploded and cross
referenced in the Explode Variable CL Calls field. PATHFiNDER can support the explosion of
programs called with variable fields by analyzing each CL statement for the existence of a literal
containing a program name. To be exploded, the program must reside in one of the libraries
being documented.
Explode Variable RPG Calls allow you to specify if variable called programs contained in RPG
statements are to be exploded and cross referenced. PATHFiNDER can support the explosion of
programs called with variable fields by analyzing the RPG MOVE, MOVEL, EVAL, CALLP, named
constants, compile time table and array statements, subfield initialization value, and factor 2 of
PARM statements for the existence of a literal containing a program name. To be exploded, the
program must reside in one of the libraries being documented.
Explode Variable COBOL Calls allows you to specify if variable called programs contained in
COBOL statements are to be exploded and cross referenced. PATHFiNDER can support the
explosion of programs called with variable fields by analyzing each COBOL statement for the
existence of a literal containing a program name. To be exploded, the program must reside in
one of the libraries being documented.
Specify if branching indicated in CL statements (i.e. GOTO, ELSE, DO, etc.) is to be shown on job
flow charts. Enter a "Y" for this value to include this information in the X-ref. This information
must be included in the Build/refresh X-ref in order to include it in the flowchart. If included in
the X-ref, the CL branching information may be excluded from the Job Flowchart by changing
this value to "N" when generating the Flowchart.
Specify if overrides and library list changes are to be applied during the Real time X-ref refresh.
Such changes found in a job stream can change program references. Enter "Y" to include any
override or library list changes. This will increase time and disk space required to update the Xref files, increasing the time required to compile. For further discussion, see Real Time X-ref
Refresh on the Overview Menu.
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3. Build Values – User Values

Apply OVRDBF commands allows you to specify if OVRDBF (Override Data Base File) commands
should be applied during the Build/refresh Field X-ref. The Object X-ref information is used to
locate OVRDBF commands. Substitutions must have been applied during the creation of the
Object X-ref in order for those substitutions to be reflected in the Field X-ref. These
substitutions are applied to the Object X-ref by exploding the program in which the substitution
command (i.e. OVRDBF command) is contained.
Considerations:
• Object X-ref must exist in the library in which the Field X-ref is to be stored.
• OVRDBF commands must have been applied in the Object X-ref. OVRDBF commands
are only applied in the Object X-ref if one of the following conditions is met:
o "1. By library(s)" was specified, with a 2 or greater in the "Max. levels" Object
Build value
o "*CALLING" was specified for the "Program(s) to X-ref"
o "*USRPRF" was specified for the "Program(s) to X-ref"
Specify if indirect use of fields is to be included in the X-ref information. Indirect references
include field usage that is more "subtle" than a direct reference. The field is not actually
referenced in the program code, but one of the following conditions may exist. Examples of
indirect field references (for external files only):
• WRITE/ADD causes a format's fields to be referenced as output
• Keyed processing causes all key fields to be referenced as input
• When two or more external files reference the same field name, and one of these files is
an update file, the field will be referenced as input for the input file(s) and update for
the update file(s)
• When a logical file used by a RPG program includes select/omit fields, those fields will
be referenced as input
• The CLEAR or RESET op-code specified for a record format causes the format's fields to
be referenced unless the file is input only.
Include CLP field references allows you to specify if fields used within CL and CLLE programs and
modules should be included in the Field X-ref. Fields used by the commands DCLF Declare
File), CPYF (Copy File), OPNQRYF (Open Query File), FMTDTA (Format Data) and RUNSQLSTM
(Run SQL Statements) are included in the Field X-ref. Object X-ref is used to determine if these
commands are within a CL or CLLE program or module, therefore Object X-ref must exist in the
library in which the Field X-ref will be stored.
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4. CALLING List – User Values

The CALLING List provides the ability to enter a list of programs, service programs (*SRVPGM), native
menus (*MENU), native queries (*QYDFN), and user profiles (*USRPRF) to be documented. The
programs entered are usually level 1 programs/menus which call other programs, i.e. job streams. The
CALLING list can be used by the Build/refresh Object X-ref option. All programs subsequently called by
the programs/menus will also be documented. This allows change of your profile’s CALLING List.

Only your profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority
*ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change your CALLING List.

19
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These Defaults provide user control of certain functions within PATHFiNDER. This allows change of the
Defaults for your user profile. Only your profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with
special authority *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change your Defaults.

These Defaults are:
• Object X-ref library (batch and interactive jobs)
• Field X-ref library (batch and interactive jobs)
• User-defined option file
• Print headings on reports in bold
• Print help text on reports
• Print cover page
• Page break on reports
• F3=Exit, returns to menu
• Default to previous values
• Job name (batch jobs)
• Job description (batch jobs)
• Job queue (batch jobs)
• Hold on job queue (batch jobs)
• Output queue for all reports (batch and interactive jobs)
• Print file for all reports (batch and interactive)
20
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOCLIBL
Source List
Object Library
Replace object
Compile in batch
Compile exit program
ILE binding directory
Use existing bound objects
Source editor
Compile list
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6. Omit List – User Values

Omit List give you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented in the Object X-ref. Any
program, module (*MODULE), native menu (*MENU), native query (*QRYDFN), or user profile
(*USRPRF) entered will be omitted from the Object X-ref.

Objects entered on the Omit List will be omitted by both the initial “build”, as well as a
“refresh” of the Object X-ref. Objects entered on the Omit List after the initial build will be
omitted from the Object X-ref by any subsequent refresh.
Objects on this list will also be omitted from the information provided by option “5. Job
Explosion”, “6. Job Implosion”, “7. Job Flow Charts”, and “8. Job’s Objects” on the Object X-ref
Menu.
This allows change of your user profile’s Omit List. Only your profile, a profile with security
officer authority, a profile with special authority *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup
Administrator can change your Omit List.
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11. DOCLIBL – Standard Values

DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) provides the ability to enter up to 100 libraries containing the
objects to be documented. Both the Object and Field Build/refresh X-ref options can be directed to use
this list of libraries as the “Library(s) to X-ref”. The Object Build/refresh S-ref option will also use this
library list to locate the library qualifier for unqualified objects.

The Sequence column determines the order of the libraries in the DOCLIBL.
*DOCLIBL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on many of the options within
PATHFiNDER, allowing you to direct your searches to objects residing in the libraries within this
list.
This option allows change of the Standard DOCLIBL. This DOCLIBL is adopted for all users which
do not have a specific user DOCLIBL defined. Users may define their own DOCLIBL from the
Setup Menu using the "DOCLIBL - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer
authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup administrator can
change the Standard DOCLIBL.
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12. Source List – Standard Values

The Source List gives you the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate source files,
and in what sequence. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the source list if the object
description shows the correct source. Only the source files which have been moved need to be entered.
Source files containing member referenced through a copy statement in RPG or COBOL should also be
entered on this list. This list is used by both the Build/refresh Object X-ref option and The Build/refresh
Field X-ref option.

The Sequence column determines the order the source files are searched to locate program's
source.
*SRCL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on several of the options within
PATHFiNDER, allowing you to direct your searches to source files residing on this list.
This option allows change of the Standard Source list. This Standard Source list is adopted for
all users which do not have a specific user Source list defined. Users may define their own
Source list from the Setup Menu using the "Source list - your values" option. Only a profile
with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a
Setup Administrator can change the Standard Source list.
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12. Source List – Standard Values

If the source to be documented is not in a format that can be read by PATHFiNDER, there is an
API (Application Program Interface) available. This would include source for applications which
require a “pre-processor” or “Pre-compiler” to create a standard source member, or for source
archive files. The API may be used any time you wish to control the source which PATHFiNDER
will use. To review the starting source for the API, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APISRC
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13. Build Values – Standard Values

The Build Values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed. This allows change of
Standard Build Values. These Standard Build Values are adopted for all users which do not have a
specific user Build Values defined. Users may define their own Build Values from the Setup Menu using
the "Build Values - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a profile with
special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change the Build Values.

An arrow (=>) indicates that the value is of special importance.
The Exploded Program Report is a list of program source statements for all programs being
documented. Each new invocation level encountered is exploded and included in this report, it
is therefore very lengthy. This option allows you to prevent the printing of this report. All
other reports produced by the Build/refresh function will be printed regardless of this value.
Max. Levels indicates the maximum number of call levels to be exploded. Each program which
has been specified to be documented will be exploded to the call level indicated here.
References encountered within the level specified will be included in the X-ref information.
Note: Substitutions which may take place in the documented programs at all specified
invocation levels (i.e. OVRDBF commands) will take place when building the X-ref. This value
works in conjunction with the selection made for "document choices" during the Build/refresh
function. Please see "Advanced topics" from the Overview (HAWKOVER) menu for more
information.
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13. Build Values – Standard Values

Apply Library List Changes allows you to specify if library list changes taking place within a job
must be applied to the original library list used during the Build/refresh X-ref. The original
library list is the library list specified in the DOCLIBL. If a DOCLIBL has not been specified, the
QUSRLIBL system value is used. The library list is used to locate library qualifiers for references
to unqualified objects. This value is also used by the Job Explosion and Job Flow Chart options.
You may also indicate if PATHFiNDER is to continue to explode those programs accessed as a
result of TFRCTL commands. Typically, the TFRCTL command is used to transfer control
between menus. Explosion of the TFRCTL command would then cause the creation of
redundant information and excessive processing time.
Specify if variable called programs contained in CL statements are to be exploded and cross
referenced in the Explode Variable CL Calls field. PATHFiNDER can support the explosion of
programs called with variable fields by analyzing each CL statement for the existence of a literal
containing a program name. To be exploded, the program must reside in one of the libraries
being documented.
Explode Variable RPG Calls allow you to specify if variable called programs contained in RPG
statements are to be exploded and cross referenced. PATHFiNDER can support the explosion of
programs called with variable fields by analyzing the RPG MOVE, MOVEL, EVAL, CALLP, named
constants, compile time table and array statements, subfield initialization value, and factor 2 of
PARM statements for the existence of a literal containing a program name. To be exploded, the
program must reside in one of the libraries being documented.
Explode Variable COBOL Calls allows you to specify if variable called programs contained in
COBOL statements are to be exploded and cross referenced. PATHFiNDER can support the
explosion of programs called with variable fields by analyzing each COBOL statement for the
existence of a literal containing a program name. To be exploded, the program must reside in
one of the libraries being documented.
Specify if branching indicated in CL statements (i.e. GOTO, ELSE, DO, etc.) is to be shown on job
flow charts. Enter a "Y" for this value to include this information in the X-ref. This information
must be included in the Build/refresh X-ref in order to include it in the flowchart. If included in
the X-ref, the CL branching information may be excluded from the Job Flowchart by changing
this value to "N" when generating the Flowchart.
Specify if overrides and library list changes are to be applied during the Real time X-ref refresh.
Such changes found in a job stream can change program references. Enter "Y" to include any
override or library list changes. This will increase time and disk space required to update the X-
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13. Build Values – Standard Values

ref files, increasing the time required to compile. For further discussion, see Real Time X-ref
Refresh on the Overview Menu.
Apply OVRDBF commands allows you to specify if OVRDBF (Override Data Base File) commands
should be applied during the Build/refresh Field X-ref. The Object X-ref information is used to
locate OVRDBF commands. Substitutions must have been applied during the creation of the
Object X-ref in order for those substitutions to be reflected in the Field X-ref. These
substitutions are applied to the Object X-ref by exploding the program in which the substitution
command (i.e. OVRDBF command) is contained.
Considerations:
• Object X-ref must exist in the library in which the Field X-ref is to be stored.
• OVRDBF commands must have been applied in the Object X-ref. OVRDBF commands
are only applied in the Object X-ref if one of the following conditions is met:
o "1. By library(s)" was specified, with a 2 or greater in the "Max. levels" Object
Build value
o "*CALLING" was specified for the "Program(s) to X-ref"
o "*USRPRF" was specified for the "Program(s) to X-ref"
Specify if indirect use of fields is to be included in the X-ref information. Indirect references
include field usage that is more "subtle" than a direct reference. The field is not actually
referenced in the program code, but one of the following conditions may exist. Examples of
indirect field references (for external files only):
• WRITE/ADD causes a format's fields to be referenced as output
• Keyed processing causes all key fields to be referenced as input
• When two or more external files reference the same field name, and one of these files is
an update file, the field will be referenced as input for the input file(s) and update for
the update file(s)
• When a logical file used by a RPG program includes select/omit fields, those fields will
be referenced as input
• The CLEAR or RESET op-code specified for a record format, causes the format's fields to
be referenced unless the file is input only.
Include CLP field references allows you to specify if fields used within CL and CLLE programs and
modules should be included in the Field X-ref. Fields used by the commands DCLF Declare
File), CPYF (Copy File), OPNQRYF (Open Query File), FMTDTA (Format Data) and RUNSQLSTM
(Run SQL Statements) are included in the Field X-ref. Object X-ref is used to determine if these
commands are within a CL or CLLE program or module, therefore Object X-ref must exist in the
library in which the Field X-ref will be stored.
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14. CALLING List – Standard Values

The CALLING List provides the ability to enter a list of programs, service programs (*SRVPGM), native
menus (*MENU), native queries (*QYDFN), and user profiles (*USRPRF) to be documented. The
programs entered are usually level 1 programs/menus which call other programs, i.e. job streams. The
CALLING list can be used by the Build/refresh Object X-ref option. All programs subsequently called by
the programs/menus will also be documented.

This allows change of the Standard CALLING list. This CALLING list is adopted for all users which
do not have a specific user CALLING list defined. Users may define their own CALLING list from
the Setup Menu using the "CALLING list - your values" option. Only a profile with security
officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup
Administrator can change the Standard CALLING list.
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15. Defaults – Standard Values

These Defaults provide user control of certain functions within PATHFiNDER. This allows change of the
Defaults for your user profile. This allows change of the Standard Defaults. These Defaults are adopted
for all users which do not have a specific user Defaults defined. Users may define their own Defaults
from the Setup Menu using the "Defaults - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer
authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change
the Standard Defaults.

These Defaults are:
• Object X-ref library (batch and interactive jobs)
• Field X-ref library (batch and interactive jobs)
• User-defined option file
• Print headings on reports in bold
• Print help text on reports
• Print cover page
• Page break on reports
• F3=Exit, returns to menu
• Default to previous values
• Job name (batch jobs)
• Job description (batch jobs)
• Job queue (batch jobs)
• Hold on job queue (batch jobs)
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15. Defaults – Standard Values

Output queue for all reports (batch and interactive jobs)
Print file for all reports (batch and interactive)
DOCLIBL
Source List
Object Library
Replace object
Compile in batch
Compile exit program
ILE binding directory
Use existing bound objects
Source editor
Compile list
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16. Omit List – Standard Values

Omit List give you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented in the Object X-ref. Any
program, module (*MODULE), native menu (*MENU), native query (*QRYDFN), or user profile
(*USRPRF) entered will be omitted from the Object X-ref.

Objects entered on the Omit List will be omitted by both the initial “build”, as well as a
“refresh” of the Object X-ref. Objects entered on the Omit List after the initial build will be
omitted from the Object X-ref by any subsequent refresh.
Objects on this list will also be omitted from the information provided by option “5. Job
Explosion”, “6. Job Implosion”, “7. Job Flow Charts”, and “8. Job’s Objects” on the Object X-ref
Menu.
This allows change of the Standard Omit list. This Omit list is adopted for all users which do not
have a specific user Omit list defined. Users may define their own Omit list from the Setup
Menu using the "Omit list - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a
profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change the
Standard Omit list.
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The Object X-Ref Menu provides options to Build/refresh the object X-ref and to show information
about the objects in your system.

Options:
1. Build/refresh object X-ref
To retrieve information about various objects, Build/refresh X-ref must be run to create Xref information in a designated library. As objects are moved, changed, deleted, or added
to your system, the X-ref becomes dated. This should be rerun periodically to keep all X-ref
current.
2. Object where used
Object where used shows a list of programs that use a selected object, and how the object
is used. This is not limited to only files and programs, but supports all iSeries object types.
Even member usage, command usage (both user and IBM commands) and procedures are
supported.
3. File set where used
File Set where used shows all the programs that use the files in the selected File Set. A File
Set is a group of related physical and logical files. If a program is found in the Object X-ref
which references one of the related files, and the library qualifier for that file is *NONE,
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*VARIABLE, or QTEMP instead of the actual library in which the file resides, that program
will also be included.
4. Program's objects
Program's objects provides a list of all objects used by the selected program and how that
program uses the objects. In addition to programs, this option also supports native menus
(*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), modules (*MODULE), service programs (*SRVPGM),
commands (*CMD), job descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD) and user
profiles (*USRPRF).
5. Job explosion
Job explosion shows the job's structure. It maps a job stream or menu, showing indented
levels of program references, such as calls, transfer control, etc.
6. Job implosion
Job implosion maps every process which references the specified program in reverse order,
that is from immediate caller back through each calling level to the process initiator.
Programs appearing redundantly can be removed from the Job implosion by entering them
on the Omit list (see Setup Menu). Programs on the Omit list, as well as the programs
which call them, will not appear in the Job implosion.
7. Job flow charts
Flow chart prints a diagram analyzing the programs, files, commands, etc., used by all
programs called within a selected job stream or menu.
8. Job's objects
Job's objects provides a list of all objects used by every program in the selected job stream.
The list also shows how each object is used.
9. Unreferenced objects
Unreferenced objects prints a list of objects that exist on your system but do not have any
programs that reference them. Either there are no programs using these objects, or the
libraries containing the programs were not included in the Build/refresh.
31. Mass compile
Mass Compile allows compilation of a list of files, programs (both OPM and ILE), modules
and service programs. If an X-ref library is specified, all programs, modules and service
programs that reference specified objects will be included in the list of objects to compile.
The X-ref data is used to determine references.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Build/refresh X-ref Screen #1 of 3

To retrieve information about various objects, Build/refresh X-ref must be run to create X-ref
information in a designated library. As objects are moved, changed, deleted, or added to your
system, the X-ref becomes dated. This should be rerun periodically to keep all X-ref current.
The "Build" part of this option consists of completely generating the X-ref information. Once
the "Build" part has been completed, the "refresh" part of this option can be run. The "refresh"
locates all the changes since the last Build/refresh, and updates the X-ref with only the changes.
This requires less resource than a full "Build".
This option creates Object X-ref for all iSeries object types and is not limited only to programs
and files.
Program objects, the objects the programs reference, and the source programs are used to
build the Object X-ref. Other object types such as modules (*MODULE), service programs
(*SRVPGM), native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), job descriptions (*JOBD),
subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), user commands (*CMD), and user profiles (*USRPRF) are also
used. For the X-ref to be complete, the libraries containing all these objects should be included
in the Build/refresh.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

For ILE programs (*PGM) and service programs (*SRVPGM), the X-ref Build/refresh documents
object usage at either the module level or the program object level depending on how the ILE
program was created. For ILE programs or service programs created using:
• CRTPGM (Create Program) or CRTSRVPGM (Create Service Program), the X-ref
Build/refresh will document object usage for each of the program's modules
showing the module as the referencing object.
• CRTBNDxxx (Create Bound), the X-ref Build/refresh will document object usage for
the entry module showing the ILE program object as the referencing object. For any
additional bound in modules of the program, the X-ref Build/refresh will document
object usage for each of the program's modules showing the module as the
referencing object.

Prerequisites:
This uses information from related setup options (see the Setup Menu). The options control the
Build/refresh should be reviewed, and values entered where necessary. These options are:
• DOCLIBL
• Source list
• Build values
• Omit list

Field Descriptions:
1. By library(s)
Allows entry of a library(s) to be documented in the X-ref. The X-ref will be built
program by program for the library(s) specified.
In addition to programs, other supported objects within the specified libraries, such as
native queries (*QRYDFN) will also be documented.
2. By program(s), menu(s), or job(s)
Allows entry of a list of "calling" programs or a specific program(s) to be documented in
the X-ref. The X-ref will be built by following the specified program's job stream. All
substitutions (i.e. OVRDBF commands) in your programs will be applied.
In addition to programs, this option also supports modules (*MODULE), service
programs (*SRVPGM), native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), job
descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), user commands (*CMD), and
user profiles (*USRPRF).
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

3. With changed programs
Locates all the program changes in the specified libraries since the last Build/refresh,
and updates the X-ref with only these changes.
In addition to programs, also documented will be changes made to other supported
objects such as native queries (*QRYDFN).
When a new library, not previously documented within a specific X-ref, is added to the
list of libraries being documented, all objects in that library will be added to the X-ref
regardless of their create/change dates.
11. Save to disk
This is used in conjunction with the "Document choices". The X-ref data for the
specified Build/refresh will be saved on disk in the designated library.
12. Do not save, print
This is used in conjunction with the "Document choices". No X-ref data will be saved. A
report will be generated documenting the programs and libraries as specified. If the
refresh option is selected, a report will be printed listing only additions, changes, or
deletions since the last Build/refresh of the specified X-ref library.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Build/refresh X-ref Screen #2 of 3
Allows entry of a library(s) to be documented in the X-ref. The X-ref will be built program by
program for the library(s) specified. Note: With the library build method substitutions which
may take place within your programs (i.e. OVRDBF commands) will not take place when
building the X-ref. The statement will be documented but the substitution will not. In addition
to programs, X-ref will also be built for modules (*MODULE), service programs (*SRVPGM),
native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), job descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem
descriptions (*SBSD), user commands (*CMD), and user profiles (*USRPRF).

Field Descriptions:
Library(s) to X-ref
Specify the library(s) which contains the programs to be documented. The X-ref will be
built program by program for all programs in the libraries.
In addition to programs, other object types such as modules (*MODULE), service
programs (*SRVPGM), native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), job
descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), user commands (*CMD), and
user profiles (*USRPRF), in the specified libraries will also be documented.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Build/refresh X-ref Screen #3 of 3
Allows entry of a library in which the X-ref data is to be stored. Any existing library can be
specified.

Field Descriptions:
Library(s) to store X-ref data in
Specify the name of a library which will be used to store the X-ref data. The library
automatically displayed is the X-ref library default value. If the default value is blank,
HAWKEYE will be displayed. These values may be overridden with the name of any
library.
X-ref data may be secured to prevent other users from updating. The instructions to set
the authority for the X-ref files can be found in the Security Considerations option on
the Overview Menu.
Clear existing X-ref before saving new
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Options:

1. Update X-ref data
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
This causes the applicable information in the existing X-ref to be updated with new X-ref
information.
2. Add X-ref data
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
This causes the new X-ref data to be added to the X-ref library without changing any of
the existing X-ref information. If the libraries being documented have previously been
documented in the specified X-ref library, they would be duplicated.
3. Remove X-ref data
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
This causes the X-ref data for the library or program being documented to be removed
from the existing X-ref data. Nothing will be added.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Allows entry of a name to determine the setup values which will be used to build or refresh the
X-ref. To specify an alternate for one or more setup value, enter the value name. Standard
values, another User value (user profile), or specially created Alternate values may be used.
The values entered here will not be retained for use the next time you build or refresh this Xref. However, if you intend to use these values each time this X-ref is updated, it is
recommended that you use the function key F20=Save submitting data’ from the submit screen
at the end of the Build/refresh.
There are function keys available from the Build/refresh screens which display the currently
assigned setup values. Please note, changes made here affect the values displayed through
these function keys.

Field Descriptions:
DOCLIBL
Specify the name of the setup value for the Documentation Library List (DOCLIBL) which
will be used for the Build/refresh X-ref. The DOCLIBL provides the ability to enter up to
100 libraries. Both the object and field Build/refresh X-ref options can be directed to
use this list of libraries as the “Library(s) to X-ref”.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Source List
Specify the name of the setup value for the Source List which will be used for this
Build/refresh X-ref. The Source List gives you the ability to control where the
Build/refresh options are to locate source files, and in what sequence. It is not
necessary to enter your source files into the Source list if the object description shows
the correct source.
Build values
Specify the name of the setup Build values which will be used for this Build/refresh Xref. Build values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed.
CALLING list
Specify the name of the setup values for the CALLING list which will be used for this
Build/refresh X-ref. CALLING list provides the ability to enter a list of programs, native
menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), and user profiles (*USRPRF). The Object
Build/refresh X-ref can be directed to use this list of programs as the list of "Program(s)
to X-ref".
Omit list
Specify the name of the setup value for the Omit list which will be used for this
Build/refresh X-ref. Omit list gives you the ability to identify objects you do not want
included in the Object X-ref. Objects entered on the Omit list will also be omitted from
the information provided by options "5. Job explosion", "6. Job implosion", "7. Job flow
charts", and "8. Job's objects" on the Object X-ref Menu.
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1. Build/refresh Object X-ref

Build/refresh Object X-ref Reports
Problem Log
The Problem Log report provides a list of problems encountered while building the Object X-ref.
These problems may reduce the accuracy of the X-ref information. This report should be
reviewed and problems corrected when necessary. This report does not provide X-ref
information.
A message describing each problem encountered during the Build/refresh is listed on this
report. It is important to review all messages preceded by an asterisk (*) and follow the
specified procedure to correct the problem.
Current Status
The Current Status report provides a means of monitoring the progress of the Build/refresh
Object X-ref. The report is printed periodically during the Build/refresh and at completion. This
allows you to determine the amount of information that has been X-ref’d and estimate the
amount remaining. It may also be used to measure if any redundant explosions are taking
place. Redundancy can occur if *CALLING or *USRPRF is specified for programs to document.
Exploded Programs
The Exploded Program report lists the job streams for level one programs, showing the levels of
programs referenced by commands such as CALL, TRFCTL, QRTDTA, etc. New levels occur with
each program reference. The report is in sequence by level one program. All source
statements are listed for CL program types. Only source statements which reference an object
are listed for all other program types. This report will print if ‘Y’ (Yes) was specified for the
Build Value “Print Exploded Program report”.
Object X-ref Report
The Object X-ref report documents where and how all objects are referenced. The report is in
sequence by object type, and then object name. This report is generated as a result of selecting
option “12. Do not save, print” for the Build/refresh Object X-ref.
X-ref Refresh
The X-ref Refresh shows the programs that have been changed (includes adds and deletes)
since the last creation of the Object X-ref.
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Object where used shows a list of programs that use a selected object, and how the object is used. This
is not limited to only files and programs, but supports all iSeries object types. Even member usage,
command usage (both user and IBM commands) and procedures are supported.
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In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU), native queries
(*QRYDFN), job descriptions (*JOBD), user profiles (*USRPRF), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD),
and user commands (*CMD) which use the selected object will also be listed.
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File Set where used shows all the programs that use the files in the selected File Set. A File Set is a group
of related physical and logical files. If a program is found in the Object X-ref which references one of the
related files, and the library qualifier for that file is *NONE, *VARIABLE, or QTEMP instead of the actual
library in which the file resides, that program will also be included.
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In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU) and native queries
(*QRYDFN) which use the File Set will also be listed.
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Program's objects provides a list of all objects used by the selected program and how that program uses
the objects.
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In addition to programs, this option also supports native menus (*MENU), native queries
(*QRYDFN), modules (*MODULE), service programs (*SRVPGM), commands (*CMD), job
descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD) and user profiles (*USRPRF).
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Job explosion shows the job's structure. It maps a job stream or menu, showing indented levels of
program references, such as calls, transfer control, etc.

If the Build value "Apply library list changes" is "Y (yes), any library list changes will be applied in
the Job explosion. The Build value "Explode TFRCTL" determines whether programs called via a
TFRCTL (transfer control) are exploded on the Job explosion.
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When the printed version of this option is requested for a large job stream, a message will be
sent every 2000 steps with the ability to cancel processing. The report will print a maximum of
9000 steps. To reduce the number of steps, review the Called Programs Recap of the Job
explosion printout to identify redundantly exploded programs.
Redundantly exploded programs can be removed from the Job explosion in two ways. These
programs can be entered on the CALLING list (see Setup Menu). Programs called by the
CALLING list entries will not appear in the Job explosion, therefore reducing the number of
steps. Alternatively, redundantly exploded programs can be entered on the Omit list (see Setup
Menu). Programs on the Omit list, as well as the programs they call, will not appear in the Job
explosion.
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Job implosion maps every process which references the specified program in reverse order, that is from
immediate caller back through each calling level to the process initiator.
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6. Job Implosion

Object X-ref Menu

Programs appearing redundantly can be removed from the Job implosion by entering them on
the Omit list (see Setup Menu). Programs on the Omit list, as well as the programs which call
them, will not appear in the Job implosion.
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7. Job Flow Charts

Object X-ref Menu

Flow chart prints a diagram analyzing the programs, files, commands, etc., used by all programs called
within a selected job stream or menu.

If this option is requested for a large job stream, a message will be sent every 2000 program
calls with the ability to cancel processing. The report will print a maximum of 9000 calls. To
reduce the number of calls, remove redundantly called programs. Redundantly called programs
can be removed from the Job flow charts by entering them on the Omit list (see Setup Menu).
Programs on the Omit list, as well as the programs they call, will not appear in the Job flow
charts.
If the Build value "Apply library list changes" is "Y" (yes), any library list changes will be applied
in the Job flow chart. The Build value "Explode TFRCTL" determines whether programs called
via a TFRCTL (transfer control) are exploded on the Job flow chart. The Build value "Save/print
CL branching on flow charts" controls whether branching statements were saved in the X-ref
information and included on the flow charts.
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7. Job Flow Charts

Object X-ref Menu

Job Flow Charts Report
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8. Job’s Objects

Object X-ref Menu

Job's objects provides a list of all objects used by every program in the selected job stream. The list also
shows how each object is used.

If this option is requested for a large job stream, a message will be sent every 2000 program
calls with the ability to cancel processing. The report will print a maximum of 9000 calls. To
reduce the number of calls, remove redundantly called programs. Redundantly called
programs, and the objects they use, can be removed from the Job's objects report by entering
them on the Omit list (see Setup menu). Programs on the Omit list, programs they call, and the
objects used by both will not appear on the Job's objects report.
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8. Job’s Objects

Object X-ref Menu

Job’s Objects Report
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9. Unreferenced Objects

Object X-ref Menu

Unreferenced objects prints a list of objects that exist on your system but do not have any programs
that reference them. Either there are no programs using these objects, or the libraries containing the
programs were not included in the Build/refresh. This list will help you to identify objects which could
potentially be deleted from your system. Before deleting these objects, you should verify that removal
of these objects will not impact your daily operations.

This function is also an efficient way to identify level 1 programs (menus) or programs not
called from any menu for your calling list. The calling list can be used to build X-ref information.
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9. Unreferenced Objects

Object X-ref Menu

Unreferenced Objects Report
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Field X-ref Menu

The Field X-Ref Menu provides options to Build/refresh the field information X-ref and to show
information about the fields and their uses in your system.

Options:
1. Build/refresh field X-ref
To retrieve information about various fields, Build/refresh X-ref must be run to create X-ref
information in a designated library. As objects are moved, changed, deleted, or added to
your system, the X-ref becomes dated. This should be rerun periodically to keep all X-ref
current.
2. Field X-ref by file
Field X-ref by file provides information about the fields in the specified file(s). This
information is not based on a field name but is controlled by the From/to position, making
available any field name(s) which may have been assigned within the range of the From/to
position specified.
3. Field X-ref by field
Field X-ref by field provides the files referencing the selected field. Files that reference each
specified field(s) will be listed.
4. Field X-ref by program
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Field X-ref by program shows all field names (external, internal and work fields) defined
and/or used in a OPM or ILE program.
5. All field names
All field names lists any renamed, alias, 30-character COBOL, or internal name for the from
and to positions of the specified field. All different names assigned to the same from and to
positions, within a selected file, are provided.
6. Field/file set
A Field/File Set is a group of related physical and logical files which all contain the specified
field. Field/File Set shows all the related files in a File Set that use the specified field. This
takes into consideration that logical files do not have to reference all the fields in a physical
file, or that the logical files may rename the field.
7. Files using REFFLD
Files using REFFLD provides a list of externally-described files (physicals, logicals, joined
logicals, display files, and printer files) that use the specified REFFLD. This takes into
consideration that the referring file may use a different field name. REFFLD is a DDS
keyword used to define fields which have been previously described. These previously
described fields are generally found in a field reference file.
To review the list of programs using the selected reference field, or any fields defined by the
specified reference field, use the option "REFFLD where used".
8. Field where used
Field where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field within a specified file(s) and
how the field is used.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be
listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses
all the fields within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update,
output) dictate how the program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used
by the program, and how the program uses those fields when generating the information.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described
files.
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9. Field in all files where used
Field in all files where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field name, in all related
and/or unrelated files, and how the field is used. All programs that reference this field
name from any file are listed.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be
listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses
all the fields within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update,
output) dictate how the program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used
by the program, and how the program uses those fields when generating the information.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described
files.
10. Field/file set where used
Field/File Set where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field within a File Set, and
how the field is used. A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. This takes
into consideration that the logical files may rename the field. Programs using the related
files with program described references will also be included when a field's from/to position
overlaps any portion of the from/to position of the specified field.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be
listed.
To review the File Set using the specified field, use the option "Field/file set".
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses
all the fields within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update,
output) dictate how the program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used
by the program, and how the program uses those fields when generating the information.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described
files.
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11. REFFLD where used
REFFLD where used lists the program(s) that uses the selected reference field, any fields
defined by the specified reference field, or any program described references of either of
these fields. Program described references are included whenever a field's from/to position
overlaps any portion of the from/to position for the external field. This takes into
consideration that the referring file may use a different field name. REFFLD is a DDS
keyword used to define fields which have been previously described. These previously
described fields are generally found in a field reference file.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be
listed.
To review the list of the files using the specified REFFLD, use the option "Files using
REFFLD". It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the
program uses all the fields within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file
(input, update, output) dictate how the program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes
the fields used by the program, and how the program uses those fields when generating the
information.
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Field X-ref Menu

1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Build/refresh X-ref Screen #1 of 3

To retrieve information about various fields, Build/refresh X-ref must be run to create X-ref
information in a designated library. As objects are moved, changed, deleted, or added to your
system, the X-ref becomes dated. This should be rerun periodically to keep all X-ref current.
The "Build" part of this option consists of completely generating the X-ref information. Once
the "Build" part has been completed, the "refresh" part of this option can be run. The "refresh"
locates all the changes since the last Build/refresh, and updates the X-ref with only the changes.
This requires less resource than a full "Build".
Program and module objects, their source and the files they reference (external files, program
described files, printer files, display files, field referenced files, COBOL copy-book source files,
and RPG/COPY source files) are used to build the Field X-ref. For the X-ref to be complete, the
libraries containing all these objects should be included in the Build/refresh.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

For ILE programs (*PGM) and service programs (*SRVPGM), the X-ref Build/refresh documents
field usage at either the module level or the program object level depending on how the ILE
program was created. For ILE programs or service programs created using:
• CRTPGM (Create Program) or CRTSRVPGM (Create Service Program), the X-ref
Build/refresh will document object usage for each of the program's modules
showing the module as the referencing object.
• CRTBNDxxx (Create Bound), the X-ref Build/refresh will document object usage for
the entry module showing the ILE program object as the referencing object. For any
additional bound in modules of the program, the X-ref Build/refresh will document
object usage for each of the program's modules showing the module as the
referencing object.

Prerequisites:
This uses information from related setup options (see the Setup Menu). The options control the
Build/refresh should be reviewed, and values entered where necessary. These options are:
• DOCLIBL
• Source list
• Build values
• Omit list

Field Descriptions:
1. By library(s)
Allows entry of a library(s) to be documented in the X-ref. The X-ref will be built
program by program for the library(s) specified.
In addition to programs, other supported objects within the specified libraries, such as
native queries (*QRYDFN) will also be documented.
2. By program(s)
Allows entry of a specific program, or a group of generic(*) programs to be documented
in the X-ref.
In addition to programs, this option also supports modules (*MODULE) and native
queries (*QRYDFN).
3. With changed programs
Locates all the program changes in the specified libraries since the last Build/refresh,
and updates the X-ref with only these changes.
In addition to programs, also documented will be changes made to other supported
objects such as native queries (*QRYDFN).
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

When a new library, not previously documented within a specific X-ref, is added to the
list of libraries being documented, all objects in that library will be added to the X-ref
regardless of their create/change dates.
11. Save to disk
This is used in conjunction with the "Document choices". The X-ref data for the
specified Build/refresh will be saved on disk in the designated library.
This is used in conjunction with the “Document choices”. The X-ref data for the
specified Build/refresh will be saved in the designated library.
12. Do not save, print
This is used in conjunction with the "Document choices". No X-ref data will be saved. A
report will be generated documenting the programs and libraries as specified. If the
refresh option is selected, a report will be printed listing only additions, changes, or
deletions since the last Build/refresh of the specified X-ref library.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Build/refresh X-ref Screen #2 of 3
Allows entry of a library(s) to be documented in the X-ref. The X-ref will be built program by
program for the library(s) specified.

Field Descriptions:
Library(s) to X-ref
Specify the library(s) which contains the programs to be documented. The X-ref will be
built program by program for all programs in the libraries.
In addition to programs, other object types such as modules (*MODULE) and native
queries (*QRYDFN) in the specified libraries will also be documented.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Build/refresh X-ref Screen #3 of 3
Allows entry of a library in which the X-ref data is to be stored. Any existing library can be
specified.

Field Descriptions:
Library(s) to store X-ref data in
Specify the name of a library which will be used to store the X-ref data. The library
automatically displayed is the X-ref library default value. If the default value is blank,
HAWKEYE will be displayed. These values may be overridden with the name of any
library.
X-ref data may be secured to prevent other users from updating. The instructions to set
the authority for the X-ref files can be found in the Security Considerations option on
the Overview Menu.
Clear existing X-ref before saving new
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Options:

1. Update X-ref data
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
This causes the applicable information in the existing X-ref to be updated with new X-ref
information.
2. Add X-ref data
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
This causes the new X-ref data to be added to the X-ref library without changing any of
the existing X-ref information. If the libraries being documented have previously been
documented in the specified X-ref library, they would be duplicated.

3. Remove X-ref data
This value will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for the
"Library to store X-ref data in".
This causes the X-ref data for the library or program being documented to be removed
from the existing X-ref data. Nothing will be added.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Allows entry of a name to determine the setup values which will be used to build or refresh the
X-ref. To specify an alternate for one or more setup value, enter the value name. Standard
values, another User value (user profile), or specially created Alternate values may be used.
The values entered here will not be retained for use the next time you build or refresh this Xref. However, if you intend to use these values each time this X-ref is updated, it is
recommended that you use the function key F20=Save submitting data’ from the submit screen
at the end of the Build/refresh.
There are function keys available from the Build/refresh screens which display the currently
assigned setup values. Please note, changes made here affect the values displayed through
these function keys.

Field Descriptions:
DOCLIBL
Specify the name of the setup value for the Documentation Library List (DOCLIBL) which
will be used for the Build/refresh X-ref. The DOCLIBL provides the ability to enter up to
100 libraries. Both the object and field Build/refresh X-ref options can be directed to
use this list of libraries as the “Library(s) to X-ref”.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Source List
Specify the name of the setup value for the Source List which will be used for this
Build/refresh X-ref. The Source List gives you the ability to control where the
Build/refresh options are to locate source files, and in what sequence. It is not
necessary to enter your source files into the Source list if the object description shows
the correct source.
Build values
Specify the name of the setup Build values which will be used for this Build/refresh Xref. Build values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Build/refresh Field X-ref Reports
Problem Log – Substitute Source
The Problem Log – Substitute Source report provides a list of problems encountered while
building the Field X-ref. These problems may reduce the accuracy of the X-ref information. This
report should be reviewed and problems corrected when necessary. This report does not
provide X-ref information.
Messages on this report are generated when the program’s or module’s original source
member cannot be located, or when more than one program or module references the same
source. Source files specified on the Source List are included in the search for substitute
source.
It is important to review all messages preceded by an Asterisk (*) and follow the specified
procedure to correct the problem.
Problem Log – File Edit
The Problem Log – Substitute Source report provides a list of problems encountered while
building the Field X-ref. These problems may reduce the accuracy of the X-ref information. This
report should be reviewed and problems corrected when necessary. This report does not
provide X-ref information.
Messages on this report are generated when a file cannot be found. All libraries being
documented will be searched to locate the files.
It is important to review all messages preceded by an Asterisk (*) and follow the specified
procedure to correct the problem.
Problem Log – File Edit
The Problem Log – Source Edit report provides a list of problems encountered while building
the Field X-ref. These problems may reduce the accuracy of the X-ref information. This report
should be reviewed and problems corrected when necessary. This report does not provide Xref information.
Messages on this report are generated when there is a difference between the
program/module object and source being used to build X-ref. Additional source syntax
checking is done and these errors are also listed on this report.
It is important to review all messages preceded by an Asterisk (*) and follow the specified
procedure to correct the problem.
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1. Build/refresh Field X-ref

Field X-ref Report
The Field X-ref report documents where and how all fields within files are referenced. The
report is in sequence by file name. File references are then listed by from and to position. This
report is generated as a result of selecting option “12. Do not save, print” for the Build/refresh
Object X-ref.
X-ref Refresh
The X-ref Refresh shows the programs and files that have been changed (includes adds and
deletes) since the last creation of the Field X-ref.
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2. Field X-ref by File

Field X-ref Menu

Field X-ref by file provides information about the fields in the specified file(s). This information is not
based on a field name but is controlled by the From/to position, making available any field name(s)
which may have been assigned within the range of the From/to position specified.
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2. Field X-ref by File

Field X-ref Menu

This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
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3. Field X-ref by Field

Field X-ref Menu

Field X-ref by field provides the files referencing the selected field. Files that reference each specified
field(s) will be listed.
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3. Field X-ref by Field

Field X-ref Menu

This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
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4. Field X-ref by Program

Field X-ref Menu

Field X-ref by program shows all field names (external, internal and work fields) defined and/or used in
an OPM or ILE program.
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4. Field X-ref by Program

Field X-ref Menu

This uses information from the actual program object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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5. All Field Names

Field X-ref Menu

All field names lists any renamed, alias, 30-character COBOL, or internal name for the from and to
positions of the specified field. All different names assigned to the same from and to positions, within a
selected file, are provided.
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5. All Field Names

Field X-ref Menu

This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
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6. Field/File Set

Field X-ref Menu

A Field/File Set is a group of related physical and logical files which all contain the specified field.
Field/File Set shows all the related files in a File Set that use the specified field. This takes into
consideration that logical files do not have to reference all the fields in a physical file, or that the logical
files may rename the field.
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6. Field/File Set

Field X-ref Menu

This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
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7. Files Using REFFLD

Field X-ref Menu

Files using REFFLD provides a list of externally-described files (physicals, logicals, joined logicals, display
files, and printer files) that use the specified REFFLD. This takes into consideration that the referring file
may use a different field name. REFFLD is a DDS keyword used to define fields which have been
previously described. These previously described fields are generally found in a field reference file.
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7. Files Using REFFLD

Field X-ref Menu

To review the list of programs using the selected reference field, or any fields defined by the
specified reference field, use the option "REFFLD where used".
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8. Field Where Used

Field X-ref Menu

Field where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field within a specified file(s) and how the field
is used. In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFINDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
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8. Field Where Used

Field X-ref Menu

This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
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9. Field in all Files Where Used

Field in all files where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field name, in all related and/or
unrelated files, and how the field is used. All programs that reference this field name from any file are
listed. In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFINDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
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9. Field in all Files Where Used

Field X-ref Menu

This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
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10. Field/file Set Where Used

Field/File Set where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field within a File Set, and how the
field is used. A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. This takes into consideration that
the logical files may rename the field. Programs using the related files with program described
references will also be included when a field's from/to position overlaps any portion of the from/to
position of the specified field. In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules
(*MODULE) will also be listed. To review the File Set using the specified field, use the option "Field/file
set".
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFINDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
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10. Field/file Set Where Used

Field X-ref Menu

This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
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11. REFFLD Where Used

Field X-ref Menu

REFFLD where used lists the program(s) that uses the selected reference field, any fields defined by the
specified reference field, or any program described references of either of these fields. Program
described references are included whenever a field's from/to position overlaps any portion of the
from/to position for the external field. This takes into consideration that the referring file may use a
different field name.
REFFLD is a DDS keyword used to define fields which have been previously described. These previously
described fields are generally found in a field reference file.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
To review the list of the files using the specified REFFLD, use the option "Files using REFFLD".
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFINDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
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11. REFFLD Where Used

Field X-ref Menu

This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
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File Analysis Menu

The File Analysis Menu provides options to show information about the files and their uses in your
system.

Options:
1. File set
A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. File Set shows all physical and logical files
related to the selected file(s). This analysis allows you to determine if a required logical file already
exists or if you have to create one.
2. Format set
A Format Set is a group of files having the same format name. To be part of a Format Set the file
must be: (1) A dependent logical or based on physical using the same format name; or (2) A file
created with the CRTDUPOBJ (Create Duplicate Object) or CPYF (Copy File) command. Related
logical files will only appear in the list if the fields were not listed in DDS.
3. Access set
An Access Set is a group of related physical and logical files which all have the same key fields. All
files which share an access path are provided.
4. File layout
File layout shows the detail layout of the fields defined for the specified data base file.
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5. Key fields
Key fields provides a list of a data base file's access path fields. Key fields are available for both
physical and logical files.
6. Selects/omits
Selects/omits shows criteria for selecting or omitting records in the specified logical file.
7. Join fields
Join fields are the fields used to join two or more files in a join logical file. The fields are common to
all files being joined. Join fields provides all fields used in joining the specified file.
8. Member list
Member list provides a list of members for the specified file(s). Member names for each specified
data base file will be listed.
9. File structure
File structure shows a complete file layout including field attributes, key fields, join fields, members,
and File Set. A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. For logical files, selects/omits
information is also shown. If selected, referenced field information is included.
31. File set where used
File Set where used shows all the programs that use the files in the selected File Set. A File Set is a
group of related physical and logical files. If a program is found in the Object X-ref which references
one of the related files, and the library qualifier for that file is *NONE, *VARIABLE, or QTEMP instead
of the actual library in which the file resides, that program will also be included.
In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU) and native queries
(*QRYDFN) which use the File Set will also be listed.
32. Object where used
Object where used shows a list of programs that use a selected object, and how the object is used.
This is not limited to only files and programs, but supports all iSeries object types. Even member
usage, command usage (both user and IBM commands) and procedures are supported.
In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU), native queries
(*QRYDFN), job descriptions (*JOBD), user profiles (*USRPRF), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), and
user commands (*CMD) which use the selected object will also be listed.
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1. File Set

File Analysis Menu

A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. File Set shows all physical and logical files
related to the selected file(s). This analysis allows you to determine if a required logical file already
exists or if you have to create one.
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1. File Set

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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2. Format Set

File Analysis Menu

A Format Set is a group of files having the same format name. To be part of a Format Set the file must
be: (1) A dependent logical or based on physical using the same format name; or (2) A file created with
the CRTDUPOBJ (Create Duplicate Object) or CPYF (Copy File) command.
Related logical files will only appear in the list if the fields were not listed in DDS.
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2. Format Set

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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3. Access Set

File Analysis Menu

An Access Set is a group of related physical and logical files which all have the same key fields. All files
which share an access path are provided.
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3. Access Set

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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4. File Layout

File Analysis Menu

File layout shows the detail layout of the fields defined for the specified data base file.
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4. File Layout

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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5. Key Fields

File Analysis Menu

Key fields provides a list of a data base file's access path fields. Key fields are available for both physical
and logical files.
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5. Key Fields

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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6. Selects/Omits

File Analysis Menu

Selects/omits shows criteria for selecting or omitting records in the specified logical file.
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6. Selects/Omits

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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7. Join Fields

File Analysis Menu

Join fields are the fields used to join two or more files in a join logical file. The fields are common to all
files being joined. Join fields provides all fields used in joining the specified file.
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7. Join Fields

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built
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8. Member List

File Analysis Menu

Member list provides a list of members for the specified file(s). Member names for each specified data
base file will be listed.
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8. Member List

File Analysis Menu

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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9. File Structure

File Analysis Menu

File structure shows a complete file layout including field attributes, key fields, join fields, members, and
File Set. A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. For logical files, selects/omits
information is also shown. If selected, referenced field information is included.
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9. File Structure

File Analysis Menu
File Structure Report

This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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31. File Set Where Used

File Analysis Menu

File Set where used shows all the programs that use the files in the selected File Set. A File Set is a group
of related physical and logical files. If a program is found in the Object X-ref which references one of the
related files, and the library qualifier for that file is *NONE, *VARIABLE, or QTEMP instead of the actual
library in which the file resides, that program will also be included.
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31. File Set Where Used

File Analysis Menu

In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU) and native queries
(*QRYDFN) which use the File Set will also be listed.
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32. Object Where Used

File Analysis Menu

Object where used shows a list of programs that use a selected object, and how the object is used. This
is not limited to only files and programs, but supports all iSeries object types. Even member usage,
command usage (both user and IBM commands) and procedures are supported.
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32. Object Where Used

File Analysis Menu

In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU), native queries
(*QRYDFN), job descriptions (*JOBD), user profiles (*USRPRF), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD),
and user commands (*CMD) which use the selected object will also be listed.
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Spacing Charts Menu

The Spacing Charts Menu provides options to print information about the spacing charts for printer files
and display files in your system.

Options:
1. Printer files in RPG
Analyzes a RPG source program(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout. Prebuilt X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes for externally defined files, the file object is
used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is searched first to locate the external file
objects. If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the external file objects.
If not found in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched.
2. Printer files in CBL
Analyzes a COBOL source program(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the
actual source files are used. To determine the field attributes for externally defined files, the file
object is used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is searched first to locate the
external file objects. If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the
external file objects. If not found in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched.
3. Printer files in DDS
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Spacing Charts Menu

Analyzes a DDS source member(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout. Prebuilt X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes the printer file object is used. The library(s)
specified in the library parameter is used to search for the printer file object. If not found in this
library, the job's library list is used to search for the printer file object. If not found in the job's
library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched. If the printer file object is not found on the
system, and the field is defined in the source, this definition will be used.
11. Display Files in DDS
Analyzes a DDS source member(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for each display format's
layout.
31. File Layout
The File Layout option is located on the File Analysis Menu.
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1. Printer Files in RPG

Spacing Charts Menu

Analyzes a RPG source program(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes for externally defined files, the file object is
used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is searched first to locate the external file objects.
If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the external file objects. If not found
in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched.
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1. Printer Files in RPG

Spacing Charts Menu

Print Files in RPG Report

The Printer Spacing Charts provides a printed representation of any program described or externally
described print file. This layout simulates report printing. Due to differences in form types and the
additional PATHFiNDER headings, skip to values would be inappropriate. Fields and constants appear in
the print positions coded. Each chart is generated directly from source. To determine the field
attributes the file objects are used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is used to search for
the file objects. If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the file objects. If
not found in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched. For external print files, if the
printer file object is not found on the system, and the field is defined in the source, this definition will be
used.
Multiple printer files within a source member are supported. Printer files with up to 220 print positions
are also supported. The print file used for this option must be large enough to accommodate the printer
file length specified.
The Field Summary will be listed at the end of the Printer Spacing Chart if "Y" (yes) is specified for the
"Print field summary" parameter when requesting this report. It shows the position and related text for
each field in the specified report.
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2. Printer Files in CBL

Spacing Charts Menu

Analyzes a COBOL source program(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes for externally defined files, the file object is
used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is searched first to locate the external file objects.
If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the external file objects. If not found
in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched.
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2. Printer Files in CBL

Spacing Charts Menu

Print Files in CBL Report

The Printer Spacing Charts provides a printed representation of any program described or externally
described print file. This layout simulates report printing. Due to differences in form types and the
additional PATHFiNDER headings, skip to values would be inappropriate. Fields and constants appear in
the print positions coded. Each chart is generated directly from source. To determine the field
attributes the file objects are used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is used to search for
the file objects. If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the file objects. If
not found in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched. For external print files, if the
printer file object is not found on the system, and the field is defined in the source, this definition will be
used.
Multiple printer files within a source member are supported. Printer files with up to 220 print positions
are also supported. The print file used for this option must be large enough to accommodate the printer
file length specified.
The Field Summary will be listed at the end of the Printer Spacing Chart if "Y" (yes) is specified for the
"Print field summary" parameter when requesting this report. It shows the position and related text for
each field in the specified report.
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3. Printer Files in DDS

Spacing Charts Menu

Analyzes a DDS source member(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes the printer file object is used. The library(s)
specified in the library parameter is used to search for the printer file object. If not found in this library,
the job's library list is used to search for the printer file object. If not found in the job's library list, *ALL
libraries would then be searched. If the printer file object is not found on the system, and the field is
defined in the source, this definition will be used.
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3. Printer Files in DDS

Spacing Charts Menu

Print Files in DDS Report

The Printer Spacing Charts provides a printed representation of any program described or externally
described print file. This layout simulates report printing. Due to differences in form types and the
additional PATHFiNDER headings, skip to values would be inappropriate. Fields and constants appear in
the print positions coded. Each chart is generated directly from source. To determine the field
attributes the file objects are used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is used to search for
the file objects. If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the file objects. If
not found in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched. For external print files, if the
printer file object is not found on the system, and the field is defined in the source, this definition will be
used.
Multiple printer files within a source member are supported. Printer files with up to 220 print positions
are also supported. The print file used for this option must be large enough to accommodate the printer
file length specified.
The Field Summary will be listed at the end of the Printer Spacing Chart if "Y" (yes) is specified for the
"Print field summary" parameter when requesting this report. It shows the position and related text for
each field in the specified report.
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11. Display Files in DDS

Spacing Charts Menu

Analyzes a DDS source member(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for each display format's
layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes the display file object is used. The library(s)
specified in the library parameter is used to search for the display file object. If not found in this library,
the job's library list is used to search for the display file object. If not found in the job's library list, *ALL
libraries would then be searched. If the display file object is not found on the system, and the field is
defined in the source, this definition will be used.
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11. Display Files in DDS

Spacing Charts Menu

Display Files in DDS Report

The Display File Spacing Charts provides a printed representation of any display file. The display file
spacing chart gives a printed image similar to IBM's SDA utility. The layouts are generated directly from
DDS source members. The field attributes are determined from the display file object. The library(s)
specified in the library parameter is used to search for the display file object. If not found in this library,
the job's library list is used to search for the display file object. If not found in the job's library list, *ALL
libraries would then be searched. If the display file object is not found on the system, and the field is
defined in the source, this definition will be used.
Support is provided to generate spacing charts for up to 27 by 132 character displays. A printer file
which supports 198+ print positions should be used to obtain the most desirable results.
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Added Time Savers Menu

The Added Time Savers Menu provides unique options which do not directly relate to the other menus,
but have been included to help increase your productivity.

Options:
1. Network configuration flow chart
Network configuration flow chart documents the configuration of the CPU, lines, controllers,
modems, workstations and printers. Three report formats are available. The flow chart report
provides a diagram of local and remote devices. The summary report provides a condensed version
of the flow chart to assist in determining available device addresses, or making modifications to your
network. The grid report provides a matrix of devices attached to local or remote workstation
controllers helping you determine to which ports devices are attached and what addresses should
be used to attach new devices. The report(s) can be generated for a selected controller, or for the
entire iSeries network.
In addition, a Remote Network Configuration Flow Chart can be generated for your remote iSeries
systems on which PATHFiNDER is not licensed. The report(s) can be generated for as many of your
remote systems as you wish. This function is performed through the use of the commands
CRTRMTNET, CRTNETCFG, and PRTRMTNET located in the HAWKEYE library. See Appendix F for
complete details.
2. Scan source member(s)
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Scan source member(s) allows you to specify up to 10 strings of 30 characters in length, as well as a
range of last changed dates. Source code will be scanned to locate source statements containing
these requested character strings and last changed dates, if specified. The character strings can be
field names, column headings, message IDs, file names, subroutine names, etc.
3. RPG flow charts, indents, etc.
RPG flow charts, indents, etc. provides five report formats to document RPG source programs.
4. PATHFiNDER's programmer menu
The PATHFiNDER Programmer menu offers all functions available from the IBM iSeries Programmer
menu, with additional options, functions, and an extended command line. Appropriate
object/library information will be passed to the programmer menu for your convenience.
5. Mass compile
Mass Compile allows compilation of a list of files, programs (both OPM and ILE), modules and
service programs. If an X-ref library is specified, all programs, modules and service programs that
reference specified objects will be included in the list of objects to compile. The X-ref data is used to
determine references.
Additionally, an API (Application Program Interface) exists which allows you to call the batch Mass
Compile process directly, passing the objects to be compiled. See Appendix M for more information
on this API.
6. Objects last used
Objects last used allows you to determine the frequency of use for any object. This option prints a
list of specified objects and members showing the date last used and number of days since that
date. The report also shows the number of days the specified objects and members have been
used.
In addition, a Remote Objects Last Used report can be generated for your remote iSeries systems on
which PATHFiNDER is not licensed. The report can be generated for as many of your remote
systems as you wish. This function is performed through the use of the commands CRTRMTUSED,
CRTOBJUSED, and PRTRMTUSED located in the HAWKEYE library. See Appendix J for complete
details.
7. Unreferenced source
This option matches specified source to specified objects. Any discrepancies are documented on the
Unreferenced source reports.
This option prints two reports. The "Unreferenced Source – by Source" report prints a list of source
for which an object cannot be located in the specified library(s). An edit is provided when duplicate
source is found. The "Unreferenced Source - by Object" report prints a list of objects for which
source cannot be located in the specified library(s). For both reports, an edit will appear if the
source change date/time of the source file member does not match that of the object description.
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8. Disk changes
Disk Changes provides a report comparing object size for two specified dates. The comparison
shows size increases/decreases for objects, objects added or deleted, as well as a comparison of
the number of records for file objects. A summary by library is also available. To include owner and
text on the reports, use a print file with 198 print positions.
These reports are an excellent tool for analyzing the fluctuation of the objects on your system which
are affecting disk space usage. These options can also provide a size ranking for both objects and
libraries.
9. CL indents
This option prints an indented report for the specified CL source member(s). DO statements will be
indented for readability with a specified character connecting corresponding DO-ENDDO pairs.
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1. Network Config Flow Chart

Network configuration flow chart documents the configuration of the CPU, lines, controllers, modems,
workstations and printers. Three report formats are available. The flow chart report provides a diagram
of local and remote devices. The summary report provides a condensed version of the flow chart to
assist in determining available device addresses, or making modifications to your network. The grid
report provides a matrix of devices attached to local or remote workstation controllers helping you
determine to which ports devices are attached and what addresses should be used to attach new
devices. The report(s) can be generated for a selected controller, or for the entire iSeries network.
In addition, a Remote Network Configuration Flow Chart can be generated for your remote iSeries
systems on which PATHFiNDER is not licensed. The report(s) can be generated for as many of your
remote systems as you wish. This function is performed through the use of the commands,
CRTRMTNET, CRTNETCFG, and PRTRMTNET located in the HAWKEYE library. See Appendix F for
complete details.
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1. Network Config Flow Chart

Network Configuration Flow Chart

The Network Configuration Flow Chart provides a diagram of local and remote devices attached to your
iSeries. It documents the configuration of the CPU, lines, controllers, modems, workstations and
printers.
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1. Network Config Flow Chart

Network Configuration Summary

The Network Configuration Summary report provides a condensed version of the local and remote
devices attached to your iSeries. It includes control unties, lines and devices to assist in determining
available device addresses, or making modification to your network.
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1. Network Config Flow Chart

Network Configuration Grid

The Network Configuration Grid report provides a matrix of devices attached to local or remote
workstation controllers. The remote workstation controller types supported are 5294, 5394 and 5494.
This report can be used to help determine to which port the devices are attached and what addresses
should be used to attached new devices.
If only the Grid report was selected, the Summary report will print the remote workstation controllers
not supported on the Grid report.
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2. Scan Source Member(s)

Scan source member(s) allows you to specify up to 10 strings of 30 characters in length, as well as a
range of last changed dates. Source code will be scanned to locate source statements containing these
requested character strings and last changed dates, if specified. The character strings can be field
names, column headings, message IDs, file names, subroutine names, etc.
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2. Scan Source Member(s)

This uses information from the actual source program, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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3. RPG Flow Charts, etc.

RPG flow charts, indents, etc. provides five report formats to document RPG source programs.
This uses information from the actual RPG source program, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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3. RPG Flow Charts, etc.

RPG Source Listing

The RPG Source Listing is similar to the compile listing but portions of code can be selected to print using
the “Subroutine name” parameter. The report includes level identifiers to match the IF and DO
statements to their associated END statements.
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3. RPG Flow Charts, etc.

RPG Indented Source Listing

The RPG Indented Source Listing shows an indented source listing. Each IF and DO structured block is
indented from the rest of the specifications. To obtain additional levels of indentation, use a print file
with over 132 print positions.
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3. RPG Flow Charts, etc.

RPG Program Flow Chart

The RPG Program Flow Chart gives a visual representation of the program logic. It provides a diagram of
the program’s statements.
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3. RPG Flow Charts, etc.

RPG Indicator/Field Cross Reference

The RPG Indicator/Field Cross Reference report provides a cross reference of where and how fields and
indicators are used in a RPG program.
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3. RPG Flow Charts, etc.

RPG Subroutine Explosion

The RPG Subroutine Explosion report lists subroutines in the order in which they are executed, showing
indented levels of subroutines. If a subroutine is selected, only the path of the subroutines necessary to
invoke the selected subroutine is shown. All subroutines executed by the selected subroutine are also
shown.
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4. PATHFiNDER’s Pgm Menu

The PATHFiNDER Programmer menu offers all functions available from the IBM iSeries Programmer
menu with additional options, functions, and an extended command line. Appropriate object/library
information will be passed to the programmer menu for your convenience.
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4. PATHFiNDER’s Pgm Menu

The extended command line supports “F9=Retrieve”. Specified Object/library information has been
passed to the Programmer Menu.
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Mass Compile allows compilation of a list of files, programs (both OPM and ILE), modules and service
programs. As well as creating the objects, this option can re-map data and retain existing attributes and
authorities for the objects. If an X-ref library is specified, all programs, modules and service programs
that reference specified objects will be included in the list of objects to compile. Referencing objects
include programs, modules and service programs. The X-ref data is used to determine references. If the
specified object(s) is a physical file, objects referencing the physical and any of its dependent logicals are
included. If it is a logical file, only objects referencing that logical will be included. If the referencing
object is a module, the ILE programs and service programs which reference the module will also be
included in the list of objects to compile. These ILE programs and service programs will be updated by
the Mass Compile process. Entry of objects on the Mass Compile entry screen is not mandatory.
Additionally, an API (Application Program Interface) exists which allows you to call the batch Mass
Compile process directly, passing the objects to be compiled. See Appendix M in the Reference Manual
for more information on this API.
When using this option remember:
• Back-up should be performed for all objects to be compiled prior to executing this option. Although
a recovery procedure is provided to safeguard against unexpected errors, back-up is always a
prudent measure.
• If files specified within DDS keywords FORMAT, PFILE, JFILE, REF, REFFLD, REFACCPTH, JOIN and JREF
are unqualified, the library(s) in which the unqualified files reside must exist in the library list used
when submitting this option. The libraries containing external files referenced in the programs and
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modules must also be included in the library list. The job's current library list will be used unless a
different library list is specified.
Optionally, physical, logical, printer and display files entered can be created. For creation of files, the
Mass Compile option contains the following features:
• You may specify if, and from where, existing data will be mapped to the newly created file.
• A file can be created in its current library or in a test library and data or attributes copied from
either.
• For old files that are currently being journaled, the newly created files will also be journaled.
• Existing constraints and triggers will be added to the newly created files.
• Before existing files are deleted or archived, the option starts with an "edit phase" to insure that all
physical and logical files in the list will compile and that data can be mapped, if requested. Mass
Compile process will stop if any physical or logical files cannot be created or data cannot be
mapped. An error when attempting to map data may occur because a field definition has changed,
such as alphanumeric to packed numeric.
• File dependencies are determined so that files are created in the appropriate order. Circular
dependencies are identified during the edit phase which will cause the Mass Compile process to
stop. Circular dependency example: file A references file Z in the PFILE keyword, and file Z
references file A in the REFFLD keyword. Under these conditions, neither file can be created since
the other must exist first. Corrections must be made before the compile process is restarted.
• It is not necessary to compile both files involved in a referential constraint. Even when just one of
the files is being compiled, the referential constraint will be re-applied. When a target library is
specified, constraints will only be applied if both files are located in the target library.
• Should an unexpected error be encountered while compiling files during the Mass Compile process,
a recovery procedure will automatically restore original objects.
The following features apply to ILE objects to be created/updated by the Mass Compile option:
• Modules referenced by the ILE programs or service programs on the list of objects to compile must
exist. These modules can, however, be created during the same Mass Compile job by adding their
source using "F20=Add source".
• All ILE programs or service programs must exist to be re-created. Needed modules and service
programs will be retrieved from the existing object. If a needed module or service program is in the
list of objects to compile, the new version will be used in the CRT/UPD command. If a needed
module or service program no longer exists in its bind time library, but does exist in the current
library list, the version found in the library list will be used. If a library other than *OBJLIB is
specified for "Compile-to library (target)" and *TGTLIB is specified for "Use attributes from", any
needed modules or service programs found in that library will be used.
• New ILE programs can be created by adding source information through "F20=Add source". These
programs are created using the CRTBNDxxx or CRTSQLxxxI commands.
• New ILE modules can be created by adding source information through "F20=Add source". These
modules are created using the CRTxxxMOD command.
• A binding directory can be specified for use by the Mass Compile job. The binding directory affects
only modules and service programs not defined in the existing object.
• Service program dependencies are determined so that they are created in the appropriate order.
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Service programs identified as part of a circular dependency will be bypassed. Circular dependency
example: Service program A references service program B, service program B references service
program C which references service program A. Under these conditions, none of the service
programs can be created since the other must exist first.
The following features apply to any object to be created by the Mass Compile option:
• You may specify if, and from where, existing attributes will be used for the newly created objects.
• Optionally, all objects can be archived to allow restoration of original objects.
• You may specify if existing authority will be used for the newly created objects.
• Objects can be created in a different library than they currently reside (i.e. test library).
• Objects from multiple user ASP's can be compiled.
• The create command parameters can be overridden for each object to be created.
• If the Mass Compile job is cancelled outside of program control (i.e. power failure, operator cancel)
an optional recovery procedure is provided to restore original objects.
• The "Mass Compile - Status" report is provided to track each phase in the procedure. It documents
where newly created objects were compiled, and where original objects are saved. Warnings
appear on this report to notify you of situations which may require correction. Terminal messages
would also appear on this report if the job encountered unexpected errors which caused it to end
abnormally.
• Errors encountered compiling objects other than a physical or logical file will not stop the Mass
Compile process because they require minimal processing time to compile manually. Errors
compiling these objects will be noted on the "Mass Compile - Status" report. The original object will
be returned to its library allowing attributes and authorities of the original object to be retained.
• Multiple Mass Compile jobs can be submitted to run concurrently.
There are many methods to identify objects to be compiled:
• Objects specified on this options entry screen
• Objects included in a Compile list specified on this options entry screen
• Dependent logical files of specified physical files
• Objects referencing specified objects
• Programs, modules and service programs added through the Add Programs screen (see "F19=Add
programs")
• Programs and modules added through the Add Source screen (see "F20=Add source")
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Confirm Object shows all objects entered on the previous screen, and entries added through the
specified Compile list. Dependent logicals for previously specified physicals are indented below the
physical file. If a Compile list was specified and "Y" was entered for "Add referencing programs" when
creating the Compile list, or "X-ref" = "Y" on the Work With Compile List screen, objects referencing
those on the Compile list will also be shown here. If an X-ref library is specified, all objects which
reference those entered on the previous screen will be included in the list of objects to create displayed
on the next screen. Referencing objects include OPM and ILE programs, modules and service programs.
This screen is displayed when an object(s) or Compile list is specified on the Mass Compile Entry Screen.
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Confirm Compile represents the list of objects which will be created/updated. These objects
may be listed as a result of:
• Objects specified on the Mass Compile Entry screen
• Objects included in the specified Compile list
• Dependent logical files of specified physical files
• Objects referencing specified objects
• Programs, modules and service programs added through the Add Programs screen (see
“F19=Add programs”)
• Programs and modules added through the Add Source screen (see “F20=Add source”)
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The Options screen allows access to the Confirm Source, Confirm Authority, Confirm Parms and Confirm
Text screens. Information regarding how compilations are to be performed can also be entered here.
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Confirm Source shows all objects to be created, with related source information. In order for objects to
be created, source must be located and you must be authorized to use it. Source values may be
changed if necessary.
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Confirm Authority shows all objects to be created, with the authority values to be used to
create the objects. Authority information may be changed if necessary. If the object to be
created already exists in the “Compile-to library”, you must have the object existence rights to
it.
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Confirm Parms shows all objects to be created. Create parameters may be changed if
necessary.
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Confirm Text shows al objects to be created, with related text. Text can be changed if
necessary.
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Mass Compile – Request List

The Mass Compile – Request List report shows all the objects which were specified to be
created. The values used to create the objects are shown.
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Mass Compile – Status Report

The Mass Compile – Status report shows messages associated with the Mass Compile process.
These may be status messages, warnings of potential problems, as well as terminal errors.
Suggested solutions are also listed.
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Objects last used allows you to determine the frequency of use for any object. This option prints a list of
specified objects and members showing the date last used and number of days since that date. The
report also shows the number of days the specified objects and members have been used.
Some usages to a file member will not update the file's "last used date", but will update the file's
"changed" date. Also, changing a data area with the command CHGDTAARA (Change Data Area) or
changing a document (*DOC) will not update the "last used date", but will update the "changed" date.
For file, data area and document objects, if "changed" date is more recent than "last used date",
"changed" date will be used.
In addition, a Remote Objects Last Used report can be generated for your remote iSeries systems on
which PATHFiNDER is not licensed. The report can be generated for as many of your remote systems as
you wish. This function is performed through the use of the commands, CRTRMTUSED, CRTOBJUSED,
and PRTRMTUSED located in the HAWKEYE library. See Appendix J in Reference Manual for complete
details.
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Objects Last Used Report

This uses information from the actual objects, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Only objects to which you are authorized will be included on the report.
Note: Because the Object and Field X-ref Build/refresh options read your source code, the source
members' "last used date" for each documented program is updated each time the Build/refresh is run.
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Added Time Savers Menu

This option matches specified source to specified objects. Any discrepancies are documented on the
Unreferenced source reports.
This option prints two reports. The "Unreferenced Source - by Source" report prints a list of source for
which an object cannot be located in the specified library(s). An edit is provided when duplicate source
is found. The "Unreferenced Source - by Object" report prints a list of objects for which source cannot
be located in the specified library(s). For both reports, an edit will appear if the source change
date/time of the source file member does not match that of the object description. Note: For service
programs with export source, an edit will always appear for the source change date/time because the
change date/time is not provided for service programs.
These reports list only o bject types which use source. These types are program (*PGM), module
(*MODULE), service program (*SRVPGM), file (*FILE), command (*CMD) and screen group (*PNLGRP).
All objects whose source information is blank will be skipped. This includes IBM objects and query
programs (QRYEXC). Display files for menu objects will also be skipped.
This uses information from the actual source and object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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Unreferenced Source – by Source Report

The Unreferenced Source - by Source report matches specified source to specified objects. When
specified source has no matching object, it will be listed. Either the object does not exist, or the object
was not located in the specified library(s). Bound in modules that do not exist independently will not
cause an edit. An edit is provided when duplicate source is found. If the source change date/time of the
source file member does not match that in the object description an edit will also appear. Note: For
service programs with export source, an edit will always appear for the source change date/time
because the change date/time is not provided for service programs.
For ILE programs, the specified source will be matched to either the module object or the program
object depending on how the ILE program was created. For ILE programs created using:
• CRTPGM (Create Program), source information for each of the program's module objects will be
retrieved and used to match source members to the module objects.
• CRTBNDxxx (Create Bound), source information for the entry module will be retrieved and used to
match to the ILE program object. For any additional bound in modules of the program, source
information will be retrieved and used to match source members to the module objects.
If *FULL was specified for "Report detail", all source files existing in the specified library are listed
including those for which objects were matched.
Unreferenced Source – by Object Report

The Unreferenced Source - by Object report matches specified objects to specified source files. When
specified object has no matching source, it will be listed. Either the source does not exist, or the source
was not located in the specified library(s). An edit is provided if the source change date/time of the
source file member does not match that in the object description. Note: For service programs with
export source, an edit will always for the source change date/time because the change date/time is not
provided for service programs.
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8. Disk Changes

Added Time Savers Menu

Disk Changes provides a report comparing object size for two specified dates. The comparison shows
size increases/decreases for objects, objects added or deleted, as well as a comparison of the number of
records for file objects. A summary by library is also available. To include owner and text on the
reports, use a print file with 198 print positions.
These reports are an excellent tool for analyzing the fluctuation of the objects on your system which are
affecting disk space usage. These options can also provide a size ranking for both objects and libraries.
For Office documents, the user-assigned document and folder names are shown. For additional
PATHFiNDER options to help with disk cleanup, see "Objects last used" and "Unreferenced source" on
this menu, or "Unreferenced objects" on the Object X-ref menu.
The reports use information from the Disk Changes save files built with this option. The first time this
option is executed, object size information will be generated and saved into a save file prior to printing
the reports. Subsequently, when current information is requested, object size information will be
generated and saved to a new save file for the date/time of the generation.
The Disk Changes data can be outfiled using the PATHFiNDER command Print Disk Changes
(PRTDSKCHG). This information can then be transferred to Lotus or graphic products. Information for
multiple periods could be used for analysis of trends and projections.
The object size information generated by the Disk Changes option is stored in save files in the
HAWKDISK library created by PATHFiNDER. A separate save file is created for each date/time the object
size information is generated. Each save file will require approximately one to seven megabytes of disk
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space. The HAWKDISK library should be included in your back up routines. The SAVFDTA parameter on
the save command must be *YES. It is recommended that the save files which are no longer needed be
removed from your system. These save files can be deleted from the Work With Disk Changes screen.
This screen is available from the "F8=Work with" function on the Disk Changes option.
The authority to the HAWKDISK library can be set to prevent users from inadvertently creating or
deleting Disk Changes information. Authority for individual save files can also be set to prevent users
from accessing this information.
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Disk Changes by Object report

The Disk Changes by Object report compares object sizes for two selected dates. The report uses
information from Disk Changes save files built with this option. The comparison shows
increases/decreases for objects, objects added or deleted, as well as a comparison of the number of
records for file objects. If a print file with 198 print positions was used, owner and text will be included
in the report. This report is an excellent tool for analyzing the fluctuation of the objects on your system
which are affecting disk space usage. It can also provide a size ranking by object. For Office documents,
the user-assigned names are included.
Disk Changes by Library report

The Disk Changes by Library report compares library sizes for two selected dates, for the selected
objects. The report uses information from Disk Changes save files built with this option. The
comparison shows a summary of increases/decreases for objects, objects added or deleted, by library. If
a print file with 198 print positions was used, library text will be included in the report.
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Added Time Savers Menu

This option prints an indented report for the specified CL source member(s). DO statements will be
indented for readability with a specified character connecting corresponding DO-ENDDO pairs.
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Added Time Savers Menu

CL Indents report

The CL Indents report shows an indented source listing. DO statements are indented for readability.
The specified character is used to connect corresponding DO-ENDDO pairs. To obtain additional levels
of indentation, use a print file with over 132 print positions.
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User Support Menu

The User support menu provides options to help in the use of the PATHFiNDER package. Options are
available to aid in the installation of the package, as well as new releases. Package documentation is
also available from this menu.

Options:
1. Authorize package
The Authorize package option is used to authorize use of your PATHFiNDER package on your system.
It will require that you input information which will be provided by your PATHFiNDER
representative.
2. Load new PATHFiNDER release
Load new PATHFiNDER release allows easy installation of new releases and PTFs (Program
Temporary Fixes) to PATHFiNDER. This option must be run by a user with security officer authority,
or a user with special authorities of *ALLOBJ and *SECADM. Programs which adopt authority will be
restored, therefore, system value QALWOBJRST must contain *ALL or *ALLPGMADP.
3. Report sample
Report sample prints a report layout for a selected PATHFiNDER option. Help text for the option can
be selectively printed with this sample report.
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4. Help text
Help text provides printed help text for PATHFiNDER options. Help text can be selected for a single
option, generic options, or all options.
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User Support Menu

The Authorize package option is used to authorize use of your PATHFiNDER package on your system. It
will require that you input information which will be provided by your PATHFiNDER representative.
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User Support Menu

Load new PATHFiNDER release allows easy installation of new releases and PTFs (Program Temporary
Fixes) to PATHFiNDER. This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, or a user with
special authorities of *ALLOBJ and *SECADM. Programs which adopt authority will be restored,
therefore, system value QALWOBJRST must contain *ALL or *ALLPGMADP.
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User Support Menu

Report sample prints a report layout for a selected PATHFiNDER option. Help text for the option can be
selectively printed with this sample report.
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User Support Menu

The Report Sample listing provides a sample of the selected report. The constants appear as they would
on the actual report, the variable data is represented with X's.
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User Support Menu

Help text provides printed help text for PATHFiNDER options. Help text can be selected for a single
option, generic options, or all options.
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User Support Menu

Help Text Report

This report provides help text for a selected option(s). This text is the on-line help text displayed when
the Help key is pressed.
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Security Menu

The Security Menu provides options to evaluate all levels of security on your system. It allows analysis
of security system values, user profile security, as well as object and adopting program security
information. Special report requirements can be met by using outfile support available for each of the
security options.
The options on the Security Menu must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with
special authority of *ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with
*ALL or *USE authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry
screen).
Security data files are secured due to the sensitive nature of the information.

Options:
1. Manage security data
Manage security data allows you to create or delete system-wide security data used by the other
options on the Security Menu. The security options allow you to specify use of pre-built data or
real-time data. If pre-built data is specified, the data created with this option will be used. If your
security management requires global reporting with frequent generation of numerous security
reports, use of pre-built data is recommended. Creation of the security data will take
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approximately two to five hours. It may not be necessary to build security data if your analysis is
restricted to specific users or objects.
2. Security checkup
The Security checkup reviews your security environment and compares to recommendations from
various sources, including IBM's Security Reference Manual (SC41-3302) and the IBM security red
book (GG24-3639). The Security Checkup report lists recommendations for differences found. This
report provides a starting point for full security auditing.
3. Security system values
Provides a report showing the security related system values. It lists the current value, prior value,
shipped value and recommended value. This information allows you to compare your system's
current values to recommended values and evaluate for changes.
4. User profiles
This option provides five report formats to evaluate user profiles.
5. Object authority by object
Lists the selected objects. Shows users authorized to the objects and the source of that authority.
This option can be used when reviewing objects and the users' authorities to those objects.
6. Job descriptions with user
Lists selected job descriptions which have a user profile. Shows users authorized to the job
descriptions and the source of that authority. User profiles authorized to use a job description can
submit jobs having the authority of the user specified in the job description. This report helps verify
that these users are intended to have this level of authority.
7. Profiles authority
Lists selected user profiles. Shows the users authorized to the profiles and the source of that
authority. With this report you can review those users which have authority to access other user
profiles.
8. Adopting programs
Lists the selected programs which adopt the authorities of their owners when executing. Shows the
users authorized to these programs and the source of that authority. A program that adopts runs
under the combined authority of the program's owner and the user executing the program. This
report helps verify that these users are intended to have this level of authority. The name of the
program's source is provided so that the source may be easily reviewed to help determine the
function of the program. Adopting programs created by user "*IBM" will not be listed on this
report. This allows easier research of user programs which reside in IBM supplied libraries.
9. Authorized objects by user
Lists selected objects to which specified users are authorized showing source of that authority. This
allows you to review selected users and the objects to which they are authorized.
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10. Authority differences
Lists authority differences for objects compared to a specified reference object(s). A reference
object is a "model" you can specify to be used for comparison purposes. This report can be used to
quickly identify objects which do not match the "model" authorities.
11. Password same as profile
Lists the specified profile(s) when the password and the profile name are the same.
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Security Menu

Manage security data allows you to create or delete system-wide security data used by the other
options on the Security Menu. The security options allow you to specify use of pre-built data or realtime data. If pre-built data is specified, the data created with this option will be used. If your security
management requires global reporting with frequent generation of numerous security reports, use of
pre-built data is recommended. Creation of the security data will take approximately two to five hours.
It may not be necessary to build security data if your analysis is restricted to specific users or objects.
The Security Data Problem Log will print if there are any difficulties collecting security information for
any of the objects on your system. If problems are not encountered, a report will not be generated.
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Security Menu

Security Data Problem Log

The Security Data Problem Log prints when there are difficulties gathering security data. This report will
notify you of objects not included in the security data. It will print when security data is created with
option "1. Manage Security Data", or gathered temporarily for a security report requested with "N" for
"Use pre-built data".
Note: All device message queues are allocated by the operating system, therefore they will never be
included in the security data or printed on this report.
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Security Menu

The Security checkup reviews your security environment and compares to recommendations from
various sources, including IBM's Security Reference Manual (SC41-3302) and the IBM security red
book (GG24-3639). The Security Checkup report lists recommendations for differences found. This
report provides a starting point for full security auditing.
Following is a list of security checks that are performed:
• Security system values are checked against recommended values.
• Profiles are checked for any not used within the last 60 days.
• Profiles are checked for passwords which have not been changed in the last 90 days.
• Group profiles are checked for those which have a password.
• Group profiles are checked for those which have *ALLOBJ special authority.
• Group profiles are checked for those which have *AUDIT special authority.
• Group profiles are checked for those which have *SECADM special authority.
• Group profiles are checked for those which have *SERVICE special authority.
• Group profiles are checked for those which have *SPLCTL special authority.
• Profiles are checked for those which do not have *PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE) authority. Excludes QDBSHR,
QDOC, QSPLJOB, and QTMPLPD.
• Profiles are checked for those which have *ALLOBJ special authorities. Excludes QLPAUTO,
QLPINSTALL, QSECOFR, and QSYS.
• Profiles are checked for those which have *SERVICE special authorities. Excludes QSECOFR, QSRV,
and QSYS.
• Profiles are checked for those which have *SPLCTL special authorities. Excludes QSECOFR and QSYS.
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Profiles are checked for those which have *SECADM special authorities. Excludes QLPAUTO,
QLPINSTALL, QSECOFR and QSYS.
Profiles are checked for those which have *AUDIT special authorities. Excludes QSECOFR and QSYS.
Profiles are checked for those which have *SAVSYS special authorities. Excludes QLPAUTO,
QLPINSTALL, QSECOFR, QSYS, and QSYSOPR.
Profiles are checked for those which have *JOBCTL special authorities. Excludes QLPAUTO,
QLPINSTALL, QPGMR, QRJE, QSECOFR, QSRV, QSRVBAS, QSYS, QSYSOPR, and QTCP.
Profiles are checked for those which have *IOSYSCFG special authorities.
Profiles having USRCLS (User Class) of *USER are checked for those which do not have LMTCPB Limit
Capabilities) of *NO.
Profiles having USRCLS (User Class) of *USER or an INLPGM (Initial Program) specified are checked
for those which do not have *SIGNOFF for their INLMNU (Initial Menu).
User and group profiles which do not have *ALLOBJ are checked for those which have *USE or
greater authority to the CHGSYSLIBL (Change System Library List) command.
Profiles are checked for those which do not have *SYSVAL or a value greater than the number
specified for the system value for PWDEXPITV (Password Expiration Interval).
Profiles are checked for those which do not have *SYSVAL for LMTDEVSSN (Limit Device Session).
Profiles are checked for those which do not have *SYSVAL for DSPSGNINF (Display Sign-on
Information).
Job descriptions with a user profile assigned are checked for those which do not have
PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE) authority.
Programs which adopt owner authority are checked for those which do not have
*PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE) authority.
Existence of message queue QSYSMSG is checked, and if existing, verified that it has been cleared
recently.
System libraries are checked for those which do not have *PUBLIC(*USE) authority.
Subsystem description workstation entries are checked for those which have a specified job
description with a user profile assigned.
Subsystem description communications entries are checked for those which have a user profile
specified.
Subsystem description prestart job entries are checked for those with a user profile other than
QUSER or QTCP, or program library not a system library.
Device descriptions are checked for those with SECURELOC(*YES).
If the security audit journal or journal receiver exist, they are checked for *PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE)
authority.
If the security audit journal exists, it is checked that it has been changed within the last 30 days.
System value QSYSLIBL (System Library List) is checked for libraries placed higher than QSYS.
Libraries placed higher than QSYS in the system value QSYSLIBL (System Library List) are checked for
those which do not have *PUBLIC(*USE) authority.
Authorization list specified for system value QUSEADPAUT is checked for *PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE)
authority.
Objects are checked for those owned by QDFTOWN (default owner).
IBM supplied profiles are checked for those which do not have password *NONE.
Commands are checked for those which have ALWLMTUSER (Allow Limit User) "*YES". Excludes
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IBM commands DSPJOB, DSPJOBLOG, DSPMSG, INZSYS, SIGNOFF, SNDMSG, STRPCO, STRPRSDIR,
and WRKMSG.
Corresponding commands in QSYS and QSYS38 are checked for those which do not have the same
authorities.
APIs in QSYS are checked for those which do not have the same authorities as their associated
command in QSYS.
Selected IBM commands and APIs are checked for *PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE) authority.
Command STRTCPSVR is checked for *PUBLIC(*EXCLUDE) authority.
The value for network attribute JOBACN (Job action) is checked that it is something other than
*SEARCH.
Configuration data is checked that it has been saved (SAVCFG) within the last 30 days.
System data is checked that it has been saved (SAVSYS) within the last 30 days.
Security data is checked that it has been saved (SAVSECDTA) within the last 30 days.
If Client Access is installed, network attribute PCSACC (Client request access) is checked for either
*REGFAC or an exit program. Network attribute DDMACC (DDM request access) is checked for an
exit program.

Following is a list of additional recommendations printed:
• The Dedicated Service Tools (DST) passwords should be checked.
• Option "11. Password same as profile" report from Security Menu should be run.
• The network attributes DDMACC (DDM request access) should be checked in the network attributes
(DSPNETA). This will only appear if Client Access is not installed.
• Check TCP/IP autostart values.
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Security Checkup Report
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3. Security System Values

Provides a report showing the security related system values. It lists the current value, prior value,
shipped value and recommended value. This information allows you to compare your system's current
values to recommended values and evaluate for changes.
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3. Security System Values

Security System Values Report
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This option provides five report formats to evaluate user profiles.
The report formats are:
• Special authorities assigned to user profiles through the user or the group to which the user
belongs
• The date user profiles were last used
• The date passwords were last changed for user profiles
• User profiles belonging to a group profiles
• Job start-up information for user profiles
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User Profiles – Special Authority Report

The User Profiles - Special Authority report shows the special authorities assigned to selected user
profiles and the group to which the user belongs.
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User Profiles – by Last Used Date

The User Profiles - by Last Used Date report shows user profile information listed by the date that the
user profile was last used. Use this report to identify profiles no longer needed.
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User Profiles – by Password Changed Date

The User Profiles - by Password Changed Date report shows user profile information listed by the date
the user's password was last changed. Use this report to identify profiles with passwords which need to
be changed.
User Profiles – Group Information

The User Profiles - Group Information report shows user profile information for the selected user
profiles belonging to a group profile. Use this report to help manage users within group profiles.
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User Profiles – Job Start-up

The User Profiles - Job Start-up report shows information pertinent to the user's start-up environment.
Use this report to manage the job initiation information for users.
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5. Object Authority by Object

Provides a report showing the security related system values. It lists the current value, prior value,
shipped value and recommended value. This information allows you to compare your system's current
values to recommended values and evaluate for changes.
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5. Object Authority by Object

Object Authority by Object Report

The Object Authority by Object report lists the selected objects. It shows users authorized to the objects
and the source of that authority. This report can be used to review objects and the users' authorities to
those objects.
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6. Job Descriptions with User

Lists selected job descriptions which have a user profile. Shows users authorized to the job descriptions
and the source of that authority. User profiles authorized to use a job description can submit jobs
having the authority of the user specified in the job description. This report helps verify that these users
are intended to have this level of authority.
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6. Job Descriptions with User

Job Descriptions with User Report

The Job Descriptions with User report lists selected job descriptions which have a user profile. It shows
users authorized to the job descriptions and the source of that authority. User profiles authorized to
use a job description can submit jobs having the authority of the user specified in the job description.
This report helps verify that these users are intended to have this level of authority.
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Lists selected user profiles. Shows the users authorized to the profiles and the source of that authority.
With this report you can review those users which have authority to access other user profiles.
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Profiles Authority Report

The Profiles Authority report lists selected user profiles. It shows users authorized to the profiles and
the source of that authority. With this report you can review those users which have authority to access
other user profiles.
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Lists the selected programs which adopt the authorities of their owners when executing. Shows the
users authorized to these programs and the source of that authority. A program that adopts runs under
the combined authority of the program's owner and the user executing the program. This report helps
verify that these users are intended to have this level of authority. The name of the program's source is
provided so that the source may be easily reviewed to help determine the function of the program.
Adopting programs created by user "*IBM" will not be listed on this report. This allows easier research
of user programs which reside in IBM supplied libraries.
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Adopting Programs Report

The Adopting Programs report lists the selected programs which adopt the authorities of their owners
when executing. It shows users authorized to these programs and the source of that authority. A
program that adopts runs under the combined authority of the program's owner and the user executing
the program. This report helps verify that these users are intended to have this level of authority. The
name of the program's source is provided so that the source may be easily reviewed to help determine
the function of the program. Adopting programs created by user "*IBM" are not listed on this report.
This allows easier research of user programs which reside in IBM supplied libraries.
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9. Authorized Objects by User

Lists selected objects to which specified users are authorized showing source of that authority. This
allows you to review selected users and the objects to which they are authorized.
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9. Authorized Objects by User

Authorized Objects by User Report

The Authorized Objects by User report lists selected objects to which specified users are authorized,
showing source of that authority. This report allows you to review selected users and the objects to
which they are authorized.
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10. Authority Differences

Lists authority differences for objects compared to a specified reference object(s). A reference object is
a "model" you can specify to be used for comparison purposes. This report can be used to quickly
identify objects which do not match the "model" authorities.
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10. Authority Differences

Authority Differences Report

The Authority Differences report lists objects which have authority different from the specified
reference object(s). The reference object is the "model" you specified to be used for comparison
purposes. This report can be used to quickly identify objects which do not match the "model"
authorities.
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11. Password Same as Profile

Lists the specified profile(s) when the password and the profile name are the same. CAUTION! Prior to
executing this report the following considerations should be reviewed:
• If the password is the same as the user profile, the invalid sign-on count will be reset to zero and
the last used date will be updated for the user profile and its group (if applicable).
• For a profile whose password is not the same, the invalid sign-on count is incremented by one.
Under the following circumstances the profiles cannot be checked:
• If a profile's invalid sign-on count is too close to the system value QMAXSIGN (Maximum sign-on
attempts allowed).
• If a profile password is expired.
• If a profile is disabled.
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11. Password Same as Profile

Password Same as Profile Report

The Password Same as Profile report lists the specified profile when the password and the profile name
are the same.
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More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER by selecting "F22=History".
The History Type Selection screen allows the selection of the type of X-ref history to review. Either
Object or Field X-ref history can be selected. The defaulting type is high-lighted with "<===" and the
selection number appears in the Command line. This is determined by the type of option that
"F22=History" was selected from.
The selection number entered into the Command line determines the type of X-ref that "F8=Work with"
will display. The following values can be entered into the Command line:
1 - displays all Object X-ref libraries
2 - displays all Field X-ref libraries
Blank - displays both Object and Field X-ref libraries

Options:

1. Object X-ref history
Object X-ref history provides an audit trail for each object X-ref build or refresh stored in a specific
library. History is listed by run date.
2. Field X-ref history
Field X-ref history provides an audit trail for each field X-ref build or refresh stored in a specific
library. History is listed by run date.
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Object X-ref history provides an audit trail for each object X-ref build or refresh stored in a specific
library. History is listed by run date.
Enter “5=Detail attribute” in the desired object X-ref build or refresh to see additional information about
that build.
Press “F11=By library” to view the Object X-ref History by Library. This provides a listing of all libraries
that have been documented in the specified object X-ref. The date each library was added to the X-ref
data is provided.
Enter “2=X-ref files” from the “Work with History” screen to show specific file information for each X-ref
file. Program objects, the files the programs reference, and the source programs are used to build the Xref information.
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Detail attributes shows build information for the selected Build/refresh X-ref job. Included is the list of
libraries documented with a total count of programs by program type. Start and finish build times are
also shown.
Additional information is available by selecting the appropriate function key.
F19=History Build values
These Build values control how the X-ref information was created or refreshed. This allows
review of the Build values that were used when the X-ref was created.
F20=History DOCLIBL
This allows review of the DOCLIBL (Documentation library list) that was used when the Object Xref was created. The DOCLIBL can serve two purposes during the Object Build/refresh. If you
specify *DOCLIBL in the 'Library(s) to X-ref' parameter of the Object Build/refresh, the libraries
on the DOCLIBL are used to locate programs to be documented. In addition to programs, other
object types residing in the libraries specified on the DOCLIBL would also be documented. These
object types include native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), job descriptions
(*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), user profiles (*USRPRF), and user commands (*CMD).
The second function of the DOCLIBL is to get library qualifiers for objects that were referenced
within the programs included in the Object Build/refresh. This second function is always
performed during the Object Build/refresh when libraries have been entered in the DOCLIBL.
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F10=History CALLING list
This allows review of the CALLING list that was used when the Object X-ref was created. The
CALLING list is a list of programs, native menus (*MENU) native queries (*QRYDFN) and user profiles
(*USRPRF) to be documented. The programs entered are usually level 1 programs, menus which call
other programs, i.e. job streams. All programs subsequently called by the programs/menus will also
be documented.
F11=Source list
This allows review of the Source list that was used when the X-ref was created. The Source list
controls where the Build/refresh options are to locate source files, and in what sequence. A source
list is not necessary if the object description shows the correct source. Only the source files which
have been moved need to appear on the Source list.
F17=Omit list
This allows review of the Omit list that was used when the Object X-ref was created. The Omit list is
a list of programs, modules (*MODULE), native menus (*MENU) native queries (*QRYDFN) and user
profiles (*USRPRF) which were omitted from the Object X-ref.
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Source Statement

More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER by entering “2=Source
Statement” in front of any X-ref reference. Source statement shows the actual source statement that
refers to the object.
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Field Attributes

More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER by entering “30=Field
Attributes” in front of any Field X-ref reference. Field Attributes shows detail definition describing
attributes of the specified field.
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Save Submitting Data

More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER by using “F20=Save
Submitting Data”. The Save Submitting Data screen allows you to specify the CL source member to
contain the saved submitting data. This function allows easy access to options frequently run with the
same parameters.
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Screen Stack

More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER by using “F7=Status”. The
Status of PATHFiNDER's Screen Stack lists the active PATHFiNDER options for the current job. This
function allows a "fast-path" method to return to an active option directly. Place a "3" in front of the
option you wish to return to.
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User-defined Options

More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER by using “F16=User options”
from any results screen which uses the X-ref. The Work with User-Defined Options lists the user-defined
options for the default Options File. Use "F18=Change defaults", to change the default Options file. Any
user-defined option can be changed or deleted from this screen. Additionally, new user-defined options
can be created using the function key "F6=Create". User-defined options may also be created, changed,
or deleted.
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More Features

DOCLIBL - Alternate Values

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER. Create Alternate DOCLIBL
allows entry of the name for the Documentation library list (DOCLIBL) you wish to create. This is
accessed through "F6=Create" from the Work with DOCLIBL screen, or through "F6=Assign setup values"
from the Build/refresh options.
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More Features

DOCLIBL - Alternate Values

The Alternate DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) provides the ability to enter up to 100 libraries
containing the objects to be documented. Both the Object and Field Build/refresh X-ref options can be
directed to use this list of libraries as the "Library(s) to X-ref" through the use of the function key
'F6=Assign setup values'. The Object Build/refresh X-ref option will also use this library list to locate the
library qualifier for unqualified objects.
This option allows change of this Alternate DOCLIBL. Only the owner, a profile with security officer
authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change
this DOCLIBL.
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More Features

Source List - Alternate Values

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER. Create Alternate Source List
allows entry of the name for the Source list you wish to create. This screen is accessed through
"F6=Create" from the Work with Source List, or through "F6=Assign setup values" from the Build/refresh
options.
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More Features

Source List - Alternate Values

The Alternate Source list gives you the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate
source files, and in what sequence. To specify an Alternate Source list in the Build/refresh, use the
function key 'F6=Assign setup values'. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the source list if
the object description shows the correct source. Only the source files which have been moved need to
be entered. This list is used by both the Build/refresh Object X-ref option and the Build/refresh Field Xref option. IBM's source archive files can be specified if they are named using source archive naming
conventions (SRCARCP). This allows change of this Alternate Source list. Only the owner, a profile with
security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup
Administrator can change this Source list.
If the source to be documented is not in a format that can be read by PATHFiNDER, there is an API
(Application Program Interface) available. This would include source for applications which require a
"pre-processor" or "pre-compiler" to create a standard source member, or for source archive files which
do not use IBM's source archive. The API may be used any time you wish to control the source which
PATHFiNDER will use. To review the starting source for the API, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APISRC.
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Build Values - Alternate Values

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER. Create Alternate Build Values
allows entry of the name for the Build values you wish to create. This is accessed through
"F6=Create" from the Work with Build Values screen, or through "F6=Assign setup values" from the
Build/refresh options.
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More Features

Build Values - Alternate Values

These Alternate Build values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed. Alternate Build
values can be specified through the function key 'F6=Assign setup values' on the Build/refresh X-ref.
This allows change of Alternate Build values. Only the owner, a profile with security officer authority, a
profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change these Build
values.
An arrow (=>) indicates that the value is of special importance.
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More Features

CALLING List - Alternate Values

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER. Create Alternate CALLING
List allows entry of the name for the CALLING list you wish to create. This is accessed through
"F6=Create" from the Work with Calling List screen, or through "F6=Assign setup values" from the
Object Build/refresh option.
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More Features

CALLING List - Alternate Values

Alternate CALLING list provides the ability to enter a list of programs, service programs (*SRVPGM),
native menus (*MENU) native queries (*QRYDFN) and user profiles (*USRPRF) to be documented. This
CALLING list may be specified through the function key 'F6=Assign setup values' in the Build/refresh Xref. The programs entered are usually level 1 programs, menus which call other programs, i.e. job
streams. The CALLING list can be used by the Build/refresh Object X-ref option. All programs
subsequently called by the programs/menus will also be documented. This allows change of this
Alternate CALLING list. Only the owner, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special
authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change this CALLING list.
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More Features

Omit List - Alternate Values

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER. Create Alternate Omit List
allows entry of the name for the Omit list you wish to create. This is accessed through "F6=Create" from
the Work with Omit List screen, or through "F6=Assign setup values" from the Object Build/refresh
option. The Omit list gives you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented in the Object
X-ref.
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More Features

Omit List - Alternate Values

Alternate Omit list gives you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented in the Object Xref. Any program, module (*MODULE), native menu (*MENU), native query (*QRYDFN), or user profile
(*USRPRF) entered will be omitted from the Object X-ref. This Omit list may be specified through the
function key "F6=Assign setup values" in the Build/refresh X-ref.
Objects entered on the Omit list will be omitted by both the initial "build" as well as a "refresh" of the
Object X-ref. Objects entered on the Omit list after the initial build will be omitted from the Object X-ref
by any subsequent refresh.
The options "5. Job explosion", "6. Job implosion", "7. Job flow charts", and "8. Job's objects" on the
Object X-ref Menu will also omit the objects on this list regardless of their existence in the Object X-ref
files.
This allows change of this Alternate Omit list. Only the owner or a profile with security officer authority,
a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change this Omit
list.
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More Features

PATHFiNDER Setup Admin.

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER Setup Administrators allows
entry of users to be designated as Setup Administrators. Setup Administrators have the authority to
change all Setup values (Standard, User and Alternate), as well as assign other users to be Setup
Administrators. To perform this function, execute command HAWKEYE/CHGSETADM.
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Compile List

More Features

This option is available from most of the options throughout PATHFiNDER. Create Compile List allows
creation of a Compile list. Compile list is a list of objects which will be created when the user specifies
this list on the Mass Compile entry screen. Objects can be added to the list using option "13=Add to
compile list", selecting "F6=Create" from the Compile List or using the ADDCMPLE (Add Compile List
Entry) command. Also, the User-defined option "AE", supplied in the User-defined option file, USERPDM
in HAWKEYE, can be used within PDM.
A Compile list allows you to build a list of objects as you work through a project, and when the project is
completed compile all objects at one time, using the Mass Compile option. The Compile list can be
secured or shared with other users. Included are the abilities to copy from one Compile list to another
so that multiple users can write to unique lists, then merge them. Entries can be added to the Compile
list using option "13=Add to compile list" available on many PATHFiNDER subfile screens. To give further
flexibility, the ADDCMPLE (Add Compile List Entry) command can be used within a user written program
to add entries to a Compile list.
The Mass Compile option allows compilation of a list of files, programs, modules and service programs.
Optionally, all programs that reference these objects can also be compiled. Attributes and authorities
can be retained or changed. For a file, data can be mapped from the old file to the newly created file.
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Compile List

More Features

The Compile List shows all objects added to the specified Compile list. This is a list of objects which will
be created when the user specifies this list on the Mass Compile entry screen. Objects can be deleted
from this list by selecting option "4=Delete". Objects can be added to the Compile list using:
• "F6=Create" on this screen.
• Option "13=Add to compile list" available on the various subfiles in PATHFiNDER.
• ADDCMPLE (Add Compile List Entry) command.
• PDM User-defined option "AE" (Add Compile List Entry), supplied in the User-defined option file,
USERPDM in HAWKEYE.
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RDi Plug-in

More Features

PATHFiNDER’s plugin for IBM’s RDi (Rational Developer for i) 9.1+ allows access to the Object and Field
X-ref data within an RDi session. This feature is loaded on your PC. The PATHFiNDER Plugin is then
available from the Menu Bar as well as the Context Menu when you right click an object in your RDi
session.

Selecting a plugin
displays a dialog
box for parameter
selection. If the
plugin is selected
from the Menu Bar,
the iSeries Host
connection can also
be specified.
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RDi Plug-in

More Features

The plugin selection prompts for
parameters:

The results are displayed in a Table View:

A left click in the column heading will sort the column. The columns can be re-sized by dragging the bar
between columns. The results can be exported to Excel.
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RDi Plug-in

More Features

Right click on an entry to display the Context Menu for the item.
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Appendix A is a listing of all PATHFiNDER options, in alphabetic sequence. A full explanation of the
function provided by each option is included.
Access set
An Access Set is a group of related physical and logical files which all have the same key fields. All files
which share an access path are provided.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Add to compile list
This option allows objects to be added to the Compile list. The Compile list is a list of objects which will
be created when the user specifies the list on the Mass Compile entry screen. The first time this option
is selected for each PATHFiNDER session, a window will be displayed allowing selection of the Compile
list to which the object will be added. To later select a different Compile list, use "F18=Change defaults".
The Mass Compile option allows compilation of a list of files, programs, modules and service programs.
Optionally, all programs that reference these objects can also be compiled. Attributes and authorities
can be retained or changed. For a file, data can be mapped from the old file to the newly created file.
Add X-ref data
This option will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for "Library to store X-ref
data in". This causes the new X-ref data to be added to the X-ref library without changing any of the
existing X-ref information. If the libraries being documented have previously been documented in the
specified X-ref library, they would be duplicated.
Adopting programs
Lists the selected programs which adopt the authorities of their owners when executing. Shows the
users authorized to these programs and the source of that authority. A program that adopts runs under
the combined authority of the program's owner and the user executing the program. This report helps
verify that these users are intended to have this level of authority. The name of the program's source is
provided so that the source may be easily reviewed to help determine the function of the program.
Adopting programs created by user "*IBM" will not be listed on this report. This allows easier research
of user programs which reside in IBM supplied libraries.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Advanced topics
Advanced topics is a detailed discussion of advanced methods for the Build/refresh X-ref functions.
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All field names
All field names lists any renamed, alias, 30-character COBOL, or internal name for the from and to
positions of the specified field. All different names assigned to the same from and to positions, within a
selected file, are provided.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Attributes
This option displays the attribute screen for a specified item or items in the list. Specific object
attributes may be selected for display.
Authority differences
Lists authority differences for objects compared to a specified reference object(s). A reference object is
a "model" you can specify to be used for comparison purposes. This report can be used to quickly
identify objects which do not match the "model" authorities.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Authorize package
The Authorize package option is used to authorize use of your PATHFiNDER package on your system. It
will require that you input information which will be provided by your PATHFiNDER representative.
Authorized objects by user
Lists selected objects to which specified users are authorized showing source of that authority. This
allows you to review selected users and the objects to which they are authorized.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Batch print
Batch print submits the job to batch and produces a report for all selected items. This option is only
valid from the Work With screen.
Build values - standard values
These Build values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed. This allows change of
Standard Build values. These Standard Build values are adopted for all users which do not have specific
user build values defined. Users may define their own Build values from the Setup Menu using the
"Build values - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special
authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change the Standard Build values.
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An arrow (=>) indicates that the value is of special importance.
Build values - your values
These Build values control how the X-ref information is created and refreshed. This allows change of
your profile's build values. Only your profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with
special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change your Build values.
An arrow (=>) indicates that the value is of special importance.
Build/refresh field X-ref
To retrieve information about various fields, Build/refresh X-ref must be run to create X-ref information
in a designated library. As objects are moved, changed, deleted, or added to your system, the X-ref
becomes dated. This should be rerun periodically to keep all X-ref current. The "Build" part of this
option consists of completely generating the X-ref information. Once the "Build" part has been
completed, the "refresh" part of this option can be run. The "refresh" locates all the changes since the
last Build/refresh, and updates the X-ref with only the changes. This requires less resource than a full
"Build".
Program and module objects, their source and the files they reference (external files, program described
files, printer files, display files, field reference files, COBOL copy-book source files, and RPG /COPY
source files) are used to build the Field X-ref. For the X-ref to be complete, the libraries containing all
these objects should be included in the Build/refresh.
For ILE programs (*PGM) and service programs (*SRVPGM), the X-ref Build/refresh documents field
usage at either the module level or the program object level depending on how the ILE program was
created.
This uses information from related setup options (see the Setup Menu). The options that control the
Build/refresh should be reviewed, and values entered where necessary.
Build/refresh object X-ref
To retrieve information about various objects, Build/refresh X-ref must be run to create X-ref
information in a designated library. As objects are moved, changed, deleted, or added to your system,
the X-ref becomes dated. This should be rerun periodically to keep all X-ref current.
The "Build" part of this option consists of completely generating the X-ref information. Once the "Build"
part has been completed, the "refresh" part of this option can be run. The "refresh" locates all the
changes since the last Build/refresh, and updates the X-ref with only the changes. This requires less
resource than a full "Build".
This option creates Object X-ref for all iSeries object types and is not limited only to programs and files.
Program objects, the objects the programs reference, and the source programs are used to build the
Object X-ref. Other object types such as modules (*MODULE), service programs (*SRVPGM), native
menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN), job descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD),
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user commands (*CMD), and user profiles (*USRPRF) are also used. For the X-ref to be complete, the
libraries containing all these objects should be included in the Build/refresh.
For ILE programs (*PGM) and service programs (*SRVPGM), the X-ref Build/refresh documents object
usage at either the module level or the program object level depending on how the ILE program was
created.
This uses information from related setup options (see the Setup Menu). The options control the
Build/refresh should be reviewed, and values entered where necessary.
By library(s)
Allows entry of a library(s) to be documented in the X-ref. The X-ref will be built program by program
for the library(s) specified.
In addition to programs, other supported objects within the specified libraries, such as native queries
(*QRYDFN) will also be documented.
By program(s)
Allows entry of a specific program, or a group of generic(*) programs to be documented in the X-ref.
In addition to programs, this option also supports modules (*MODULE) and native queries (*QRYDFN).
By program(s), menu(s), or job(s)
Allows entry of a list of "calling" programs or a specific program(s) to be documented in the X-ref. The
X-ref will be built by following the specified program's job stream. All substitutions (i.e. OVRDBF
commands) in your programs will be applied. In addition to programs, this option also supports
modules (*MODULE), service programs (*SRVPGM), native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN),
job descriptions (*JOBD), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), user commands (*CMD), and user profiles
(*USRPRF).
Call a program
This option allows you to call a program. The program name can be typed in the Parm field, or F4
(prompt) may be used to select values for the CALL (Call) command. The Object Library field specifies
the library name, containing the program that is to run.
CALLING list - standard values
CALLING list provides the ability to enter a list of programs, service programs (*SRVPGM), native menus
(*MENU) native queries (*QRYDFN) and user profiles (*USRPRF) to be documented. The programs
entered are usually level 1 programs, menus which call other programs, i.e. job streams. The CALLING
list can be used by the Build/refresh Object X-ref option. All programs subsequently called by the
programs/menus will also be documented. This allows change of the Standard CALLING list. This
CALLING list is adopted for all users which do not have a specific user CALLING list defined. Users may
define their own CALLING list from the Setup Menu using the "CALLING list – your values" option. Only a
profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup
Administrator can change the Standard CALLING list.
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CALLING list - your values
CALLING list provides the ability to enter a list of programs, service programs (*SRVPGM), native menus
(*MENU) native queries (*QRYDFN) and user profiles (*USRPRF) to be documented. The programs
entered are usually level 1 programs/menus which call other programs, i.e. job streams. The CALLING
list can be used by the Build/refresh Object X-ref option. All programs subsequently called by the
programs/menus will also be documented. This allows change of your user profile's CALLING list. Only
your profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or
*SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change your CALLING list.
Cancel
This option removes the job from the Work with Mass Compile Jobs screen. Cancelling this job will leave
the objects in their current condition. Review the "Mass Compile - Status" report to determine the
current condition of each object. This option must be used with caution.
Change
This option displays the item or items selected from the list. When displayed, items may be changed.
CL indents
This option prints an indented report for the specified CL source member(s). DO statements will be
indented for readability with a specified character connecting corresponding DO-ENDDO pairs.
Clear
Removes all entries from the Compile list. This option may be used for more than one item on the list.
Compile
This option allows you to compile/create OPM and ILE programs, modules, service programs, commands
and files that require source. Additional options to create ILE modules, programs and service programs
are not necessary since this option creates all object types, determining the appropriate create
command to use based on the type/attributes of the object for which this option is taken. The same
functionality as PATHFiNDER's option "14=Compile" is available in IBM's PDM through the use of
PATHFiNDER's user-defined option "RE" (see user-defined option file USERPDM in library HAWKEYE).
The following member types can be compiled: BAS, BAS36, BAS38, BSCF38, C, CBL, CBLLE, CBL36, CBL38,
CICSC, CICSCBL, CICSSQLCBL, CLE, CLLE, CLP, CLP38, CMD, CMD38, CMNF38, DSPF, DSPF36, DSPF38, ICFF,
LF, LF38, MXDF38, PAS, PF, PF38, PLI, PLI38, PRTF, PRTF38, RMC, RPG, RPGLE, RPG36, RPG38, RPT, PT36,
RPT38, SQLC, SQLCBL, SQLCBLLE, SQLPLI, SQLRPG, and SQLRPGLE. The object will be compiled using the
necessary create command. You may change the create command parameters by prompting the option
("F4=Prompt"), or typing the correct parameters on the command line.
You can provide the source to be used to compile the object by entering source information in the
SRCFILE and/or SRCMBR parameters on the command line. If you do not provide source information the
following steps will be taken to locate source; if this option is taken when working in the Object or Field
X-ref, for program objects, modules and service programs, the source used to compile will default to the
source used at the time of the X-ref Build/refresh. If this source member is not located, IBM's RTVOBJD
(Retrieve Object Description) command will be used to locate the source member. For any other object
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type or when working with options that are not dependent on X-ref data, the source used to compile
will default to the source member indicated through IBM's RTVOBJD (Retrieve Object Description)
command. If the entered or retrieved source can not be located or the user does not have authority to
the source, the "Enter Values for Compile/Create" display will appear.
Compress help text
This option gives you the ability to compress the help text available in PATHFiNDER. Compressing the
help text drops at least 15 meg from the size of the HAWKEYE library. A slight time delay will occur
when pressing the Help key if help text has been compressed. This option will also allow you to
decompress help text that was previously compressed. After the help key has been pressed for
compressed help text, the help text which was displayed will remain decompressed. After a period of
time you may wish to compress the help text again. To run this option, you must be signed on as a user
with security officer authority or as a user with special authority of *ALLOBJ.
Copy
Copies entries from one item to another.
Create an object from a source file
Select this option to create an object from a source file member. The create command will be
submitted to batch to create the object. The object types that can be created are programs, files, or
commands.
You can type the object name to be created in the Parm field, and the object type to be created in the
Type field. The Parm 2 field is used for the processing program name for your command only if you
specify CMD as the value in the Type field.
The Source file and Library fields indicate where the source member exists. The Object Library field will
be where the object is placed when it is created. The Job Description field specifies the job description
to be used when submitting the create object command to batch for processing.
Defaults - standard values
These Defaults provide control of certain functions within PATHFiNDER. This allows change of the
Standard Defaults. These Standard Defaults are adopted for all users which do not have specific user
defaults defined. Users may define their own Defaults from the Setup Menu using the "Defaults - your
values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ
and *SECADM, or a Setup administrator can change the Standard Defaults.
Defaults - your values
These Defaults provide user control of certain functions within PATHFiNDER. This allows change of the
defaults for your user profile. Only your profile, a profile with security officer authority, a profile with
special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup administrator can change your Defaults.
Delete
This option removes the requested item, and may be used for more than one item on the list.
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Design display format using SDA
This option allows you to use the Screen Design Aid (SDA).
Detail attributes
Detail attributes shows build information for the selected Build/refresh X-ref job. Included is the list of
libraries documented with a total count of programs by program type. Start and finish build times are
also shown.
Disk changes
Disk Changes provides a report comparing object size for two specified dates. The comparison shows
size increases/decreases for objects, objects added or deleted, as well as a comparison of the number of
records for file objects. A summary by library is also available.
These reports are an excellent tool for analyzing the fluctuation of the objects on your system which are
affecting disk space usage. These options can also provide a size ranking for both objects and libraries.
The reports use information from the Disk Changes save files built with this option. The first time this
option is executed, object size information will be generated and saved into a save file prior to printing
the reports. Subsequently, when current information is requested, object size information will be
generated and saved to a new save file for the date/time of the generation.
The authority to the HAWKDISK library can be set to prevent users from inadvertently creating or
deleting Disk Changes information. Authority for individual save files can also be set to prevent users
from accessing this information.
Display
This option displays the information requested for an item or items on the list.
Display attributes
Shows the description of the selected object.
Display Files in DDS
Analyzes a DDS source member(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for each display format's
layout. Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the
actual source files are used. To determine the field attributes the display file object is used. The
library(s) specified in the library parameter is used to search for the display file object. If not found in
this library, the job's library list is used to search for the display file object. If not found in the job's
library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched. If the display file object is not found on the system,
and the field is defined in the source, this definition will be used.
Display option text
Displays the selected option with its definition. More than one option may be selected.
Display term text
Displays the selected term with its definition. More than one term may be selected.
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Do not save, print
This is used in conjunction with the "Document choices". No X-ref data will be saved. A report will be
generated documenting the programs and libraries as specified. If the refresh option is selected, a
report will be printed listing only additions, changes, or deletions since the last Build/refresh of the
specified X-ref library.
DOCLIBL - standard values
DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) provides the ability to enter up to 100 libraries containing the
objects to be documented. Both the Object and Field Build/refresh X-ref options can be directed to use
this list of libraries as the "Library(s) to X-ref". The Object Build/refresh X-ref option will also use this
library list to locate the library qualifier for unqualified objects.
*DOCLIBL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on many of the options within PATHFiNDER,
allowing you to direct your searches to objects residing in the libraries within this list.
This option allows change of the Standard DOCLIBL. This DOCLIBL is adopted for all users which do not
have a specific user DOCLIBL defined. Users may define their own DOCLIBL from the Setup Menu using
the "DOCLIBL - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special
authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup administrator can change the Standard DOCLIBL.
DOCLIBL - your values
DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) provides the ability to enter up to 100 libraries containing the
objects to be documented. Both the Object and Field Build/refresh X-ref options can be directed to use
this list of libraries as the "Library(s) to X-ref". The Object Build/refresh X-ref option will also use this
library list to locate the library qualifier for unqualified objects.
*DOCLIBL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on many of the options within PATHFiNDER,
allowing you to direct your searches to objects residing in the libraries within this list.
This option allows change of the DOCLIBL specified in your Defaults (F18=Defaults). Only your profile, a
profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup
Administrator can change your DOCLIBL.
DSPOBJAUT (display object authority)
Shows the object authority obtained through IBM's DSPOBJAUT (display object authority) command.
This uses information from the actual object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
DSPOBJD (display object description)
Shows the object attributes obtained through IBM's DSPOBJD (display object description) command.
This uses information from the actual object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Edit a source file member
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Select this option to create or change a source member in an existing source file.
Entry screen description
An Entry screen allows entry of selection criteria for the option selected. After pressing enter, all items
fitting the criteria will be listed. The Entry screen description option shows a diagram of the screen's
components, with an explanation of PATHFiNDER'S Entry screen.
Exit
Exits the Menu action bar. This option is the same as F3=Exit. If "Y" (Yes) is specified for "F3=Exit
returns to menu" in Defaults, this option exits the action bar and returns to the menu. From the "pulldown" menu, it exits PATHFiNDER. If "N" (No) is specified, this option exits PATHFiNDER.
Field attributes
Field attributes shows detail information about the specified field.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref as well as the actual data base files.
Field in all files where used
Field in all files where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field name, in all related and/or
unrelated files, and how the field is used. All programs that reference this field name from any file are
listed.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Field where used
Field where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field within a specified file(s) and how the field
is used.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
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This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Field X-ref
Program objects, the files the programs reference, and the source programs are used to build the Field
X-ref. The Field X-ref, available for files, fields, and programs, shows information about the specified
field.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
Field X-ref by field
Field X-ref by field provides the files referencing the selected field. Files that reference each specified
field(s) will be listed.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Field X-ref by file
Field X-ref by file provides information about the fields in the specified file(s). This information is not
based on a field name but is controlled by the From/to position, making available any field name(s)
which may have been assigned within the range of the From/to position specified.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Field X-ref by program
Field X-ref by program shows all field names (external, internal and work fields) defined and/or used in a
OPM or ILE program.
This uses information from the actual program object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Field X-ref history
Field X-ref history provides an audit trail for each field X-ref build or refresh stored in a specific library.
History is listed by run date.
Field/file set
A Field/File Set is a group of related physical and logical files which all contain the specified field.
Field/File Set shows all the related files in a File Set that use the specified field. This takes into
consideration that logical files do not have to reference all the fields in a physical file, or that the logical
files may rename the field.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
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Field/file set where used
Field/File Set where used lists the program(s) that uses a selected field within a File Set, and how the
field is used. A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. This takes into consideration that
the logical files may rename the field. Programs using the related files with program described
references will also be included when a field's from/to position overlaps any portion of the from/to
position of the specified field.
In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
This provides information for externally-described as well as program/internally-described files.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
File description
File description shows the file attributes obtained through the DSPOBJD (Display Object Description)
command for the selected file.
File layout
File layout shows the detail layout of the fields defined for the specified data base file.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
File set
A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. File Set shows all physical and logical files
related to the selected file(s). This analysis allows you to determine if a required logical file already
exists or if you have to create one.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
File set where used
File Set where used shows all the programs that use the files in the selected File Set. A File Set is a group
of related physical and logical files. If a program is found in the Object X-ref which references one of the
related files, and the library qualifier for that file is *NONE, *VARIABLE, or QTEMP instead of the actual
library in which the file resides, that program will also be included.
In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU) and native queries
(*QRYDFN) which use the File Set will also be listed.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref as well as the actual data base files.
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File structure
File structure shows a complete file layout including field attributes, key fields, join fields, members, and
File Set. A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. For logical files, selects/omits
information is also shown. If selected, referenced field information is included.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Files using REFFLD
Files using REFFLD provides a list of externally-described files (physicals, logicals, joined logicals, display
files, and printer files) that use the specified REFFLD. This takes into consideration that the referring file
may use a different field name. REFFLD is a DDS keyword used to define fields which have been
previously described. These previously described fields are generally found in a field reference file.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Find string
Displays a window allowing specification of a character string, and choice of browse or edit for display
mode of IBM's SEU (Source Entry Utility). Source members for the selected objects will be searched for
the specified character string. Members containing the character string will then be displayed in the
selected mode.
Format set
A Format Set is a group of files having the same format name. To be part of a Format Set the file must
be: (1) A dependent logical or based on physical using the same format name; or (2) A file created with
the CRTDUPOBJ (Create Duplicate Object) or CPYF (Copy File) command. Related logical files will only
appear in the list if the fields were not listed in DDS.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Glossary of terms
Glossary of terms is an alphabetical list of all PATHFiNDER terms that may be new or unfamiliar, with
definitions.
Go to a menu
This option allows you to go to a menu.
Help for menu action bar
Displays information regarding the Menu action bar and its use.
Help text
Help text provides printed help text for PATHFiNDER options. Help text can be selected for a single
option, generic options, or all options.
History
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History provides an audit trail showing the criteria specified when each X-ref was built or refreshed.
What was built, when, and where it is stored is shown for each time the Build/refresh was run.
How to get started
This option will guide you through a demonstration of several options as well as the steps necessary to
build the X-ref.
Informational screen description
An Informational screen displays information about an item, but has no input capable fields. There are
no options available on an Informational Screen. The Informational screen description option shows a
diagram of the screen's components, with an explanation of PATHFiNDER'S Informational screens.
Introduction
Introduction explains PATHFiNDER, what it does, and how it works.
Job descriptions with user
Lists selected job descriptions which have a user profile. Shows users authorized to the job descriptions
and the source of that authority. User profiles authorized to use a job description can submit jobs
having the authority of the user specified in the job description. This report helps verify that these users
are intended to have this level of authority.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Job explosion
Job explosion shows the job's structure. It maps a job stream or menu, showing indented levels of
program references, such as calls, transfer control, etc.
When the printed version of this option is requested for a large job stream, a message will be sent every
2000 steps with the ability to cancel processing. The report will print a maximum of 9000 steps. To
reduce the number of steps, review the Called Programs Recap of the Job explosion printout to identify
redundantly exploded programs.
Redundantly exploded programs can be removed from the Job explosion in two ways. These programs
can be entered on the CALLING list (see Setup Menu). Programs called by the CALLING list entries will
not appear in the Job explosion, therefore reducing the number of steps. Alternatively, redundantly
exploded programs can be entered on the Omit list (see Setup Menu). Programs on the Omit list, as well
as the programs they call, will not appear in the Job explosion.
If the Build value "Apply library list changes" is "Y" (yes), any library list changes will be applied in the Job
explosion. The Build value "Explode TFRCTL" determines whether programs called via a TFRCTL (transfer
control) are exploded on the Job explosion.
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This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref. Note: If the X-ref was built by library, the DOCLIBL
specified in your user defaults (see F18=Defaults) will be used to get library qualifiers for the referenced
objects.
Job flow charts
Flow chart prints a diagram analyzing the programs, files, commands, etc., used by all programs called
within a selected job stream or menu. If this option is requested for a large job stream, a message will
be sent every 2000 program calls with the ability to cancel processing. The report will print a maximum
of 9000 calls. To reduce the number of calls, remove redundantly called programs. Redundantly called
programs can be removed from the Job flow charts by entering them on the Omit list (see Setup Menu).
Programs on the Omit list, as well as the programs they call, will not appear in the Job flow charts.
If the Build value "Apply library list changes" is "Y" (yes), any library list changes will be applied in the Job
flow chart. The Build value "Explode TFRCTL" determines whether programs called via a TFRCTL
(transfer control) are exploded on the Job flow chart. The Build value "Save/print CL branching on
flow charts" controls whether branching statements were saved in the X-ref information and included
on the flow charts.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref. The DOCLIBL specified in your user defaults (see
F18=Defaults) will be used to get library qualifiers for the referenced objects.
Job implosion
Job implosion maps every process which references the specified program in reverse order, that is from
immediate caller back through each calling level to the process initiator.
Programs appearing redundantly can be removed from the Job implosion by entering them on the Omit
list (see Setup Menu). Programs on the Omit list, as well as the programs which call them, will not
appear in the Job implosion.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref.
Job's objects
Job's objects provides a list of all objects used by every program in the selected job stream. The list also
shows how each object is used.
If this option is requested for a large job stream, a message will be sent every 2000 program calls with
the ability to cancel processing. The report will print a maximum of 9000 calls. To reduce the number of
calls, remove redundantly called programs. Redundantly called programs, and the objects they use, can
be removed from the Job's objects report by entering them on the Omit list (see Setup menu).
Programs on the Omit list, programs they call, and the objects used by both will not appear on the Job's
objects report.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref. The DOCLIBL specified in your user defaults (see
F18=Defaults) will be used to get library qualifiers for the referenced objects.
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Join fields
Join fields are the fields used to join two or more files in a join logical file. The fields are common to all
files being joined. Join fields provides all fields used in joining the specified file.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Key fields
Key fields provides a list of a data base file's access path fields. Key fields are available for both physical
and logical files.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
List screen description
The List screen displays requested information. This information may be requested through an Entry
screen, Work With screen, or another List screen. The List screen description option shows a diagram of
the screen's components, with an explanation of PATHFiNDER'S List screens.
Load new PATHFiNDER release
Load new PATHFiNDER release allows easy installation of new releases and PTFs (Program Temporary
Fixes) to PATHFiNDER. This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, or a user with
special authorities of *ALLOBJ and *SECADM. Programs which adopt authority will be restored,
therefore, system value QALWOBJRST must contain *ALL or *ALLPGMADP.
Main menu description
The PATHFiNDER Main Menu is comprised of initial options. Each initial option is a secondary menu.
The Main menu description option shows a diagram of the screen's components, with an explanation of
the PATHFiNDER Main Menu.
Manage security data
Manage security data allows you to create or delete system-wide security data used by the other
options on the Security Menu. The security options allow you to specify use of pre-built data or realtime data. If pre-built data is specified, the data created with this option will be used. If your security
management requires global reporting with frequent generation of numerous security reports, use of
pre-built data is recommended. Creation of the security data will take approximately two to five hours.
It may not be necessary to build security data if your analysis is restricted to specific users or objects.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL authority
(see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Security data files are secured due to the sensitive nature of the information.
The Security Data Problem Log will print if there are any difficulties collecting security information for
any of the objects on your system. If problems are not encountered, a report will not be generated.
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Mass compile
Mass Compile allows compilation of a list of files, programs (both OPM and ILE), modules and service
programs. If an X-ref library is specified, all programs, modules and service programs that reference
specified objects will be included in the list of objects to compile. The X-ref data is used to determine
references.
There are many methods to identify objects to be compiled:
• Objects specified on this options entry screen.
• Objects included in a Compile list specified on this options entry screen.
• Dependent logical files of specified physical files.
• Objects referencing specified objects.
• Programs, modules and service programs added through the Add Programs screen (see
"F19=Add programs").
• Programs and modules added through the Add Source screen (see "F20=Add source").
Additionally, an API (Application Program Interface) exists which allows you to call the batch Mass
Compile process directly, passing the objects to be compiled. See Appendix M in the Reference Manual
for more information on this API.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref as well as the actual objects existing in the
specified library(s).
Member list
Member list provides a list of members for the specified file(s). Member names for each specified data
base file will be listed.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Network configuration flow chart
Network configuration flow chart documents the configuration of the CPU, lines, controllers, modems,
workstations and printers. Three report formats are available. The flow chart report provides a diagram
of local and remote devices. The summary report provides a condensed version of the flow chart to
assist in determining available device addresses, or making modifications to your network. The grid
report provides a matrix of devices attached to local or remote workstation controllers helping you
determine to which ports devices are attached and what addresses should be used to attach new
devices. The report(s) can be generated for a selected controller, or for the entire iSeries network.
In addition, a Remote Network Configuration Flow Chart can be generated for your remote iSeries
systems on which PATHFiNDER is not licensed. The report(s) can be generated for as many of your
remote systems as you wish. This function is performed through the use of the commands,
CRTRMTNET, CRTNETCFG, and PRTRMTNET located in the HAWKEYE library. See Appendix F in
Reference Manual for complete details.
Object authority by object
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Lists the selected objects. Shows users authorized to the objects and the source of that authority. This
option can be used when reviewing objects and the users' authorities to those objects.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Object where used
Object where used shows a list of programs that use a selected object, and how the object is used. This
is not limited to only files and programs, but supports all iSeries object types. Even member usage and
command usage (both user and IBM commands) are supported.
In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN),
job descriptions (*JOBD), user profiles (*USRPRF), subsystem descriptions (*SBSD), and user commands
(*CMD) which use the selected object will also be listed.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref.
Object X-ref history
Object X-ref history provides an audit trail for each object X-ref build or refresh stored in a specific
library. History is listed by run date.
Objects last used
Objects last used allows you to determine the frequency of use for any object. This option prints a list of
specified objects and members showing the date last used and number of days since that date. The
report also shows the number of days the specified objects and members have been used. For Office
documents, the user-assigned document and folder name is included.
Some usages to a file member will not update the file's "last used date", but will update the file's
"changed" date. Also, changing a data area with the command CHGDTAARA (Change Data Area) or
changing a document (*DOC) will not update the "last used date", but will update the "changed" date.
For file, data area and document objects, if "changed" date is more recent than "last used date",
"changed" date will be used.
Only objects to which you are authorized will be included on the report.
Note: Because the Object and Field X-ref Build/refresh options read your source code, the source
members' "last used date" for each documented program is updated each time the Build/refresh is run.
In addition, a Remote Objects Last Used report can be generated for your remote iSeries systems on
which PATHFiNDER is not licensed. The report can be generated for as many of your remote systems as
you wish. This function is performed through the use of the commands, CRTRMTUSED, CRTOBJUSED,
and PRTRMTUSED located in the HAWKEYE library. See Appendix J in Reference
This uses information from the actual objects, not from a pre-built X-ref.
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Omit
This option allows you to remove an item or items from the list. All items showing "** Omitted **" can
be restored to the list by pressing "F5=Refresh". Selected items may be restored by placing a 5 in the
Opt column. Replacements must take place before leaving the screen.
Omit list - standard values
Omit list gives you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented in the Object X-ref. Any
program, module (*MODULE), native menu (*MENU), native query (*QRYDFN), or user profile
(*USRPRF) entered will be omitted from the Object X-ref.
Objects entered on the Omit list will be omitted by both the initial "build" as well as a "refresh" of the
Object X-ref. Objects entered on the Omit list after the initial build will be omitted from the Object X-ref
by any subsequent refresh.
This allows change of the Standard Omit list. This Omit list is adopted for all users which do not have a
specific user Omit list defined. Users may define their own Omit list from the Setup Menu using the
"Omit list - your values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special
authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change the Standard Omit list.
Omit list - your values
Omit list gives you the ability to identify objects you do not want documented in the Object X-ref. Any
program, module (*MODULE), native menu (*MENU), native query (*QRYDFN), or user profile
(*USRPRF) entered will be omitted from the Object X-ref.
Objects entered on the Omit list will be omitted by both the initial "build" as well as a "refresh" of the
Object X-ref. Objects entered on the Omit list after the initial build will be omitted from the Object X-ref
by any subsequent refresh.
This allows change of your user profiles Omit list. Only your profile, a profile with security officer
authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup administrator can change
your Omit list.
Option directory
Option directory is an alphabetical listing of all PATHFiNDER options. A definition for each option is
available. To help locate an option, the PATHFiNDER menu on which it resides is shown. Additionally,
all PATHFiNDER options may be executed from this list.
Screen descriptions
PATHFiNDER is made up of various types of screens. Screen descriptions provides a menu with options
that describe each type of screen in PATHFiNDER. A screen is a display or screen.
Password same as profile
Lists the specified profile(s) when the password and the profile name are the same.
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This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, or a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ.
PATHFiNDER enhancements
PATHFiNDER enhancements points out the new features of PATHFiNDER. This list of enhancements is
maintained for each new release providing a history of the package.
PATHFiNDER's programmer menu
The PATHFiNDER Programmer menu offers all functions available from the IBM iSeries Programmer
menu, with additional options, functions, and an extended command line. Appropriate object/library
information will be passed to the programmer menu for your convenience.
Print option text
Prints the selected option with its definition. More than one option may be selected.
Print term text
Prints the selected term with its definition. More than one term may be selected.
Printer files in CBL
Analyzes a COBOL source program(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout. Prebuilt X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual source
files are used. To determine the field attributes for externally defined files, the file object is used. The
library(s) specified in the library parameter is searched first to locate the external file objects. If not
found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the external file objects. If not found in the
job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched.
Printer files in DDS
Analyzes a DDS source member(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes the printer file object is used. The library(s)
specified in the library parameter is used to search for the printer file object. If not found in this library,
the job's library list is used to search for the printer file object. If not found in the job's library list, *ALL
libraries would then be searched. If the printer file object is not found on the system, and the field is
defined in the source, this definition will be used.
Printer files in RPG
Analyzes a RPG source program(s) and provides a diagram (spacing chart) for the report layout.
Pre-built X-ref is not used for this option. To generate the spacing chart, information from the actual
source files are used. To determine the field attributes for externally defined files, the file object is
used. The library(s) specified in the library parameter is searched first to locate the external file objects.
If not found in this library, the job's library list is used to search for the external file objects. If not found
in the job's library list, *ALL libraries would then be searched.
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Profiles authority
Lists selected user profiles. Shows the users authorized to the profiles and the source of that authority.
With this report you can review those users which have authority to access other user profiles.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Program's objects
Program's objects provides a list of all objects used by the selected program and how that program uses
the objects.
In addition to programs, this option also supports native menus (*MENU), native queries (*QRYDFN),
modules (*MODULE), service programs (*SRVPGM), commands (*CMD), job descriptions (*JOBD),
subsystem descriptions (*SBSD) and user profiles (*USRPRF).
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref.
Prompt
Prompts the command for the selected object. This provides assistance in overriding parameters for the
command.
Real time X-ref refresh
Real time X-ref refresh updates the object cross-reference files each time a program is compiled. This is
comparable to a "mini" Build/refresh, but only the X-ref information for the program being compiled is
updated. This does not eliminate the need to do periodic Build/refresh, but does update the object Xref as changes take place.
Receive
This option allows you to receive Security set data which has been transferred from another system.
Once received, the Security set can then be analyzed using options on the Security Menu.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, or a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ.
Recover
This option displays the Mass Compile - Recovery screen. It is only valid for jobs which are in a "FAILED"
status. From the recovery screen, you may choose the method you would like to use to resolve the
failed job.
REFFLD where used
REFFLD where used lists the program(s) that uses the selected reference field, or any fields defined by
the specified reference field. This takes into consideration that the referring file may use a different
field name. REFFLD is a DDS keyword used to define fields which have been previously described.
These previously described fields are generally found in a field reference file.
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In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) will also be listed.
To review the list of the files using the specified REFFLD, use the option "Files using REFFLD".
It should be noted that just because a program uses a file does not mean the program uses all the fields
within that file. Nor does the way the program access the file (input, update, output) dictate how the
program will use each field. PATHFiNDER analyzes the fields used by the program, and how the program
uses those fields when generating the information.
This uses information from the pre-built Field X-ref.
Remove X-ref data
This option will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for "Library to store X-ref
data in". This causes the X-ref data for the library or program being documented to be removed from
the existing X-ref data. Nothing will be added.
Replace
This option allows you to restore a previously omitted item or items to the list. Omitted items are
those with "** Omitted **".
Report sample
Report sample prints a report layout for a selected PATHFiNDER option. Help text for the option can be
selectively printed with this sample report.
Return to
Returns you to the selected option directly.
RPG flow charts, indents, etc.
RPG flow charts, indents, etc. provides five report formats to document RPG source programs.
This uses information from the actual RPG source program, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Run
Runs the selected option. Using the function "F4=Prompt" will prompt the corresponding PATHFiNDER
command for the selected option.
Run a command
This option allows you to run a Control Language (CL) command.
Do one of the following:
• Type the command to be run in the Command Field.
• Type the command to be run in the Command field and press the F4 (Prompt) key to
select the parameter values for the command to be run.
• Leave the Command field blank and press the Enter key to display the Major (MAJOR)
menu from which you can select commands to run from other menus.
• Use "F9=Retrieve" to run a previously entered command.
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Save
This option allows you to save the security data to a save file which can then be transferred to another
system. Additional fields will be displayed allowing specification of a save file name and library. The
save file can then be restored on the other system using "F14=Restore set". The option "6=Save" must
be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of *ALLOBJ, or the user
must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE authority (see
F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Save to disk
This is used in conjunction with the "Document choices". The X-ref data for the specified Build/refresh
will be saved on disk in the designated library.
Scan source member(s)
Scan source member(s) allows you to specify up to 10 strings of 30 characters in length, as well as a
range of last changed dates. Source code will be scanned to locate source statements containing these
requested character strings and last changed dates, if specified. The character strings can be field
names, column headings, message IDs, file names, subroutine names, etc.
This uses information from the actual source program, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Secondary menu description
The Secondary menus contain multipurpose options and functions. The Secondary menu description
option shows a diagram of the screen's components, with an explanation of PATHFiNDER'S Secondary
menus.
Security
The Security Menu provides options to evaluate all levels of security on your system. It allows analysis
of security system values, user profile security, as well as object and adopting program security
information. Special report requirements can be met by using outfile support available for each of the
security options.
Security checkup
The Security checkup reviews your security environment and compares to recommendations from
various sources, including IBM's Security Reference Manual (SC41-3302) and the IBM security red book
(GG24-3639). The Security Checkup report lists recommendations for differences found. This report
provides a starting point for full security auditing.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Security considerations
Security considerations explains the security aspects of PATHFiNDER and how they relate to your
system.
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Security system values
Provides a report showing the security related system values. It lists the current value, prior value,
shipped value and recommended value. This information allows you to compare your system's current
values to recommended values and evaluate for changes.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Select
Allows selection of an item to be used for the current job. Only one item may be selected.
Selects/omits
Selects/omits shows criteria for selecting or omitting records in the specified logical file.
This uses information from the actual file object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Sign off
Ends your job and signs off the terminal.
Sign off (SIGNOFF)
Ends your job and signs off the terminal. There are no required input fields although the Parm field
must be blank if you do not specify either *NOLIST (to delete the job log information) or *LIST (to spool
the job log information for printing) as the SIGNOFF command parameter value.
Source list - standard values
The Source list gives users the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate source
members, and in what sequence. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the source list if the
object description shows the correct source. Only the source members which have been moved need to
be entered. Source files containing members referenced through a copy statement in RPG or COBOL
should also be entered on this list. This list is used by both the Build/refresh Object X-ref option and the
Build/refresh Field X-ref option.
*SRCL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on several of the options within PATHFiNDER,
allowing you to direct your searches to source files residing on this list.
This option allows change of the Standard Source list. This Standard Source list is adopted for all users
which do not have a specific user Source list defined. Users may define their own Source list from the
Setup Menu using the "Source list – your values" option. Only a profile with security officer authority, a
profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a Setup Administrator can change the standard
Source list.
If the source to be documented is not in a format that can be read by PATHFiNDER, there is an API
(Application Program Interface) available. This would include source for applications which require a
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"pre-processor" or "pre-compiler" to create a standard source member, or for source archive files. The
API may be used any time you wish to control the source which PATHFiNDER will use. To review the
starting source for the API, execute the following: STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APISRC.
Source list - your values
The Source list gives users the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate source
members, and in what sequence. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the source list if the
object description shows the correct source. Only the source members which have been moved need to
be entered. Source files containing members referenced through a copy statement in RPG or COBOL
should also be entered on this list. This list is used by both the Build/refresh Object X-ref option and the
Build/refresh Field X-ref option.
*SRCL is also a valid entry for the library parameter on several of the options within PATHFiNDER,
allowing you to direct your searches to source files residing on this list.
This option allows change of the Source list specified in your Defaults (F18=Defaults). Only your profile,
a profile with security officer authority, a profile with special authority of *ALLOBJ or *SECADM, or a
Setup Administrator can change your Source list.
If the source to be documented is not in a format that can be read by PATHFiNDER, there is an API
(Application Program Interface) available. This would include source for applications which require a
"pre-processor" or "pre-compiler" to create a standard source member, or for source archive files. The
API may be used any time you wish to control the source which PATHFiNDER will use. To review the
starting source for the API, execute the following: STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APISRC.
Source statement
Source statement shows the actual source statement from the selected program(s) that refers to the
object. This provides the level of detail necessary for complete object usage evaluation. For example, all
attributes of an OVRDBF (Override Data Base File) or CPYF (Copy File) command could be analyzed.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref.
Special features
Special features points out the extra flexibility and functions that PATHFiNDER offers.
Start Data File Utility
This option allows you to work with a Data File Utility (DFU) application. The DFU option does not use
any of the input fields on the PATHFiNDER Programmer menu. If you want to select parameter values
for the STRDFU command, enter the option number and press the F4 (Prompt) key.
STRSEU
This option executes the IBM STRSEU (Start Source Entry Utility) command, allowing you to edit a source
member using SEU. If a source editor other than SEU is specified for the "Source editor" parameter in
Defaults (see "F18=Change defaults), this option will execute the specified source editor, allowing you to
edit the source member using other editors.
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When working in the Object or Field X-ref, the source accessed for program objects will default to the
source used at the time of the X-ref Build/refresh. If this source member is not located, IBM's RTVOBJD
(Retrieve Object Description) command will be used to locate the source member. For any other object
type or when working with options that are not dependent on X-ref data, the source accessed will
default to the source member indicated through IBM's RTVOBJD (Retrieve Object Description)
command. If the source member cannot be located or the user does not have authority to the located
source, the STRSEU command will be prompted, allowing entry of the source member you wish to edit.
For a module (*MODULE) object, the module's source will be displayed. For an ILE program object, the
entry module's source will be displayed. For a service program (*SRVPGM), the export source is
displayed.
STRSEU/browse
This option executes the IBM STRSEU (Start Source Entry Utility) command in browse mode, allowing
you to browse a source member using SEU.
When working in the Object or Field X-ref, the source accessed for program objects will default to the
source used at the time of the X-ref Build/refresh. If this source member is not located, IBM's RTVOBJD
(Retrieve Object Description) command will be used to locate the source member. For any other object
type or when working with options that are not dependent on X-ref data, the source accessed will
default to the source member indicated through IBM's RTVOBJD (Retrieve Object Description)
command. If the source member cannot be located or the user does not have authority to the located
source, the STRSEU command will be prompted, allowing entry of the source member you wish to
browse.
For a module (*MODULE) object, the module's source will be displayed. For an ILE program object, the
entry module's source will be displayed. For a service program (*SRVPGM), the export source is
displayed.
Submit a Job
This option allows you to place a job on the job queue to be run in a batch environment. Do one of the
following:
• Type the command to be run in batch mode in the Command field.
• Press F4 (Prompt) to select parameter values for the command you typed in the
Command field.
Note: The PATHFiNDER Programmer Menu will not support command selection from the Major (MAJOR)
menu for the Submit Job option (SBMJOB).
The value you specify in the Parm field will be used as the job name on the SBMJOB (Submit Job)
command. The Job Description field determines what job description will be used on the Submit Job
command.
Submit screen description
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The Submit screen displays the parameters used in the SBMJOB (Submit Job) command. The Submit
screen description option shows a diagram of the screen's components, with an explanation of
PATHFiNDER'S Submit screens.
Tutorial
This is an on-line introduction to PATHFiNDER. This demonstration can also be used as an educational
tool. It allows you to roll through sample screens from the package. The tutorial highlights many of
PATHFiNDER's capabilities.
Unreferenced objects
Unreferenced objects prints a list of objects that exist on your system but do not have any programs
that reference them. Either there are no programs using these objects, or the libraries containing the
programs were not included in the Build/refresh. This list will help you to identify objects which could
potentially be deleted from your system. Before deleting these objects, you should verify that removal
of these objects will not impact your daily operations.
This function is also an efficient way to identify level 1 programs (menus) or programs not called from
any menu for your calling list. The calling list can be used to build X-ref information.
This uses information from the pre-built Object X-ref as well as the actual objects existing in the
specified library(s).
Unreferenced source
This option matches specified source to specified objects. Any discrepancies are documented on the
Unreferenced source reports.
This option prints two reports. The "Unreferenced Source – by Source" report prints a list of source for
which an object cannot be located in the specified library(s). An edit is provided when duplicate source
is found. The "Unreferenced Source - by Object" report prints a list of objects for which source cannot
be located in the specified library(s). For both reports, an edit will appear if the source change
date/time of the source file member does not match that of the object description. Note: For service
programs with export source, an edit will always appear for the source change date/time because the
change date/time is not provided for service programs.
These reports list only object types which use source. These types are program (*PGM), module
(*MODULE), service program (*SRVPGM), file (*FILE), command (*CMD) and screen group (*PNLGRP).
All objects whose source information is blank will be skipped. This includes IBM objects and query
programs (QRYEXC). Display files for menu objects will also be skipped.
This uses information from the actual source and object, not from a pre-built X-ref.
Update X-ref data
This option will only be displayed if a library with existing X-ref data is specified for "Library to store X-ref
data in". This causes the applicable information in the existing X-ref to be updated with new X-ref
information.
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UPDPGM/UPDSRVPGM
This option allows you to update an ILE program or service program with the module or service program
specified in option "2. Object where used". The option is only valid for ILE programs with a "How used"
value of "BIND". The module and the ILE program object must exist. The appropriate update command
will be determined by the type of object for which this option is taken. The update command
parameters can be changed by prompting the option ("F4=Prompt"), or typing the correct parameters
on the command line. There are two default values (see "F18=Change defaults") used by this option:
"Compile in batch" and "ILE binding directory".
User profiles
This option provides five report formats to evaluate user profiles.
This option must be run by a user with security officer authority, a user with special authority of
*ALLOBJ, or the user must exist on the PATHFiNDER security authorization list with *ALL or *USE
authority (see "F10=Authorize users" on any of the PATHFiNDER security option's entry screen).
Valid option matrix
Valid option matrix is a table that indicates which interactive options are valid for what item types. The
item types used in PATHFiNDER are program, physical file, logical file, device file, field, native menu,
native query, and all other IBM objects on the system.
What options call
Re-displays the current menu with the name of the program that is called by each option on the menu.
These programs can be added to your own menus allowing direct access to PATHFiNDER options. Each
program name also represents the name of a PATHFiNDER command. These commands can be used the
same way you would use IBM commands.
Where used
Where used always shows a list of program(s) that use a selected field or object, and how the field or
object is used.
In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus (*MENU) and native queries
(*QRYDFN) which use the selected field or object will also be shown.
This uses information from the pre-built X-ref.
With changed programs
Locates all the program changes in the specified libraries since the last Build/refresh, and updates the Xref with only these changes.
In addition to programs, also documented will be changes made to other supported objects such as
native queries (*QRYDFN).
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When a new library, not previously documented within a specific X-ref, is added to the list of libraries
being documented, all objects in that library will be added to the X-ref regardless of their create/change
dates.
Work with
Displays the Work with Source Members screen. It provides a list of all members for the selected source
file.
Work with Query
This option allows you to work with a Query application. The Query option does not use any of the
input fields on the PATHFiNDER Programmer menu.
Work with job
Work with job runs the Work with Job (WRKJOB) command, which displays the Work with Job Menu.
The Work With Job Menu allows you to select options to change, end, hold, or release the job.
Work with screen description
The Work With screen provides a list of items meeting the entered selection criteria. From the Work
With screen, X-ref information may be displayed or printed for one or more selected items. The Work
With screen description option shows a diagram of the screen's components, with an explanation of
PATHFiNDER'S Work With screens.
X-ref files
X-ref files shows file information for each X-ref file in the selected X-ref library. Program objects, the
files the programs reference, and the source programs are used to build the X-ref information.
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Appendix B is a listing of all PATHFiNDER function keys, in function key number sequence. A full
explanation of the function performed by each key is included.
F3=Exit
If "Y" (Yes) is specified for "F3=Exit returns to menu" in Defaults, F3 exits the program and returns to the
menu. From a menu, F3 exits PATHFiNDER. If "N" (No) is specified, F3 exits PATHFiNDER.
F4=Prompt
Provides assistance in entering or selecting a command.
F5=Refresh
Redisplays the screen with the original values keyed when Control Values have been changed.
F5=Tutorial
Displays the Tutorial, an on-line introduction to many of the options available in PATHFiNDER.
F6=Assign setup values
Allows entry of Alternate setup values for DOCLIBL, Source list, Build values, and, for Object X-ref only,
CALLING list and Omit list. It is also possible to create Alternate setup values through this function.
F6=Counts
Displays the counts screen indicating the total number of items in the list, by item type.
F6=Create
Allows creation of additional values.
F6=Display messages
Displays messages from your display station and user profile defined message queue.
F6=Display setup values
Displays detail for each setup value specified. Separate screens will be displayed for each setup value.
F6=Network files
Displays a list of Security sets which have been sent to this system allowing you to receive them for use
by the options on the Security Menu.
F6=Retrieve previous
Retrieves your last positioning criteria so you can reuse or change it.
F6=Skip member
Bypass this member and continue with the next selected member.
F7=How to get started
Displays the "How to get started" option. This option is a step-by-step guide which leads you through
several options as well as the steps necessary to set up the cross reference builds.
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F7=Status
Status shows the active PATHFiNDER options you have selected for the current job. This provides a
"fast-path" method to return to an active option directly. This is a function available to you in addition
to "F3=Exit" and "F12=Cancel".
F8=Main menu
Allows easy access to all options of PATHFiNDER via the Main Menu from the Work With Screen.
F8=Work with
Displays the Work With Screen. This lists the items fitting the specified criteria. The Work With Screen
provides a list of items to choose from if you do not know the exact name of the item. From the Work
With Screen, you may return to the previous screen, display or print detail information, or go to the
Main Menu.
F8=Work with sets
Displays the Work With Security Data Screen. This lists all Security sets residing on your system,
allowing you to select, delete, send, or save Security sets, as well as display history. Additionally, you
can receive or restore Security sets which have been transferred from another system.
F9=Overview Menu
Displays the Overview menu to provide information about PATHFiNDER and how it works.
F9=Retrieve
Retrieves the previous command run from the command line. Successive use of this key continues to
backtrack through every command run since the job started.
F10=Actions
Activates the Menu action bar. Each of the PATHFiNDER menus are available as keywords on the Menu
action bar. Each keyword represents a "pull-down" menu on which PATHFINDER options can be
accessed. The Menu action bar is also available from any command line, inside or outside of
PATHFiNDER, by entering the command HAWKEYE/HAWKBAR or calling program HAWKEYE/HAWKBAR.
After taking F10, the tab key is used to place the cursor on the desired keyword. Press the enter key to
access the pull-down menu. When a pull-down menu is displayed, enter an option number to execute
that option. If no option number is keyed, the enter key will display the pull-down menu for the next
keyword. The following function keys are valid when using the Menu action bar: F3=Exit, F12=Cancel,
or F10=Actions which toggles the Menu action bar on/off.
F10=Authorize users
Allows maintenance of PATHFiNDER's security authorization list. With the security authorization list,
you can control access to PATHFiNDER's security options. When adding users to the authorization list,
*ALL authority allows them to create the security data using option "1. Manage security data" and print
the security reports. *USE authority allows them to print the security reports only. If the user should
also be allowed to maintain the security list, you must give the user authorization list management
rights. Only the security officer, a user with *ALLOBJ special authority, or a user appearing on the
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security authorization list with *ALL or *USE authority can execute PATHFiNDER's security options.
(Option "11. Password same as profile" must be executed by a user with *ALLOBJ authority.)
F10=CALLING list
Allows change of the entries in the currently assigned CALLING list.
F10=Command entry
Shows the Command Entry display that you can use to enter commands on the system.
F10=History CALLING list
Shows the CALLING list that was used when the selected Object X-ref information was created. This
function key is only allowed when *CALLING appears in the 'Program(s)' column.
F10=Other data
Provides additional information regarding the files in this File Set.
F10=Pgmrs menu
Displays the PATHFiNDER Programmer menu. The menu offers all functions available from the IBM
iSeries Programmer menu, with additional options, functions, and an extended command line.
Appropriate object/library information will be passed to the programmer menu for your convenience.
F10=Review submitting data
Allows the SBMJOB (Submit Job) command to be reviewed. Additional parameters not available on the
submit screen may be changed.
F10=Setup admin
Allows entry of users to be designated as Setup Administrators. Setup Administrators have the authority
to change all Setup values (Standard, User and Alternate), as well as assign other users to be Setup
Administrators.
F11=By date
Provides an audit trail of the values specified for each X-ref build or refresh. History is listed by date.
F11=By library
Provides an audit trail of the values specified for each X-ref build or refresh. History is listed by library.
F11=History Source list
Shows the Source list that was used when the selected X-ref information was created.
F11=Lib/command
Displays the library and command for the objects listed. Press this key again to display object type and
attribute.
F11=More clients
Allows entry of more PC names. All files meeting the specified criteria for each PC entered will be listed.
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F11=More objects
Allows entry of more object names. All programs which reference each of the entered objects will be
included in the list of programs to compile.
F11=More owners
Allows entry of more owners. Frequency of use for objects belonging to the entered owner(s) will be
listed.
F11=More strings
Allows entry of up to 10 separate character strings. The specified source member(s) will be searched for
the indicated character string(s).
F11=More users
Allows entry of more users.
F11=No standard values
Shows the values currently defined for your user profile only.
F11=No text
Displays only a portion of the text or no text for the items listed. Press this key again to return to this
fully displayed text screen.
F11=Object lib
Displays the library for the objects listed. Press this key again to display object type.
F11=Object type
Displays the type for the objects listed. Press this key again to display object library.
F11=Source list
This allows change of the currently assigned Source list (see F18=Defaults). The Source list specified for
the defaults will be used when "*SRCL" is specified for a library parameter within PATHFiNDER. The
Source list also gives you the ability to control where the Build/refresh options are to locate source files,
and in what sequence. It is not necessary to enter your source files into the Source list if source is not
moved after the program is compiled.
F11=Standard values
Shows the Standard values currently defined. These values are adopted for all users who do not have
specific User values defined. Only a user profile with security officer authority can change the Standard
values.
F11=Text
Displays the complete text for the items listed. Press this key again to return.
F11=Type/attr
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Displays the type and attribute for the objects listed. Press this key again to display object library and
command.
F12=Cancel
Returns to the previous menu or display.
F13=Next mbr
Shows the next member in the source file/library currently displayed. If the last source file/member is
being displayed, you will be returned to the menu.
F13=Repeat
Repeats an entered option(s) to the end of the block or the end of the subfile, if a block is not defined.
To use the repeat function, at least one subfile option field must be blank and the entered option must
be a valid PATHFiNDER or user-defined option. A block is defined by entering two options to designate
the beginning and end of the block. If these options are the same, the second option is considered the
end of the block. The option is repeated in the subfile records between the entered options. If the
options are different, the beginning option is repeated to the second option. The second option is
repeated to the end of the subfile or until another option is encountered.
F13=Submit
Submits the job using Defaults defined from the Setup Menu or through "F18=Change Defaults".
F13=User Support
Displays the User Support menu with several types of assistance available.
F14=Change authority
Displays the Change Authority screen to allow entry of default authority information. The default
information can then be used to change authority for all entries or only those entries in error.
F14=Change errors
Entries on this screen will be used to change entries in error on the Confirm screen.
F14=Change parms
Displays the Change Parms screen to allow entry of create command parameters. This information can
then be used to change parameters for all entries of a specified type, or only those entries in error.
F14=Change source
Displays the Change Source screen to allow entry of default source information. The default information
can then be used to change related source for all entries or only those entries in error.
F14=Detail
Shows every reference to the specified object within the program. The source sequence number from
the program will be listed for each reference. Subsequent listings of the same program are highlighted.
F14=Key fields
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For files with a plus (+) sign in the Key fields column, this function completes the list of key fields.
F14=List libraries
To create a DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List), a list of the desired libraries must be entered. To
simplify this entry process, F14 will list all of your existing libraries and allow you to select from that list.
F14=Prev mbr
Shows the previous member in the source file/library currently displayed. If the first source
file/member is being displayed, you will be returned to the menu.
F14=Restore set
This allows you to restore Security set data which has been transferred from another system via a save
file. Once restored, the Security set can be analyzed using options on the Security Menu. This option
must be run by a user with security officer authority, or a user with special authority of *ALLOBJ.
F14=SEU CALLING list
This allows maintenance of the list of calling programs through IBM's SEU (Source Entry Utility). This
function is only available when *CALLING has been specified in the "Program(s) to X-ref" field.
F14=Submit screen
Displays the Submit Screen, providing the flexibility to change the submit job defaults.
F14=Summary
Shows each program only once that references the specified object.
F14=Work with submitted jobs
Displays information about jobs that have been placed on the job queue that you have submitted for
batch processing during your work session. No input fields are used for this function key.
F16=Dynamic menu interface
This allows modification of a PATHFiNDER supplied RPG source program which is used to interface
PATHFiNDER to a dynamic (data base) menu system. This program, after modification, will extract
programs from your dynamic menu system and create the CALLING list. This function is only available
when *CALLING has been specified in the "Program(s) to X-ref" field.
F16=Find forward
Scans forward in the currently displayed job stream for the value entered in the Find program(*) field.
F16=Repeat position to
Positions the list using your last positioning criteria.
F16=System Main menu
Displays the System Main menu.
F16=User options
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Displays the user-defined options for the default Option file. The user-defined options file that contains
the active user-defined options is shown in the defaults. Use F18=Change defaults to review/change the
default Option file.
F17=Find backward
Scans backward in the currently displayed job stream for the value entered in the Find program(*) field.
F17=History Omit list
Shows the Omit list that was used when the selected Object X-ref information was created.
F17=Omit list
Allows change of the entries in the currently assigned Omit list. Objects entered on the Omit list will be
omitted from the Object X-ref files by both the initial "build" as well as a "refresh". Objects entered on
the Omit list will also be omitted from the information provided by options "5. Job explosion", "6. Job
implosion", "7. Job flow charts", and "8. Job's objects" on the Object X-ref Menu.
F17=Position to
Displays a window on which you can specify criteria to be used to position the list.
F18=Change defaults
Allows change of PATHFiNDER's defaults for your user profile. The default values are used for jobs run
within PATHFiNDER.
F18=Work with output
Displays a list of your spooled files on the output queue. No input fields are used for this function key.
F19=Add programs
This displays the Add Programs screen to allow entry of programs, service programs and modules to be
added to the list of objects to compile.
F19=Build values
This allows change of the currently assigned Build values. The Build values control how the X-ref is
created and refreshed.
F19=Change all
Entries on this screen will change all entries on the Confirm screen.
F19=History Build values
Shows the X-ref Build values that were used when the selected X-ref information was created.
F19=Start SEU
Displays the current source file/member in IBM's SEU (Source Entry Utility).
F20=Add source
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This displays the Add Source screen to allow entry of program and module source members to be added
to the list of objects to compile. A program or module will be created from the specified source.
F20=DOCLIBL
Allows change of the libraries specified in the currently assigned DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List).
See F18=Defaults. The DOCLIBL specified for the defaults will be used when "*DOCLIBL" is specified for
a library parameter within PATHFiNDER. The DOCLIBL can also be used by the Build/refresh as the list of
libraries to document.
F20=History DOCLIBL
Shows the libraries on the DOCLIBL (Documentation Library List) that were used when the selected
Object X-ref information was created.
F20=Save submitting data
This function creates a CL source program using the values you have entered for the option. Frequently
run options and submitted jobs such as the Build/refresh can be run from inside or outside of
PATHFiNDER with a simple call to this created CL source program.
F21=Command line
Displays a window in which you can enter any valid iSeries system command, user command, or
PATHFiNDER command.
F21=Print glossary
Prints the entire glossary interactively. This uses the printer file and output queue defined by your
PATHFiNDER Defaults.
F21=Print interactive
Prints the results of this option interactively. This uses the printer file and output queue as defined by
your Defaults. Your terminal is in use while it is executing. Depending on the option, this function can
impact overall system performance.
F21=Print list
Prints the current form of the list interactively. This uses the printer file and output queue as defined by
your Defaults.
F21=Print mbr
Prints the source statements for the currently displayed source file/member which contain the specified
character strings.
F21=Run interactive
Executes this option interactively. Your terminal is in use while it is executing.
F22=History
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Shows Object X-Ref History or Field X-Ref History. This provides an audit trail, showing the values used
when the X-ref was built or refreshed. What was built, when, and where it is stored is shown for each
time the Build/refresh was run.
F22=Security history
Shows when the Security set data was built, the length of time required for the build, the user who built
it, the system on which security data was created, Security set text, Security set size, and if object text
was saved.
F23=More options
Displays the next set of options available for this screen.
F24=More keys
Displays the next set of function keys available for this screen.
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The purpose of this API (Application Program Interface) is to allow you to control the source that
PATHFiNDER will access. You will control the source when you provide PATHFiNDER with replacement
source information through this API program. This function is not available from a menu. The API
consists of a CL program shell which must be completed and compiled by you if you wish to replace the
source PATHFiNDER will access. The API will automatically be used if the API program exists on your
system.
PATHFINDER reads your source when performing the following options:
• Build/refresh field X-ref (BLDFLD)
• Build/refresh object X-ref (BLDOBJ)
• Mass compile (CRTOBJ)
• PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
• Scan source member (DSPSCNSRC)
• Spacing charts for printer files in RPG (PRTRPGPRT)
• Spacing charts for printer files in CBL (PRTCBLPRT)
• Spacing charts for printer files in DDS (PRTDDSPRT)
• Spacing charts for display files in DDS (PRTDDSDSP)
• RPG flow charts, indents, etc. (PRTRPGSRC)
• CL indents (PRTCLSRC)
• User-defined options when substitution values &SF (source file), &SL (source library), and &SM
(source member) are used
• Unreferenced source (PRTSRCNOTU)
• 14=Compile (options on list screens)
• 25=Find String (options on list screens)
• 80=STRSEU (options on list screens)
This API can be used when source to be documented is not in a format which can be read by
PATHFiNDER. This would include applications which require a "pre-processor" or "pre-compiler" to
create a standard source member, or for archived files. This interface allows you to create the source
member in a standard format and direct PATHFiNDER to use that member as replacement source. This
is one example, however, this API may be used any time you wish to control the source which
PATHFiNDER will use.
The uses of this API could be extended to include:
• Secure source being documented for specified applications.
• Dynamic menu systems.
• CL specified in job scheduling packages.
The API program, H$APISRC, is partially written to provide the necessary framework. In order for the
program to function, modifications must be made by qualified personnel. CL statements must be added
to give information regarding the replacement source you want used by PATHFiNDER. If necessary, CL
statements may be added to create a temporary source member.
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If program H$APISRC exists in library HAWKEYE, PATHFiNDER will call this program before reading any
source. If replacement source is not needed, this program need not be created.
The functional flow of the API program H$APISRC is as follows:
PHASE 1 of 3
User executes one of the PATHFiNDER options which requires access to source.
Specific option appears in &APIOPT parameter.
PATHFiNDER checks for existence of H$APISRC.
You have created program H$APISRC
on your system.

You have not created
program H$APISRC.

PATHFiNDER calls H$APISRC. Parameter
&APITYP contains "10" if accessing a
program object, "11" if accessing source.
You have indicated if replacement source
is to be used for this option with value
you entered into parameter &APISTS.
 No, replacement source will

not be used. “2” was
specified in &APISTS  PATHFiNDER performs
normal source access
Yes, PATHFiNDER to use replacement source.
"1" was entered for value in &APISTS.
PHASE 2 of 3
PATHFiNDER again calls H$APISRC. Parameter &APITYP
now contains "20" if accessing a program object, "21"
if accessing a source file/member. You have placed
the replacement source file and member name in output
parameters &APISF, &APISFL, and &APISFM. You may have
entered CL into H$APISRC to create a temporary member
using a pre-processor or pre-compiler.
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PATHFiNDER accesses the replacement source member
specified by you in the output parameters &APISF,
&APISFL, and &APISFM.
PHASE 3 of 3
When PATHFiNDER has read the specified source, program
H$APISRC is called again with "55" in parameter
&APITYP. Source actually used is listed in parameters
&APIOB, &APIOBL, and &APIOBM. If you temporarily
created source, it may be deleted at this time.
PATHFiNDER does not validate any of the information you supply through this API. It is your
responsibility that source information conforms to IBM naming standards and that source exist in any
replacement source member.
CAUTION: All modifications should be made to a copy of the API source member which is provided by
PATHFiNDER. This will preserve your changes. New releases of PATHFiNDER will overlay the original
version of source for program H$APISRC.
To review the source for the API program, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APISRC
The following defines valid values which will be used in the parameters of program H$APISRC.
PATHFiNDER uses the input parms to communicate to you which option is about to access source and
what that source is. The values in these parms should not be changed.
Output parameters are controlled by you. You use these values to communicate to PATHFiNDER if
replacement source should be used and what that replacement source should be. To complete program
H$APISRC, appropriate CL statements must be entered and the program compiled into the HAWKEYE
library.
Each PATHFiNDER option that needs to access source will call the program H$APISRC, if it exists. Some
PATHFiNDER options access source for a program object, others access source directly for a specified
source file/member. The value passed in the input parameter &APITYP will let you know which type is
currently being accessed. For a program object the value in &APITYP will be "10", for a source
file/member the value in &APITYP will be "11".
H$APISRC will determine whether or not a replacement source should be used. You control this
decision with the output parameter &APISTS. If you want replacement source to be used, you would
return a value of "1" in &APISTS. If you do not want replacement source to be used, you would return a
value of "2" in &APISTS.
When a "1" is received in the output parameter &APISTS, PATHFiNDER will again call H$APISRC. This
time the value in &APITYP will be"20" if PATHFiNDER is looking for replacement source for a program
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object, or "21" if PATHFiNDER is looking for replacement source for a source file/member. You
communicate back to PATHFiNDER the file, library and member to be used in the output parameters
&APISF, &APISFL, and &APISFM.
After PATHFiNDER has completed reading the source file/member, the program H$APISRC is once again
called with a value of "55" in the input parameter &APITYP. This communicates to you that PATHFiNDER
has completed its need for the source. If you created temporary source for PATHFiNDER's use, it should
be deleted at this time.
The expected input and output parameter values for each of the possible functions of program
H$APISRC are documented on the following pages.
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Documenting a Program Object
(Field &APITYP = 10)

PHASE 1 of 3
The user executes one of the PATHFiNDER options which requires access to source. The specific option
appears in the &APIOPT parameter.
Parameter
&APITYP
&APIOPT
&APIOB
&APIOBL
&APIOBM
&APIOBA
&APISTS
&APISF
&APISFL
&APISFM

Description
Function type
PATHFiNDER option
Program name
Program's library
Not used
Program's attribute
Use replacement source
Not used
Not used
Not used

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
2
2
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

Use
Input
Input
Input
Input
N/A
Input
Output
N/A
N/A
N/A

For Phase 1, permissible values for these parameters are as follows:
&APITYP
Type of function - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the type of function being performed.
10 = Checking by program name to determine if replacement source should be used.
&APIOPT
PATHFiNDER option - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the PATHFiNDER option for which this API is being called.
10 = Build/refresh field X-ref (BLDFLD)
15 = Build/refresh object X-ref (BLDOBJ)
20 = Mass compile (CRTOBJ)
30 = Before displaying PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
33 = Option 3 taken from PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
38 = Option 8 taken from PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
40 = Scan source member (DSPSCNSRC)
50 = Spacing charts for printer files in RPG (PRTRPGPRT)
51 = Spacing charts for printer files in CBL (PRTCBLPRT)
52 = Spacing charts for printer files in DDS (PRTDDSPRT)
53 = Spacing charts for display files in DDS (PRTDDSDSP)
60 = RPG flow charts, indents, etc. (PRTRPGSRC)
65 = CL indents (PRTCLSRC)
70 = User-defined options when substitution values &SF (source file), &SL (source library), and &SM
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source member) are used
75 = Unreferenced source (PRTSRCNOTU)
80 = STRSEU (option 80 on list screens)
85 = Compile (option 14 on list screens)
89 = Find string (option 25 on list screens)
&APIOB
Program name - Character(10) - Input
This is the name of the program the specified PATHFiNDER option is ready to access source for. You
must determine if replacement source should be used.
&APIOBL
Program's library - Character(10) - Input
This is the library qualifier for the program indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBM
Not used - Character(10)
&APIOBA
Program's attribute - Character(10) - Input
This is the attribute for the program indicated in field &APIOB.
&APISTS
Use replacement source - Character(1) - Output
This is the variable you will use to communicate back to PATHFiNDER if you wish to provide replacement
source.
Valid values are:
1 = PATHFiNDER needs to use replacement source.
2 = PATHFiNDER needs to access source through normal steps.
See Source File List on the Setup Menu for a complete
description of these steps.
&APISF
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFL
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFM
Not used - Character(10)
PHASE 2 of 3
If a value of "1" is received in the output parameter &APISTS, the source API H$APISRC will be called
again by PATHFiNDER with "20" in the &APITYP input parameter. If a value of "2" is received,
PATHFiNDER will not look for replacement source.
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&APITYP
&APIOPT
&APIOB
&APIOBL
&APIOBM
&APIOBA
&APISTS
&APISF
&APISFL
&APISFM

C – PATHFiNDER Source API

Parameter Table
Description
Type
Function type
Character
PATHFiNDER option
Character
Program name
Character
Program's library
Character
Not used
Character
Program's attribute
Character
Not used
Character
Replacement source
Character
Replacement source lib
Character
Replacement source member Character

Length
2
2
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

Use
Input
Input
Input
Input
N/A
Input
N/A
Output
Output
Output

For Phase 2, permissible values for these parameters are as follows:
&APITYP
Type of function - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the type of function being performed.
20 = PATHFiNDER has determined that you wish to use replacement source.
&APIOPT
PATHFiNDER option - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field restates the PATHFiNDER option for which this API is being called. See &APIOPT
field, listed at the beginning of this section.
&APIOB
Program name - Character(10) - Input
This is the program for which you are providing replacement source. The replacement source must be
entered into fields &APISF, &APISFL, and &APISFM.
&APIOBL
Program's library - Character(10) - Input
This is the library qualifier for the program indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBM
Not used - Character(10)
&APIOBA
Program's attribute - Character(10) - Input
This is the attribute for the program indicated in field &APIOB.
&APISTS
Not used - Character(1)
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&APISF
Replacement source - Character(10) - Output
This is the replacement source you want PATHFiNDER to use.
&APISFL
Replacement source library - Character(10) - Output
This is the library qualifier for the source file indicated in field &APISF.
&APISFM
Replacement source member - Character(10) - Output
This is the source member for the source file indicated in field &APISF.
PHASE 3 of 3
Once PATHFiNDER has completed reading the source, H$APISRC will be called again with "55" in the
input parameter &APITYP.
Parameter
&APITYP
&APIOPT
&APIOB
&APIOBL
&APIOBM
&APIOBA
&APISTS
&APISF
&APISFL
&APISFM

Description
Function type
PATHFiNDER option
Source file name
Source file library
Source member
Source member attribute
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
2
2
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

Use
Input
Input
Input
Input
N/A
Input
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

For Phase 3, permissible values for these parameters are as follows:
&APITYP
Type of function - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the type of function being performed
55 = PATHFiNDER has finished reading a source member. This will occur during the completion of any
source member whether or not the source was replaced. If you previously created temporary source to
be used by PATHFiNDER, this would be a good time to delete it.
&APIOPT
PATHFiNDER option - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field restates the PATHFiNDER option for which this API is being called. See &APIOPT
field, listed at the beginning of this section.
&APIOB
Source file name - Character(10) - Input
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This is the source file which was actually accessed or cross referenced by PATHFiNDER.
&APIOBL
Source file library - Character(10) - Input
This is the library qualifier for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBM
Source member - Character(10)
This is the source member for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBA
Source member's attribute - Character(10) - Input
This is the attribute for the source member indicated in field &APIOBM.
&APISTS
Not used - Character(1)
&APISF
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFL
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFM
Not used - Character(10)
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Documenting Source Member
(Field &APITYP = 11)

PHASE 1 of 3
The user executes one of the PATHFiNDER options which requires access to source. The specific option
appears in the &APIOPT parameter.
Parameter
&APITYP
&APIOPT
&APIOB
&APIOBL
&APIOBM
&APIOBA
&APISTS
&APISF
&APISFL
&APISFM

Parameter Table
Description
Type
Function type
Character
PATHFiNDER option
Character
Source name
Character
Source file’s library
Character
Source file’s member
Character
Source member's attribute
Character
Use replacement source
Character
Not used
Character
Not used
Character
Not used
Character

Length
2
2
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

Use
Input
Input
Input
Input
N/A
Input
Output
N/A
N/A
N/A

For Phase 1, permissible values for these parameters are as follows:
&APITYP
Type of function - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the type of function being performed.
11 = Checking by source file/member name to determine if replacement source should be used.
&APIOPT
PATHFiNDER option - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the PATHFiNDER option for which this API is being called.
10 = Build/refresh field X-ref (BLDFLD)
15 = Build/refresh object X-ref (BLDOBJ)
20 = Mass compile (CRTOBJ)
30 = Before displaying PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
33 = Option 3 taken from PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
38 = Option 8 taken from PATHFiNDER's Programmer Menu (DSPPGMMNU)
40 = Scan source member (DSPSCNSRC)
50 = Spacing charts for printer files in RPG (PRTRPGPRT)
51 = Spacing charts for printer files in CBL (PRTCBLPRT)
52 = Spacing charts for printer files in DDS (PRTDDSPRT)
53 = Spacing charts for display files in DDS (PRTDDSDSP)
60 = RPG flow charts, indents, etc. (PRTRPGSRC)
65 = CL indents (PRTCLSRC)
70 = User-defined options when substitution values &SF (source file), &SL (source
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library), and &SM source member) are used
75 = Unreferenced source (PRTSRCNOTU)
80 = STRSEU (option 80 on list screens)
85 = Compile (option 14 on list screens)
89 = Find string (option 25 on list screens)
&APIOB
Source name - Character(10) - Input
This is the name of the source file the specified PATHFiNDER option is ready to access source for. You
must determine if replacement source should be used.
&APIOBL
Source file's library - Character(10) - Input
This is the library qualifier for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBM
Source file's member - Character(10) - Input
This is the source member for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBA
Source member's attribute - Character(10) – Input
This is the attribute for the source member indicated in field &APIOBM. "RPG-COPY" or "CBL-COPY" in
this field indicates the source contained in a COPY statement. The COPY member will appear in fields
&APIOB, &APIOBL, and &APIOBM.
&APISTS
Use replacement source - Character(1) - Output
This is the variable you will use to communicate back to PATHFiNDER if you wish to provide replacement
source.
Valid values are:
1 = PATHFiNDER needs to use replacement source.
2 = PATHFiNDER needs to access source through normal steps.
See Source File List on the Setup Menu for a complete
description of these steps.
&APISF
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFL
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFM
Not used - Character(10)
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PHASE 2 of 3
If a value of "1" is received in the output parameter &APISTS, the source API H$APISRC will be called
again by PATHFiNDER with "21" in the &APITYP input parameter. If a value of "2" is received,
PATHFiNDER will not look for replacement source.
Parameter
&APITYP
&APIOPT
&APIOB
&APIOBL
&APIOBM
&APIOBA
&APISTS
&APISF
&APISFL
&APISFM

Parameter Table
Description
Type
Function type
Character
PATHFiNDER option
Character
Source file name
Character
Source file's library
Character
Source file's member
Character
Source member's attribute
Character
Not used
Character
Replacement source
Character
Replacement source lib
Character
Replacement source member Character

Length
2
2
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

Use
Input
Input
Input
Input
N/A
Input
N/A
Output
Output
Output

For Phase 2, permissible values for these parameters are as follows:
&APITYP
Type of function - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the type of function being performed.
21 = PATHFiNDER has determined that you wish to use replacement source.
&APIOPT
PATHFiNDER option - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field restates the PATHFiNDER option for which this API is being called. See &APIOPT
field, listed at the beginning of this section.
&APIOB
Source file name - Character(10) - Input
This is the source file for which you are providing replacement source. The replacement source must be
entered into fields &APISF, &APISFL, and &APISFM.
&APIOBL
Source file's library - Character(10) - Input
This is the library qualifier for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBM
Source file's member - Character(10) - Input
This is the source member for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBA
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Source member's attribute - Character(10) - Input
This is the attribute for the source member indicated in field &APIOBM. "RPG-COPY" or "CBL-COPY" in
this field indicates the source contained in a COPY statement. The COPY member will appear in fields
&APIOB, &APIOBL, and &APIOBM.
&APISTS
Not used - Character(1)
&APISF
Replacement source - Character(10) - Output
This is the replacement source you want PATHFiNDER to use.
&APISFL
Replacement source library - Character(10) - Output
This is the library qualifier for the source file indicated in field &APISF.
&APISFM
Replacement source member - Character(10) - Output
This is the source member for the source file indicated in field &APISF.
PHASE 3 of 3
Once PATHFiNDER has completed reading the source, H$APISRC will be called again with "55" in the
input parameter &APITYP.
Parameter
&APITYP
&APIOPT
&APIOB
&APIOBL
&APIOBM
&APIOBA
&APISTS
&APISF
&APISFL
&APISFM

Parameter Table
Description
Type
Function type
Character
PATHFiNDER option
Character
Source file name
Character
Source file's library
Character
Source file's member
Character
Source member's attribute
Character
Not used
Character
Replacement source
Character
Replacement source lib
Character
Replacement source member Character

Length
2
2
10
10
10
10
1
10
10
10

For Phase 3, permissible values for these parameters are as follows:
&APITYP
Type of function - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field indicates the type of function being performed
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Use
Input
Input
Input
Input
N/A
Input
N/A
Output
Output
Output
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55 = PATHFiNDER has finished reading a source member. This will occur during the completion of any
source member whether or not the source was replaced. If you previously created temporary source to
be used by PATHFiNDER, this would be a good time to delete it.
&APIOPT
PATHFiNDER option - Character(2) - Input
The value in this field restates the PATHFiNDER option for which this API is being called. See &APIOPT
field, listed at the beginning of this section.
&APIOB
Source file name - Character(10) - Input
This is the source file which was actually accessed or cross referenced by PATHFiNDER.
&APIOBL
Source file library - Character(10) - Input
This is the library qualifier for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBM
Source member - Character(10)
This is the source member for the source file indicated in field &APIOB.
&APIOBA
Source member's attribute - Character(10) - Input
This is the attribute for the source member indicated in field &APIOBM.
&APISTS
Not used - Character(1)
&APISF
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFL
Not used - Character(10)
&APISFM
Not used - Character(10)
CL (Control Language Source) should be inserted into the program to perform any processing required
during the functions requested by this API. This would include programming necessary to create
temporary source using pre-processor or pre-compiler.
Remember, all modifications should be made to a copy of the API source member which is provided by
PATHFiNDER. This will preserve your changes. New releases of PATHFiNDER will overlay the original
version of the source for program H$APISRC.
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The purpose of this API (Application Program Interface) is to allow you to add cross reference
information directly into PATHFiNDER's Object X-ref files.
This will allow you to get 'Where used' information for special cases such as output queues which are
referenced by print files, or software packages that reference objects through other than standard
formats.
The information you enter through this API will be available from the following options:
• Object where used
• File set where used
• Unreferenced objects
If "*ADDX" is used for the "Type of save" parameter the information will also be available from the
following options:
• Program's objects
• Job explosion
• Job implosion
• Job flow charts
• Job's objects
These options are all available from the Object X-ref menu.
To use this function, the API program H$APIOBJ in library HAWKEYE must be called. The appropriate
parameters must be passed to indicate each object to be added or removed from the PATHFiNDER X-ref.
PATHFiNDER does not validate any of the information you supply to the API, or check for its existence.
To invoke this API program, call HAWKEYE/H$APIOBJ with the following parameters:
Parameter
Parameter 1
Parameter 2
Parameter 3
Parameter 4
Parameter 5
Parameter 6
Parameter 7
Parameter 8
Parameter 9
Parameter 10
Parameter 11
Parameter 12
Parameter 13
Parameter 14

Parameter Table
Description
Type
Type of save
Char
X-ref lib
Char
Object type being referenced
Char
Object name being referenced
Char
Library being referenced
Char
How used
Char
Obj type of referencing object
Char
Obj name of referencing object
Char
Library of referencing object
Char
Source statement
Char
Text for object being referenced
Char
Text for referencing object
Char
Long name for object being referenced Char
Long name for referencing object
Char

Parameter 1
Type of save - Character(7)
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This value indicates that the object information you are supplying is to be added to the Object X-ref file.
If the specified information already exists in the Object X-ref file, it will be duplicated. Valid values are:
*ADD - The specified information will be added to the Object X-ref data and will be available for "Object
where used", "File set where used" and "Unreferenced objects" options.
*ADDX - The specified information will be added to the Object X-ref data and will be available for all the
options supported by this API.
Parameter 2
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the Object X-ref files to be updated. The library specified must
exist and must contain Object X-ref files.
The next four parameters identify the object being referenced and how it is being referenced. If a
program updates a physical file, the physical file is the object being referenced.
Parameter 3
Object type being referenced - Character(7)
This value indicates the object type of the object being referenced. It must be a valid iSeries object type.
Parameter 4
Object name being referenced - Character(10)
This value indicates the name of the object being referenced. It must be a valid name. PATHFiNDER will
not check for its existence.
Parameter 5
Library being referenced - Character(10)
This value indicates the qualifying library of the object being referenced. It must be a valid name.
PATHFiNDER will not check for its existence.
Parameter 6
How used - Character(10)
This value indicates how the object being referenced was used by the object making the reference. It
must be a valid name or "How used" PATHFiNDER name, such as RPG-INP or CBL-OUT. The value
entered may be anything which will be meaningful to the user. The 'Object where used' option allows
selection on this field.
The next three parameters identify the referencing object. If a program updates a physical file, the
program is the referencing object.
Parameter 7
Object type of referencing object - Character(7)
This value indicates the object type of the object making the reference. In addition to valid iSeries object
types *EXT can be specified. If "*ADDX" was specified for Parameter 1, only *PGM, *MENU, *SRVPGM,
*MODULE, *QRYDFN or *EXT object types can be specified.
Parameter 8
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Object name of referencing object - Character(10)
This value indicates the name of the object making the reference. It must be a valid name. PATHFiNDER
will not check for its existence.
Parameter 9
Library of referencing object - Character(10)
This value indicates the qualifying library of the object making the reference. It must be a valid name.
PATHFiNDER will not check for its existence.
Parameter 10
Source statement - Character(70)
This value may be a duplication of the source statement from the referencing object. If this information
is not applicable or not necessary, the field may contain any information which is meaningful to the
user. This information will be displayed with option, '3=Source statement' from the 'Object where used'
option.
Parameter 11
Text for object being referenced – Character(50)
If the referenced object exists in the specified library, existing text for the object will be used unless
specified here.
Parameter 12
Referencing object text – Character(50)
If the referencing object exists in the specified library, existing text for the object will be used unless
specified here. If specifying text here *ADDX must be specified for parameter 1.
Parameter 13
Long name for object being referenced - Character(128)
Parameter 14
Long name for referenced object – Character(128)
If specifying long name *ADDX must be specified for parameter 1.
It is your responsibility to keep the information maintained through this API current in the Object X-ref.
When using the Build/refresh option to refresh X-ref data, the user has the opportunity to clear existing
X-ref information in the specified Object X-ref library. If such a request is made, any information added
to the Object X-ref through this API will also be cleared. All other updates to the X-ref files through the
Build/refresh option will have no effect on the information added through this API.
Following is an example of how to call the Object API. Actual source is contained in source file QCLSRC1
in HAWKEYE member H$APIOBJEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Object API. */
/* You must provide a program to gather the references you */
/* wish to add to the Object X-ref. The following is a */
/* sample of the code which could be used to pass the */
/* gathered references to this API. */
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PGM PARM(&REFCEDTYP &REFCEDOBJ &REFCEDLIB +
&REFCEDUSED &REFCEDTEXT &REFCEDLNM +
&REFINGTYP &REFINGOBJ &REFINGLIB +
&REFINGTEXT &REFINGLNM &SRCSTMT)
/* Variables for the object being referenced */
DCL VAR(&REFCEDTYP) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(7) +
/* Object type being referenced */
DCL VAR(&REFCEDOBJ) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Object name being referenced */
DCL VAR(&REFCEDLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Object library name being referenced */
DCL VAR(&REFCEDUSED) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* How the object is being used */
DCL VAR(&REFCEDTEXT) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(50) +
/* Text for object being referenced */
DCL VAR(&REFCEDLNM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(128) +
/ Long name for object being referenced */
/* Variables for the referencing object */
DCL VAR(&REFINGTYP) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(7) +
/* Referencing object type */
DCL VAR(&REFINGOBJ) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Referencing object name */
DCL VAR(&REFINGLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Referencing object library name */
DCL VAR(&REFINGTEXT) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(50) +
/* Referencing object text */
DCL VAR(&REFINGLNM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(128) +
/ * Referencing object long name */
DCL VAR(&SRCSTMT) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(70) +
/* Source statement */
DCL VAR(&XREFLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
/* Pass values to Object API */
CALL PGM(HAWKEYE/H$APIOBJ) PARM('*ADDX ' &XREFLIB +
&REFCEDTYP &REFCEDOBJ &REFCEDLIB &REFCEDUSED +
&REFINGTYP &REFINGOBJ &REFINGLIB &SRCSTMT +
&REFCEDTEXT &REFINGTEXT &REFCEDLNM &REFINGLNM)
/* NOTE: *ADDX MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR THE FIRST PARAMETER IF */
/* PASSING A VALUE IN EITHER &REFINGTEXT OR &REFINGLNM
*/
ENDPGM
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The purpose of this API (Application Program Interface) is to allow PATHFiNDER to interface to a data
base/dynamic menu system.
This API extracts program, native menu (*MENU), or native query (*QRYDFN) object types, with their
respective library qualifiers, from a dynamic menu file. The objects and libraries are then added to the
CALLING list. This enables PATHFiNDER to document the job stream of each object which is copied to
the CALLING list.
The API program, H$CALLING, is partially written. Necessary information must be added to variable
work fields in the program in order for it to function.
Functional flow:
You enter appropriate modifications to source member, H$CALLING in QRPGSRC, library HAWKEYE.
You compile H$CALLING and then call it.
The program H$CALLING locates the dynamic menu file you specified. Programs, menus and queries are
extracted from identified file and added to the CALLING list.
You then run PATHFiNDER's Build/refresh, specifying "2. By program(s), menu(s) or job(s)" for document
choices. *CALLING must also be specified for "Program(s) to X-ref".
The Build/refresh would then document each job stream that had been written to the CALLING list by
H$CALLING API program.
CAUTION: All modifications should be made to a copy of the API source member which is provided by
PATHFiNDER. This will preserve your changes. New releases of PATHFiNDER will overlay the original
version of source for program H$CALLING in QRPGSRC, library HAWKEYE.
To review the source for the API program, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QRPGSRC H$CALLING.
The following defines the five variable work fields which must be updated in the API program. The fields
are found below the section marked 'CHANGES' in the calculation specifications of the source code.
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Parameter
USRFIL
USRLIB
MBR
P#
L#

Description
Menu file
Menu file's library
Menu file's member
Program's beg position
Library's beg position

E – PATHFiNDER Calling API

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character
Character
Numeric
Numeric

Length
10
10
10
10
10

USRFIL
Menu file - Character(10))
This field should contain the physical file identified as the menu file for the data base/dynamic menu
system.
USRFIL
Menu file's library - Character(10)
This field contains the library qualifier for the menu file specified above.
MBR
Menu file's member - Character(10)
This field indicates the member containing the dynamic menu information.
P#
Program's beg position - Numeric(5,0)
This field indicates the starting position in the menu file record for the program name.
L#
Library's beg position - Numeric(5,0)
This field indicates the starting position in the menu file record for the library name.
PATHFiNDER does not validate any of the information you supply through this API. It is your
responsibility that the information entered provides a valid data base menu file and that the positions
within this file give us valid programs and libraries.
The skeleton API program is designed to read one menu file. If you have more than one menu file, a
copy of the program can easily be modified to read more than one file. For an alternative approach,
multiple versions of the program could be created for each file to be read.
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The purpose of this API (Application Program Interface) is to allow you to add CL statements to
PATHFiNDER's Object X-ref files.
With this API you can get "Where used" information for objects referenced through CL statements not
found in the standard source file members. This allows you to document object usage for CL when it is
in a non-source file, such as job schedulers or dynamic menu systems.
The information added through this API will be available from the following options:
• Object where used
• File set where used
• Program's objects
• Job explosion
• Job implosion
• Job flow charts
• Job's objects
• Unreferenced objects
These options are all available from the Object X-ref menu.
You create a program to gather the CL statements you wish to document. Your program will need to
pass these CL statements to the API (H$APICL in HAWKEYE).
Once all CL statements have been passed to this API, an Object X-ref Build will take place. Remember
that a build may be somewhat lengthy, so it is suggested that this function be submitted to batch. The
Object X-ref Build will use the *DOCLIBL and Build values (see Setup Menu) defined for the user
executing this job.
This API will require that you designate an X-ref library. If Object X-ref information exists in that
designated X-ref library, the X-ref information for the CL statements will be added to the existing
X-ref. If Object X-ref information does not exist in the designated library, the Object X-ref will be
created. This API only "adds" X-ref information for the CL statements, it does not "update" or "refresh"
the X-ref information. A separate program is available to remove all object usage information added
through this API (see Appendix H - Remove API).
To invoke this API program, execute the following:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$APICL PARM(&CLCOMMAND &ADDVALS)
Parameter
&CLCOMMAND
&ADDVALS

Description
CL command
Additional values

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
3100
500

&CLCOMMAND
CL command - Character(3100)
This area will contain the entire CL statement to be documented. A valid CL source statement must be
passed to this parameter. This information will be displayed with option, "3=Source statement" from
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the Object X-ref options. Comments may be added to the CL statement using correct syntax (/*
comment */). This comment will appear when the CL source statement is displayed.
When all CL statements have been passed, you must call this API again with *END in this parameter.
This will cause the API to add Object X-ref information for all CL statements your program passed to this
API.
&ADDVALS
Additional values - Character(500)
This is one parameter which is divided to allow entry of several pieces of information required by this
API. It is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref library
History ID
Referencing info 1
Referencing info 2
DOCLIBL
Reserved

From
1
11
31
41
51
61

To
10
30
40
50
60
500

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
10
20
10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library to contain Object X-ref information you are adding. If an Object X-ref file
does not exist in this library, it will be created. This value must be a valid name and may not be blank.
*DEFAULTS is also a valid value. If specified, the library entered in "Object X-ref library" for the Defaults
option on the Setup Menu would be used. The Defaults defined for the user executing this job will be
used.
This value cannot be changed after the first call to this API. The original value entered here must be
used for all CL statements documented during the execution of this API. If an attempt is made to change
this value during execution, an error will occur.
Position 11 - 30
History ID - Character(20)
This information appears only in history. It is your audit trail, indicating where this X-ref information
came from. The information entered into the first ten bytes of the value will appear in the "Program(s)"
column of the Object X-ref History, the second ten bytes will appear in the "Library(s)" column. It is
suggested that you use a meaningful name which will help you identify the X-ref information. A valid
name or *ALL must be used for each half of the parameter. Neither half of the parameter may be blank.
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This value cannot be changed after the first call to this API. The original value entered here will be used
for all CL statements documented during the execution of this API. If an attempt is made to change this
value during execution, an error will occur.
Position 31 - 40
Referencing info 1 - Character(10)
This value allows entry of a name you may use to identify what is making the reference. For instance, if
the reference was made by a dynamic menu system, the menu name might be used. The same value
would be used for any number of CL statements. When more than one CL statement is entered using
the same value in "Referencing info 1", as qualified by "Referencing info 2", they must be entered
consecutively. It must be a valid name and cannot already exist in the Object X-ref, as qualified by the
"Referencing info 2" value. This will appear as the "Program" value for where used information.
Position 41 - 50
Referencing info 2 - Character(10)
This value further qualifies the reference. For instance, in the dynamic menu example for "Referencing
info 1", the library containing the menu system might be used. The same value may be used for any
number of CL statements. It must be a valid name and cannot already exist in the Object X-ref, as the
qualifier to the "Referencing info 1" value. This will appear as the "Library" value for where used
information.
Position 51 - 60
DOCLIBL - Character(10)
Indicates the list of libraries which will be used to qualify referenced objects within the CL statement
being documented.
Valid values are:
-blank
The DOCLIBL indicated in your user defaults will be used (see F18=Defaults or Setup menu.)
-*USER
Your user profiles DOCLIBL will be used.
-*STANDARD
The DOCLIBL indicated in the Standard defaults will be used.
-*DEFAULTS
The DOCLIBL indicated in your user defaults will be used (see F18=Defaults or Setup menu.)
-DOCLIBL name
This DOCLIBL will be used.
This value cannot be changed after the first call to this API. The original value entered here must be
used for all CL statements documented during the execution of this API. If an attempt is made to change
this value during execution, an error will occur.
If any errors are encountered during the execution of this API, no Object X-ref will be built. Once the
error is corrected, you must restart the entire process from the beginning.
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It is your responsibility to keep the information maintained through this API current in the Object X-ref.
Following is an example of how to call the CL API. Actual source is contained in source file QCLSRC1 in
HAWKEYE member H$APICLEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the CL API.

*/

/* You must provide a program to gather the CL statements */
/* you wish to document. The following is a sample of the */
/* code which could be used to pass the gathered CL state- */
/* ments to this API. The actual CL command and the
*/
/* referencing information is passed to the CL API via the */
/* &CLCOMMAND, &REFINFO#1, and &REFINFO#2 variables. Only */
/* the information in these three variables can be changed */
/* once the API has been called.
*/
PGM
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

PARM(&CLCOMMAND &REFINFO#1 &REFINFO#2)
VAR(&ADDVALS) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Additional values */
VAR(&CLCOMMAND) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(3100) +
/* CL command */
VAR(&DOCLIBL) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
VALUE('*DEFAULTS') +
/* CL command */
VAR(&HISTID) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(20) +
VALUE('*ALL MENLIB') +
/* History ID */
VAR(&REFINFO#1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Referencing info 1 */
VAR(&REFINFO#2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Referencing info 2 */
VAR(&XREFLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */

/* No data passed. Call CL API with "*END" code. */
IF
COND(&REFINFO#1 *EQ ' ') THEN(GOTO +
CMDLBL(END))
/* Store values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&ADDVALS 1 10)) VALUE(&XREFLIB)
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&ADDVALS 11 20)) VALUE(&HISTID)
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&ADDVALS 31 10)) VALUE(&REFINFO#1)
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&ADDVALS 41 10)) VALUE(&REFINFO#2)
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&ADDVALS 51 10)) VALUE(&DOCLIBL)
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/* Pass values to CL API */
CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$APICL) PARM(&CLCOMMAND +
&ADDVALS)
/* Get the next CL statement. */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
/* The above code sequence would repeat until all required */
/* CL commands have been passed to this API. When all */
/* statements have been passed, you must once again call */
/* the API with *END in CL command parameter. The API */
/* will then cause the Object X-ref information for all CL */
/* statements to be added to the Object X-ref. Execute */
/* the following:
*/
END: CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&CLCOMMAND 1 4)) VALUE('*END')
CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$APICL) PARM(&CLCOMMAND +
&ADDVALS)
NEXT: ENDPGM
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The purpose of this API (Application Program Interface) is to allow you to remove cross reference
information added to PATHFiNDER's Object X-ref through the Object API (see Appendix D) or the CL API
(see Appendix G). The X-ref information can only be removed through this API, not added or updated.
To invoke this API, the HAWKEYE library must be in the library list. Then execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$APIRMV PARM(&PARM)
Parm - Character(500)
This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref library
Referencing info 1
Referencing info 2

From
1
11
21

To
10
20
30

Type
Character
Character
Character

Length
10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the Object X-ref from which cross reference information is to
be removed. This value must be a valid name and may not be blank.
*DEFAULTS is also a valid value. If specified the library entered in "Object X-ref library" for the Defaults
option on the Setup Menu would be used.
Position 11 - 20
Referencing info 1 - Character(10)
This value will appear in the "Program(s)" column of the Object X-ref History. For cross reference
information entered through the Object API (See Appendix D), this value was specified in the parameter
"Object name of referencing object". For cross reference information entered through the CL API (See
Appendix G), this value was specified in position 31-40 of the "Additional Values" parameter.
This value must be a valid name.
Valid values are:
-Name
Cross reference information will be removed for all references made by this name, as qualified by the
value appearing in "Referencing info 2".
-*ALL
Cross reference information will be removed for all references made by all names, as qualified by the
value appearing in "Referencing info 2".
-Generic*
A partial name followed by an asterisk (*). Cross reference information will be removed for all
references made by names fitting this generic, as qualified by the value appearing in "Referencing info
2".
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Position 21 - 30
Referencing info 2 - Character(10)
This value will appear in the "Library(s)" column of the Object X-ref History. For cross reference
information entered through the Object API (See Appendix D), this value was specified in the parameter
"Library of referencing object". For cross reference information entered through the CL API (See
Appendix G), this value was specified in position 41-50 of the "Additional Values" parameter.
This value must be valid name.
Valid values are:
-Name
Cross reference information will be removed for all references made by the name(s) specified in
"Referencing info 1", as qualified by this name.
-*ALL
Cross reference information will be removed for references made by the name(s) specified in
"Referencing info 1", with all qualifiers.
Following is an example of how to call the Remove API. Actual source is contained in source file
QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$APIRMVEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Remove API.

*/

PGM
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

VAR(&PARM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Additional values */
VAR(&REFINFO#1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE('*ALL') +
/* Referencing info 1 */
VAR(&REFINFO#2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE('*ALL') +
/* Referencing info 2 */
VAR(&XREFLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */

/* Store values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM 1 10)) VALUE(&XREFLIB)
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM 11 10)) VALUE(&REFINFO#1)
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM 21 10)) VALUE(&REFINFO#2)
/* Pass values to CL API */
CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$APIRMV) PARM(&PARM)
ENDPGM
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The retrieve function consists of multiple API's (Application Program Interfaces). The purpose of this
group of API's is to allow you to access cross reference information from PATHFiNDER's Object or Field
X-ref files. Each API allows you to access different types of cross reference data. These are:
• File set where used
• Object where used
• Field where used
• Field in all files where used
• Field/file set where used
• REFFLD where used
• X-ref history
The retrieval of X-ref information will enable you to incorporate the data into your software. Each
Retrieve API has a corresponding PATHFiNDER option or function. For each Retrieve API, you will specify
the cross reference information you wish to view through parms. The specifications match the
information required for the corresponding option or function. For the API's representing options, these
specifications match the entries on the corresponding option's entry screen. X-ref data meeting your
specifications will be retrieved and shown to you through parms, one record at a time. You may decide,
record by record, how to respond for each. The API will move through the specified records first to last.
Although you may not go back to a previous record, you may stop at any time.
Please note, the same information available through a Retrieve API is also available to be outfiled. In
some cases, the outfile method may be more suitable. The ability to outfile is available through each
of the PATHFiNDER commands by specifying *OUTFILE in the output parameter.
RETRIEVE API - FILE SET WHERE USED
A File Set is a group of related physical and logical files. This API will retrieve all the programs that use
the files in the identified File Set(s). In addition to programs, other object types such as native menus
(*MENU) and native queries (*QRYDFN) using the File set will also be retrieved.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVFILSU PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Input Parm
Output Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
500

&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the File set. These values correspond to
the required entries on the Entry screen for option '3. File set where used' on the Object X-ref Menu. If
you need further explanation, please refer to the File set where used option in the Reference Manual.
This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
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Value
Close
X-ref library
File name
Library
How used
Sequence
Reserved

From
1
6
16
26
36
46
51

To
5
15
25
35
45
50
100

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
5
10
10
10
10
5

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 5
Close - Character(5)
This value indicates that you wish to discontinue execution of this program prior to retrieval of the last
record. *STOP in this position will cause termination of the API and will close all objects used by the API.
Valid values are:
-blank
API will continue processing. The next record will be retrieved.
-*STOP
API will terminate. All objects used by API will be closed.
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref from which specified information will be retrieved.
The library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 16 - 25
File name - Character(10)
This value indicates the data base file(s) which will be used to identify the File set.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*ALL
-Generic*
Position 26 - 35
Library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library which will be used to qualify the specified File set(s).
Valid values are:
-Name
-*ALL
-*CURLIB
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Position 36 - 45
How used - Character(10)
This value allows control of the X-ref information to be retrieved based on how the specified file set(s) is
used by the programs.
Valid values are:
-*ALL
-IBM command
-User command
-PATHFiNDER command
Position 46 - 50
Sequence - Character(5)
This value allows control of the order in which the programs referencing each file within the File set(s)
will appear.
Valid values are:
-*PGM
-*FILE
&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified File set where used information which has been retrieved from
PATHFIiDER's X-ref files. This information will correspond to the information shown on the List screen
for option '3. File set where used' on the Object X-ref Menu. This information also corresponds to the
outfile used for the Display File set where used (DSPFILSETU) command. DDS for this outfile,
H$OUTFTU, is located in the source file QDDSSRC in the HAWKEYE library. This DDS could be used to
create a file. This file could then be used as an external data structure to define the fields in the
program which calls the Retrieve API. If you need further explanation, please refer to the File set where
used option in the Reference Manual, or the DDS. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref lib
Specified File set:
File name
Library
Attribute
Text
Referencing program:
Name
Library
Attribute
How used
Referenced file:
Name
Library

From
1

To
10

Type
Character

Length
10

11
21
31
38

20
30
37
87

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
50

88
98
108
115

97
107
114
124

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
10

125
135

134
144

Character
Character

10
10
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Attribute
Referencing program:
Text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Referenced file:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Specified File set:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Source type
Referencing program:
Source type
Object type
Referenced file:
Source type
Reserved

145

148

Character

4

149
199
209
219

198
208
218
228

Character
Character
Character
Character

50
10
10
10

229
239
249

238
248
258

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

259
269
279
289

268
278
88
298

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
10
10

299
309

308
318

Character
Character

10
10

319
329

328
500

Character

10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref lib - Character(10)
This indicates the X-ref library from which information was retrieved. If *LAST appears in this position,
this is the last record and all remaining positions will be blank. It may be the last record in the list, or
*STOP may have been entered into the Close field (positions 1 - 5) of the input parm.
Position 11 - 20
Specified File set's file name - Character(10)
Specified file identifying the File set.
Position 21 - 30
Specified File set's library - Character(10)
Specified file's library.
Position 31 - 37
Specified File set's attribute - Character(7)
Specified file's attributes.
Position 38 - 87
Specified File set's text - Character(50)
Specified file's text.
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Position 88 - 97
Referencing program - Character(10)
Program referencing the specified file.
Position 98 - 107
Referencing program's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier of the program referencing the specified file.
Position 108 - 114
Referencing program's attribute - Character(7)
If the referencing program is *PGM object type, the attribute of the program referencing the specified
file will appear. If the referencing program is not *PGM object type, the object type will appear.
Position 115 - 124
How used - Character(10)
How the referencing program uses the specified file.
Position 125 - 134
Referenced file - Character(10)
The file, belonging to the File set, which is referenced.
Position 135 - 144
Referenced file's library - Character(10)
The library qualifier for the file, belonging to the File set, which is referenced.
Position 145 - 148
Referenced file's attribute - Character(4)
The attribute of the file being referenced.
Position 149 - 198
Referencing program's text - Character(50)
Text for the referencing program.
Position 199 - 208
Referencing program's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the referencing program.
Position 209 - 218
Referencing program's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referencing program.
Position 219 - 228
Referencing program's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referencing program.
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Position 229 - 238
Referenced file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the referenced file.
Position 239 - 248
Referenced file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referenced file.
Position 249 - 258
Referenced file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referenced file.
Position 259 - 268
Specified File set's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the specified file.
Position 269 - 278
Specified File set's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the specified file.
Position 279 - 288
Specified File set's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the source file of the specified file.
Position 289 - 298
Specified File set's source type - Character(10)
Source type for the specified file.
Position 299 - 308
Referencing program's source type - Character(10)
Source type for the program referencing the specified file.
Position 309 - 318
Referencing program's object type - Character(10)
Object type for the program referencing the specified file.
Position 319 - 328
Referenced file's source type - Character(10)
Source type for the file being referenced.
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API - File Set. Actual source is contained in source
file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVFILEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
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/* File Set Where Used

*/

/* You must provide a program to specify and retreive the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

PARM(&FILE &FILELIB)
VAR(&FILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* File name */
VAR(&FILELIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* File's library */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&PGM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program referencing file */
VAR(&PGMLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's library */
VAR(&SRCFILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source file */
VAR(&SRCLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source library */
VAR(&SRCMBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source member */

/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 16 10)) VALUE(&FILE) +
/* File name */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 26 10)) VALUE(&FILELIB) +
/* File's library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 36 10)) VALUE('*ALL') +
/* How used */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 46 5)) VALUE('*PGM') +
/* Sequence (*PGM, *FILE) */
/* Call Retrieve API */
NEXT: CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVFILSU) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* All the requested data has been retrieved - end program */
IF
COND(%SST(&PARM2 1 5) *EQ '*LAST') +
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THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(DONE))
/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGM) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 88 10)) +
/* Program referencing file */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGMLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 98 10)) +
/* Program's library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCFILE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 199 10)) +
/* Program's source file */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 209 10)) +
/* Program's source library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCMBR) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 219 10)) +
/* Program's source member */
/* The following is an example of how you can use the */
/* retrieved X-ref data
*/
CPYSRCF FROMFILE(&SRCLIB/&SRCFILE) +
TOFILE(TESTLIB/TESTFILE) FROMMBR(&SRCMBR) +
/* Copy production source to development library */
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(&PGM) FROMLIB(&PGMLIB) OBJTYPE(*PGM) +
TOLIB(TESTLIB) +
/* Copy production object to development library */
/* Retrieve next reference */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
DONE: ENDPGM
RETRIEVE API - OBJECT WHERE USED
This API will retrieve all the programs that use a selected object. Object usage, member usage and
command usage are included in the Object where used data. In addition to programs, other object
types such as native menus (*MENU) and native queries (*QRYDFN) using the specified objects will also
be retrieved.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVOBJU PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter Table
Parameter
Description
Type
&PARM1
Input Parm
Character
&PARM2
Output Parm
Character
&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
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This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the Object. These values correspond to
the required entries on the Entry screen for option '2. Object Where Used' on the Object X-ref Menu. If
you need further explanation, please refer to the Object where used option in the Reference Manual.
This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Close
X-ref library
Object
Library
Object type
How used
Scan
Reserved

From
1
6
16
26
36
43
53
62

To
5
15
25
35
42
52
62
100

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
5
10
10
10
7
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 5
Close - Character(5)
This value indicates that you wish to discontinue execution of this program prior to retrieval of the last
record. *STOP in this position will cause termination of the API and will close all objects used by the API.
Valid values are:
-blank
API will continue processing. The next record will be retrieved.
-*STOP
API will terminate. All objects used by API will be closed.
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref from which specified information will be retrieved.
The library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 16 - 25
Object - Character(10)
This value indicates the object(s) which will be used to identify the where used information retrieved.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*ALL
-Generic*
-SPCVAL
-*VARIABLE
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Position 26 - 35
Library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library which will be used to qualify the specified File set(s).
Valid values are:
-Name
-*ALL
-*CURLIB
Position 36 - 42
Object type –Character (7)
This value indicates the object type of the object(s) for which where used information is to be retrieved.
Valid values are:
- Valid object type
Position 43 - 52
How used - Character(10)
This value allows control of the X-ref information to be retrieved based on how the specified file set(s) is
used by the programs.
Valid values are:
-*ALL
-IBM command
-User command
-PATHFiNDER command
Position 53 - 62
Scan - Character(10)
This value can be used to indicate a character string. If specified, the X-ref information to be retrieved
must contain this value.
Valid values are:
-*NONE
-Character String
&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified object where used information which has been retrieved from
PATHFiNDER's X-ref files. This information will correspond to the information shown on the List screen
for option '2. Object where used' on the Object X-ref Menu. This information also corresponds to the
outfile used for the Display Object where used (DSPOBJU) command. DDS for this outfile, H$OUTOU, is
located in the source file QDDSSRC in the HAWKEYE library. This DDS could be used to create a file. This
file could then be used as an external data structure to define the fields in the program which calls the
Retrieve API. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Object where used option in the
Reference Manual, or the DDS. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
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Value
X-ref lib
Specified object:
Name
Library
Attribute
Type
Scan characters
Specified object:
Text
How used
Referencing program:
Name
Library
Attribute
Text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Specified object:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Source type
Referencing program:
Source type
Object type
Reserved

From
1

To
10

Type
Character

Length
10

11
21
31
38
45

20
30
37
44
54

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
7
10

55
105

104
114

Character
Character

50
10

115
125
135
142
192
202
212

124
134
141
191
201
211
221

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
50
10
10
10

222
232
242
252

231
241
251
261

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
10
10

262
272
282

271
281
500

Character
Character

10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref lib - Character(10)
This indicates the X-ref library from which information was retrieved. If *LAST appears in this position,
this is the last record and all remaining positions will be blank. It may be the last record in the list, or
*STOP may have been entered into the Close field (positions 1 - 5) of the input parm.
Position 11 - 20
Specified object - Character(10)
Object for which referencing information is retrieved.
Position 21 - 30
Specified object's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier for the specified object.
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Position 31 - 37
Specified object's attribute - Character(7)
Attribute for the specified object.
Position 38 - 44
Specified object's type - Character(7)
Object type for the specified object.
Position 45 - 54
Scan characters - Character(10)
Character string used to represent the source statement in the X-ref.
Position 55 - 104
Specified object's text - Character(50)
Text for the specified object.
Position 105 - 114
How used - Character(10)
How the program uses the specified object.
Position 115 - 124
Referencing program - Character(10)
Program referencing specified object.
Position 125 - 134
Referencing program's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier for the program referencing the specified object.
Position 135 - 141
Referencing program's attribute - Character(7)
If the referencing program is *PGM object type, the attribute of the program referencing the specified
file will appear. If the referencing program is not *PGM object type, the object type will appear.
Position 142 - 191
Referencing program's text - Character(50)
Text for the referencing program.
Position 192 - 201
Referencing program's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the referencing program.
Position 202 - 211
Referencing program's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referencing program.
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Position 212 - 221
Referencing program's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referencing program.
Position 222 - 231
Specified object's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the specified object.
Position 232 - 241
Specified object's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the specified object.
Position 242 - 251
Specified object's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the specified object.
Position 252 - 261
Specified object's source type - Character(10)
Source type for the specified object.
Position 262 - 271
Referencing program's source type - Character(10)
Source type for the referencing program.
Position 272 - 281
Referencing program's object type - Character(10)
Object type for the referencing program.
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API – Object Where Used. Actual source is contained
in source file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVOBJEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
/* Object Where Used
*/
/* You must provide a program to specify and retreive the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM
DCL
DCL

PARM(&OBJ &OBJLIB &OBJTYPE)
VAR(&OBJ) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Object name */
VAR(&OBJLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
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DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

/* Object's library */
VAR(&OBJTYPE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(7) +
/* Object's type */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&PGM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program referencing file */
VAR(&PGMLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's library */
VAR(&SRCFILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source file */
VAR(&SRCLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source library */
VAR(&SRCMBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source member */

/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 16 10)) VALUE(&OBJ) +
/* Object name */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 26 10)) VALUE(&OBJLIB) +
/* Object's library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 36 7)) VALUE(&OBJTYPE) +
/* Object's type */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 43 10)) VALUE('*ALL') +
/* How used */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 53 10)) VALUE('*NONE') +
/* Scan characters */
/* Call Retrieve API */
NEXT: CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVOBJU) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* All the requested data has been retrieved - end program */
IF
COND(%SST(&PARM2 1 5) *EQ '*LAST') +
THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(DONE))
/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGM) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 115 10)) +
/* Program referencing object */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGMLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 125 10)) +
/* Program's library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCFILE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 192 10)) +
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/* Program's source file */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 202 10)) +
/* Program's source library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCMBR) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 212 10)) +
/* Program's source member */
/* The following is an example of how you can use the */
/* retrieved X-ref data
*/
CPYSRCF FROMFILE(&SRCLIB/&SRCFILE) +
TOFILE(TESTLIB/TESTFILE) FROMMBR(&SRCMBR) +
/* Copy production source to development library */
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(&PGM) FROMLIB(&PGMLIB) OBJTYPE(*PGM) +
TOLIB(TESTLIB) +
/* Copy production object to development library */
/* Retrieve next reference */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
DONE: ENDPGM
RETRIEVE API - FIELD WHERE USED
This API will retrieve all the programs that use a selected field within a specified file and how the field is
used. In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) using the
specified field will also be retrieved.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDU PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Input Parm
Output Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
500

&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the field and file. These values
correspond to the required entries on the Entry screen for option '8. Field Where Used' on the Field Xref Menu. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Field where used option in the Reference
Manual. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Close
X-ref library

From
1
6

To
5
15

Type
Character
Character

Length
5
10
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Field name
File name
Reserved

16
26
62

25
35
100

Character
Character

10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 5
Close - Character(5)
This value indicates that you wish to discontinue execution of this program prior to retrieval of the last
record. *STOP in this position will cause termination of the API and will close all objects used by the API.
Valid values are:
-blank
API will continue processing. The next record will be retrieved.
-*STOP
API will terminate. All objects used by API will be closed.
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref from which specified information will be retrieved.
The library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 16 - 25
Field name - Character(10)
This value indicates the field(s) for which where used information will be retrieved.
Valid values are:
-Name
-Generic*
-*WILDCARD
-*ALL
Position 26 - 35
File name - Character(10)
This value indicates the file containing the field for which where used information will be retrieved.
Valid values are:
-Name
-Generic*
-*ALL
-*PORT
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&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified field where used information which has been retrieved from
PATHFiNDER's X-ref files. This information will correspond to the information shown on the List screen
for option '8. Field where used' on the Field X-ref Menu. This information also corresponds to the
outfile used for the Display field where used (DSPFLDU) command. DDS for this outfile, H$OUTDU, is
located in the source file QDDSSRC in the HAWKEYE library. This DDS could be used to create a file. This
file could then be used as an external data structure to define the fields in the program which calls the
Retrieve API. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Field where used option in the User
Manual, or the DDS. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref lib
Specified field:
Name
Text
Specified file:
Name
Format
Referencing program:
Name
Library
Attribute
How used
Referencing program:
Text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Specified file:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Reserved

From
1

To
10

Type
Character

Length
10

11
21

20
70

Character
Character

10
50

71
81

80
90

Character
Character

10
10

91
101
111
118

100
110
117
123

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
6

124
174
184
194

173
183
193
203

Character
Character
Character
Character

50
10
10
10

204
214
224
233

213
223
233
500

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref lib - Character(10)
This indicates the X-ref library from which information was retrieved. If *LAST appears in this position,
this is the last record and all remaining positions will be blank. It may be the last record in the list, or
*STOP may have been entered into the Close field (positions 1 - 5) of the input parm.
Position 11 - 20
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Specified field - Character(10)
Field for which referencing information is retrieved.
Position 21 - 70
Specified field's text - Character(50)
Text for the specified field.
Position 71 - 80
Specified file - Character(10)
File in which the specified field resides.
Position 81 - 90
Specified file's format - Character(10)
Format of the specified file.
Position 91 - 100
Referencing program - Character(10)
Program referencing the specified field, in the specified file.
Position 101 - 110
Referencing program's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier of the program referencing the specified field, in the specified file.
Position 111 - 117
Referencing program's attribute - Character(7)
Attribute of the program referencing the specified field, in the specified file.
Position 118 - 123
How used - Character(6)
How program uses the specified field
Position 124 - 173
Referencing program's text - Character(50)
Text for the referencing program.
Position 174 - 183
Referencing program's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the referencing program.
Position 184 - 193
Referencing program's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referencing
program.
Position 194 - 203
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Referencing program's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referencing program.
Position 204 - 213
Specified file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the specified file.
Position 214 - 223
Specified file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the specified file.
Position 224 - 233
Specified file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the specified file.
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API - Field Where Used. Actual source is contained in
source file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVFUEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
/* Field Where Used
*/
/* You must provide a program to specify and retreive the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

PARM(&FIELD &FILE)
VAR(&FIELD) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Field name */
VAR(&FILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* File name */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&PGM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program referencing file */
VAR(&PGMLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's library */
VAR(&SRCFILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source file */
VAR(&SRCLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source library */
VAR(&SRCMBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
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/* Program's source member */
/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 16 10)) VALUE(&FIELD) +
/* Field name */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 26 10)) VALUE(&FILE) +
/* File name */
/* Call Retrieve API */
NEXT: CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDU) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* All the requested data has been retrieved - end program */
IF
COND(%SST(&PARM2 1 5) *EQ '*LAST') +
THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(DONE))
/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGM) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 91 10)) +
/* Program referencing field */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGMLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 101 10)) +
/* Program's library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCFILE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 174 10)) +
/* Program's source file */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 184 10)) +
/* Program's source library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCMBR) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 194 10)) +
/* Program's source member */
/* The following is an example of how you can use the */
/* retrieved X-ref data
*/
CPYSRCF FROMFILE(&SRCLIB/&SRCFILE) +
TOFILE(TESTLIB/TESTFILE) FROMMBR(&SRCMBR) +
/* Copy production source to development library */
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(&PGM) FROMLIB(&PGMLIB) OBJTYPE(*PGM) +
TOLIB(TESTLIB) +
/* Copy production object to development library */
/* Retrieve next reference */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
DONE: ENDPGM
RETRIEVE API - FIELD IN ALL FILES WHERE USED
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This API will retrieve all the programs that use a selected field, in all related and/or unrelated files, and
how the field is used. All programs that reference this field name from any file are retrieved. In addition
to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) using the specified field will also be
retrieved.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDAL PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Input Parm
Output Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
500

&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the field and file. These values
correspond to the required entries on the Entry screen for option '9. Field in all Files Where Used' on the
Field X-ref Menu. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Field where used option in the
Reference Manual. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Close
X-ref library
Field name
Reserved

From
1
6
16
26

To
5
15
25
100

Type
Character
Character
Character

Length
5
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 5
Close - Character(5)
This value indicates that you wish to discontinue execution of this program prior to retrieval of the last
record. *STOP in this position will cause termination of the API and will close all objects used by the API.
Valid values are:
-blank
API will continue processing. The next record will be retrieved.
-*STOP
API will terminate. All objects used by API will be closed.
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref from which specified information will be retrieved.
The library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
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-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 16 - 25
Field name - Character(10)
This value indicates the field(s) for which where used information will be retrieved.
Valid values are:
-Name
-Generic*
-*WILDCARD
-*ALL
&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified field where used information which has been retrieved from
PATHFiNDER's X-ref files. This information will correspond to the information shown on the List screen
for option '9. Field in all Files where used' on the Field X-ref Menu. This information also corresponds to
the outfile used for the Display field where used (DSPFLDALLU) command. DDS for this outfile,
H$OUTDAU, is located in the source file QDDSSRC in the HAWKEYE library. This DDS could be used to
create a file. This file could then be used as an external data structure to define the fields in the
program which calls the Retrieve API. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Field where
used option in the User Manual, or the DDS. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref lib
Specified field:
Name
Text
Referencing program:
Name
Library
Attribute
How used
Referenced file:
Name
Library
Attribute
Referencing program:
Text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Referenced file:

From
1

To
10

Type
Character

Length
10

11
21

20
70

Character
Character

10
50

71
81
91
98

80
90
97
103

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
6

104
114
124

113
123
127

Character
Character
Character

10
10
4

128
178
188
198

177
187
197
207

Character
Character
Character
Character

50
10
10
10
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Source file
Source library
Source member
Reserved

208
218
228
238

217
227
237
00

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref lib - Character(10)
This indicates the X-ref library from which information was retrieved. If *LAST appears in this position,
this is the last record and all remaining positions will be blank. It may be the last record in the list, or
*STOP may have been entered into the Close field (positions 1 - 5) of the input parm.
Position 11 - 20
Specified field - Character(10)
Field for which information has been retrieved.
Position 21 - 70
Specified field's text - Character(50)
Text for the specified field.
Position 71 - 80
Referencing program - Character(10)
Program referencing the specified field.
Position 81 - 90
Referencing program's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier of the program referencing the specified field.
Position 91 - 97
Referencing program's attribute - Character(7)
Attribute of the program referencing the specified field.
Position 98 - 103
How used - Character(6)
How the program uses the specified field.
Position 104 -113
Referenced file - Character(10)
The file in which the referenced field resides.
Position 114 -123
Referenced file's library- Character(10)
Library qualifier for the referenced file.
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Position 124 -127
Referenced file's attribute - Character(4)
Attribute of the referenced file.
Position 128 -177
Referencing program's text - Character(50)
Text for referencing program.
Position 178 -187
Referencing program's source file - Character(10)
Source file for program referencing the specified field.
Position 188 -197
Referencing program's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referencing program.
Position 198 -207
Referencing program's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referencing program.
Position 208 -217
Referenced file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the file containing the referenced field.
Position 218 -227
Referenced file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referenced field.
Position 228 -237
Referenced file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the source file of the referenced field.
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API - Field in All Files Where Used. Actual source is
contained in source file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVFAEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
/* Field in all Files Where Used
*/
/* You must provide a program to specify and retreive the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM

PARM(&FIELD)
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DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

VAR(&FIELD) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Field name */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&PGM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program referencing file */
VAR(&PGMLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's library */
VAR(&SRCFILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source file */
VAR(&SRCLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source library */
VAR(&SRCMBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source member */

/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 16 10)) VALUE(&FIELD) +
/* Field name */
/* Call Retrieve API */
NEXT: CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDAL) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* All the requested data has been retrieved - end program */
IF
COND(%SST(&PARM2 1 5) *EQ '*LAST') +
THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(DONE))
/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGM) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 71 10)) +
/* Program referencing field */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGMLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 81 10)) +
/* Program's library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCFILE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 178 10)) +
/* Program's source file */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 188 10)) +
/* Program's source library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCMBR) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 198 10)) +
/* Program's source member */
/* The following is an example of how you can use the */
/* retrieved X-ref data
*/
CPYSRCF FROMFILE(&SRCLIB/&SRCFILE) +
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TOFILE(TESTLIB/TESTFILE) FROMMBR(&SRCMBR) +
/* Copy production source to development library */
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(&PGM) FROMLIB(&PGMLIB) OBJTYPE(*PGM) +
TOLIB(TESTLIB) +
/* Copy production object to development library */
/* Retrieve next reference */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
DONE: ENDPGM
RETRIEVE API - FIELD/FILE SET WHERE USED
This API will retrieve all the programs that use a selected field within a specified File set, and how the
field is used. A File set is a group of related physical and logical files. In addition to programs, native
queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE) using the specified field will also be retrieved.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDSU PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Input Parm
Output Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
500

&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the field and file. These values
correspond to the required entries on the Entry screen for option '10. Field/file set Where Used' on the
Field X-ref Menu. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Field/file set where used option in
the Reference Manual. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Close
X-ref library
Field name
File name
Reserved

From
1
6
16
26
36

To
5
15
25
35
100

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
5
10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 5
Close - Character(5)
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This value indicates that you wish to discontinue execution of this program prior to retrieval of the last
record. *STOP in this position will cause termination of the API and will close all objects used by the API.
Valid values are:
-blank
API will continue processing. The next record will be retrieved.
-*STOP
API will terminate. All objects used by API will be closed.
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref from which specified information will be retrieved.
The library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 16 - 25
Field name - Character(10)
This value indicates the field(s) for which will be used to identify the Field/File set for which where used
information will be retrieved.
Valid values are:
-Name
-Generic*
-*ALL
-*PORT
&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified field where used information which has been retrieved from
PATHFiNDER's X-ref files. This information will correspond to the information shown on the List screen
for option '10. Field/file set where used' on the Field X-ref Menu. This information also corresponds to
the outfile used for the Display field where used (DSPFLDSETU) command. DDS for this outfile,
H$OUTDSU, is located in the source file QDDSSRC in the HAWKEYE library. This DDS could be used to
create a file. This file could then be used as an external data structure to define the fields in the
program which calls the Retrieve API. If you need further explanation, please refer to the Field/file set
where used option in the User Manual, or the DDS. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref lib
Specified field:
Name
Text

From
1

To
10

Type
Character

Length
10

11
21

20
70

Character
Character

10
50
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Specified file:
Name
Format
Referencing program:
Name
Library
Attribute
How used
Referenced file:
Name
Library
Attribute
Referencing program:
Text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Specified file:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Referenced file:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Reserved

71
81

80
90

Character
Character

10
10

91
101
111
118

100
110
117
123

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
6

124
134
144

133
143
47

Character
Character
Character

10
10
4

148
198
208
218

197
207
217
227

Character
Character
Character
Character

50
10
10
10

228
238
248

237
247
257

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

258
268
278
288

267
277
287
500

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref lib - Character(10)
This indicates the X-ref library from which information was retrieved. If *LAST appears in this
position, this is the last record and all remaining positions will be blank. It may be the last record
in the list, or *STOP may have been entered into the Close field (positions 1 - 5) of the input parm.
Position 11 - 20
Specified field - Character(10)
Specified field identifying the Field/File set.
Position 21 - 70
Specified field's text - Character(50)
Text for specified field.
Position 71 - 80
Specified file - Character(10)
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Specified file identifying the File set.
Position 81 - 90
Specified file's format - Character(10)
Format of the specified file.
Position 91 - 100
Referencing program - Character(10)
Program referencing the specified field, identifying the File set.
Position 101 - 110
Referencing program's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier of the program referencing the identified
File set.
Position 111 - 117
Referencing program's attribute - Character(7)
Attribute of the program referencing the identified File
set.
Position 118 - 123
How used - Character(6)
How program uses the identified field.
Position 124 - 133
Referenced file - Character(10)
Referenced file belonging to File set
Position 134 - 143
Referenced file's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier for the file belonging to the File set.
Position 144 - 147
Referenced file's attribute - Character(4)
Attribute of the file being referenced.
Position 148 - 197
Referencing program's text - Character(50)
Text for referencing program.
Position 198 - 207
Referencing program's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the referencing program.
Position 208 - 217
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Referencing program's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source for the referencing program.
Position 218 - 227
Referencing program's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referencing program.
Position 228 - 237
Specified file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the file containing the specified field.
Position 238 - 247
Specified file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing source file for the file containing the
specified field.
Position 248 - 257
Specified file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the source file of the file containing the specified field.
Position 258 - 267
Referenced file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the referenced file.
Position 268 - 277
Referenced file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the referenced file.
Position 278 - 287
Referenced file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the source file of the referenced file.
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API - Field/File Set Where Used. Actual source is
contained in source file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVFSUEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
/* Field/File Set Where Used
*/
/* You must provide a program to specify and retreive the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM

PARM(&FIELD &FILE)
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DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

VAR(&FIELD) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Field name */
VAR(&FILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* File name */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&PGM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program referencing file */
VAR(&PGMLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's library */
VAR(&SRCFILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source file */
VAR(&SRCLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source library */
VAR(&SRCMBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source member */

/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 16 10)) VALUE(&FIELD) +
/* Field name */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 26 10)) VALUE(&FILE) +
/* File name */
/* Call Retrieve API */
NEXT: CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDSU) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* All the requested data has been retrieved - end program */
IF
COND(%SST(&PARM2 1 5) *EQ '*LAST') +
THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(DONE))
/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGM) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 91 10)) +
/* Program referencing field */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGMLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 101 10)) +
/* Program's library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCFILE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 198 10)) +
/* Program's source file */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 208 10)) +
/* Program's source library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCMBR) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 218 10)) +
/* Program's source member */
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/* The following is an example of how you can use the */
/* retrieved X-ref data
*/
CPYSRCF FROMFILE(&SRCLIB/&SRCFILE) +
TOFILE(TESTLIB/TESTFILE) FROMMBR(&SRCMBR) +
/* Copy production source to development library */
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(&PGM) FROMLIB(&PGMLIB) OBJTYPE(*PGM) +
TOLIB(TESTLIB) +
/* Copy production object to development library */
/* Retrieve next reference */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
DONE: ENDPGM
RETRIEVE API - REFFLD WHERE USED
This API will retrieve all the programs that use the selected reference field or any fields defined by the
specified reference field. In addition to programs, native queries (*QRYDFN) and modules (*MODULE)
using the specified field will also be retrieved.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDRU PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Input Parm
Output Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
500

&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the field and file. These values
correspond to the required entries on the Entry screen for option '1. REFFLD Where Used' on the Field Xref Menu. If you need further explanation, please refer to the REFFLD where used option in the
Reference Manual. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Close
X-ref library
Field name
File name
Reserved

From
1
6
16
26
36

To
5
15
25
35
100

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
5
10
10
10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
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Position 1 - 5
Close - Character(5)
This value indicates that you wish to discontinue execution of this program prior to retrieval of the last
record. *STOP in this position will cause termination of the API and will close all objects used by the API.
Valid values are:
-blank
API will continue processing. The next record will be retrieved.
-*STOP
API will terminate. All objects used by API will be closed.
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref from which specified information will be retrieved.
The library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 16 - 25
Field name - Character(10)
This value indicates the reference field(s) for which where used information will be retrieved.
Valid values are:
-Name
-Generic*
-*WILDCARD
-*ALL
&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified field where used information which has been retrieved from
PATHFiNDER's X-ref files. This information will correspond to the information shown on the List screen
for option '11. REFFLD where used' on the Field X-ref Menu. This information also corresponds to the
outfile used for the Display field where used (DSPFLDREFU) command. DDS for this outfile, H$OUTDRU,
is located in the source file QDDSSRC in the HAWKEYE library. This DDS could be used to create a file.
This file could then be used as an external data structure to define the fields in the program which calls
the Retrieve API. If you need further explanation, please refer to the REFFLD where used option in the
User Manual, or the DDS. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
X-ref lib
Specified field:

From
1

To
10

Type
Character

Length
10
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Name
Text
Specified file:
Name
Format
Referencing program:
Name
Library
Attribute
How used
Referring file:
Name
Library
Referencing program:
Text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Referring file:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Specified file:
Source file
Source library
Source member
Referring file:
Field name
Reserved

11
21

20
70

Character
Character

10
50

71
81

80
90

Character
Character

10
10

91
101
111
118

100
110
117
123

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
7
6

124
134

133
143

Character
Character

10
10

144
194
204
214

193
203
213
223

Character
Character
Character
Character

50
10
10
10

224
234
244

233
243
253

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

254
264
274

263
273
283

Character
Character
Character

10
10
10

284
294

293
500

Character

10

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 10
X-ref lib - Character(10)
This indicates the X-ref library from which information was retrieved. If *LAST appears in this
position, this is the last record and all remaining positions will be blank. It may be the last record
in the last, or *STOP may have been entered into the Close field (positions 1 - 5) of the input parm.
Position 11 - 20
Specified field - Character(10)
Field used as a reference field (REFFLD).
Position 21 - 70
Specified field's text - Character(50)
Text for the specified field.
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Position 71 - 80
Specified file - Character(10)
File containing the specified field.
Position 81 - 90
Specified file's format - Character(10)
Format of the specified file.
Position 91 - 100
Referencing program - Character(10)
Program referencing the specified field or any field
described by the specified field.
Position 101 - 110
Referencing program's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier of the program referencing the specified
field.
Position 111 - 117
Referencing program's attribute - Character(7)
Attribute of the program referencing the specified field.
Position 118 - 123
How used - Character(6)
How program uses the specified field or any field described
by the specified field.
Position 124 - 133
Referring file - Character(10)
File containing the field which was actually referenced by
the program. This field may be the specified field or a
field described by the specified field.
Position 134 - 143
Referring file's library - Character(10)
Library qualifier for the file containing the referenced
field.
Position 144 - 193
Referencing program's text - Character(50)
Text for referencing program.
Position 194 - 203
Referencing program's source file - Character(10)
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Source file for the referencing program.
Position 204 - 213
Referencing program's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source for the referencing program.
Position 214 - 223
Referencing program's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the referencing program.
Position 224 - 233
Referring file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the file containing the referenced field.
This may be the specified field or a field described by the
specified field.
Position 234 - 243
Referring file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the file containing
the referenced field.
Position 244 - 253
Referring file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the source file of the file containing
the referenced field.
Position 254 - 263
Specified file's source file - Character(10)
Source file for the specified file.
Position 264 - 273
Specified file's source library - Character(10)
Library containing the source file for the specified file.
Position 274 - 283
Specified file's source member - Character(10)
Source member for the source file of the specified file.
Position 284 - 293
Referring file's field - Character(10)
Name of the reference field whose definition is used to
define the specified field.
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API - REFFLD Where Used. Actual source is
contained in source file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVFRUEX.
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/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
/* REFFLD Where Used
*/
/* You must provide a program to specify and retrieve the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

PARM(&FIELD &FILE)
VAR(&FIELD) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Field name */
VAR(&FILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* File name */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&PGM) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program referencing file */
VAR(&PGMLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's library */
VAR(&SRCFILE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source file */
VAR(&SRCLIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source library */
VAR(&SRCMBR) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Program's source member */

/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 16 10)) VALUE(&FIELD) +
/* Field name */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 26 10)) VALUE(&FILE) +
/* File name */
/* Call Retrieve API */
NEXT: CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVFLDRU) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* All the requested data has been retrieved - end program */
IF
COND(%SST(&PARM2 1 5) *EQ '*LAST') +
THEN(GOTO CMDLBL(DONE))
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/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGM) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 91 10)) +
/* Program referencing field */
CHGVAR VAR(&PGMLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 101 10)) +
/* Program's library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCFILE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 194 10)) +
/* Program's source file */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCLIB) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 204 10)) +
/* Program's source library */
CHGVAR VAR(&SRCMBR) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 214 10)) +
/* Program's source member */
/* The following is an example of how you can use the */
/* retrieved X-ref data
*/
CPYSRCF FROMFILE(&SRCLIB/&SRCFILE) +
TOFILE(TESTLIB/TESTFILE) FROMMBR(&SRCMBR) +
/* Copy production source to development library */
CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(&PGM) FROMLIB(&PGMLIB) OBJTYPE(*PGM) +
TOLIB(TESTLIB) +
/* Copy production object to development library */
/* Retrieve next reference */
GOTO
CMDLBL(NEXT)
DONE: ENDPGM
RETRIEVE API - X-REF HISTORY
This API will retrieve the date and time that the specified library was last cross referenced.
To invoke this API program, execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$RTVHST PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Input Parm
Output Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
500

&PARM1
Input parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains all the data you must enter to specify the -ref. This area is divided into the
following values:
Value Table
Value

From

To

Type

Length
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Reserved
X-ref library
Reserved
Library
X-ref type
Reserved

1
6
16
26
36
43

5
15
25
35
42
100

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

5
10
10
10
7

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 6 - 15
X-ref library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library containing the X-ref for which history information will be retrieved. The
library specified must exist and must contain X-ref files.
Valid values are:
-Name
-*DEFAULTS
Position 26 - 35
Library - Character(10)
This value indicates the library for which X-ref history information is required. The date and time
retrieved will show the last time this library was cross referenced.
Valid values are:
-Name
Position 36 - 42
X-ref type - Character(7)
This value indicates the type of X-ref for which history information will be retrieved.
Valid values are:
-*OBJECT
-*FIELD
&PARM2
Output parm - Character(500)
This parameter contains the specified X-ref history information which has been retrieved from
PATHFiNDER's X-ref files. This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Date refreshed
Time refreshed
Reserved

From
1
7
13

To
6
12
500

Type
Character
Character

Length
6
6

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 6
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Date refreshed - Character(6)
YYMMDD format
Position 7- 12
Time refreshed - Character(6)
HHMMSS format
Following is an example of how to call the Retrieve API - X-ref History. Actual source is contained in
source file QCLSRC1 in HAWKEYE member H$RTVHSTEX.
/* This is an example of how to call the Retrieve API for */
/* X-ref History
*/
/* You must provide a program to specify and retreive the */
/* X-ref data you wish to review. The following is a
*/
/* sample of the code which could be used to retrieve the */
/* data.
*/
PGM
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL
DCL

PARM(&LIB &XREFTYPE &DATE &TIME)
VAR(&LIB) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Library */
VAR(&XREFTYPE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(7) +
/* X-ref type */
VAR(&PARM1) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(100) +
/* Input parm */
VAR(&PARM2) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(500) +
/* Output parm */
VAR(&DATE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(6) +
/* Date refreshed */
VAR(&TIME) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(10) +
/* Time refreshed */

/* Store selection values into one variable */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 6 10)) VALUE('HAWKEYE') +
/* X-ref library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 26 10)) VALUE(&LIB) +
/* Library */
CHGVAR VAR(%SST(&PARM1 36 7)) VALUE(&XREFTYPE) +
/* X-ref type */
/* Call Retrieve API */
CALL
PGM(HAWKEYE/H$RTVHST) PARM(&PARM1 &PARM2)
/* Retrieved data can be separated into the following fields */
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CHGVAR VAR(&DATE) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 1 6)) +
/* Date refreshed */
CHGVAR VAR(&TIME) VALUE(%SST(&PARM2 7 6)) +
/* Time refreshed */
ENDPGM
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The purpose of Remote Objects Last Used is to allow you to generate the Objects Last Used report for
remote iSeries systems which do not host a PATHFiNDER package. This feature is not available from a
menu. The Objects Last Used option (option 6 from the Added Time Savers Menu) may only be
executed for the iSeries on which PATHFiNDER has been loaded. A Remote Objects Last Used report
may be generated for as many of your remote systems as you wish.
This function is performed through the use of three commands which are located in the HAWKEYE
library. These commands gather the object last used information from the remote system, store it in
save files to be transferred between systems, and then print the Remote Objects Last Used report on
the host system for you. In order for this feature to execute, appropriate steps must be taken by you to
move the necessary information between the host system (the system on which PATHFiNDER is
installed), and the remote system. This may be accomplished through communications or through the
save/restore commands.
The following three commands are required to generate a Remote Objects Last Used report:
CRTRMTUSED
This command is executed on the host system (the system on which PATHFiNDER is installed). It
generates a save file, H$RMTUSED, in the HAWKEYE library which must be sent to the remote system.
This save file contains the objects that will gather data for the Objects Last Used report. Once the
CRTRMTUSED command has been executed, the generated save file, H$RMTUSED, can be used again for
each additional Remote Objects Last Used report. Please note, it will be necessary to execute this
command and send the H$RMTUSED save file to each remote site again when a new release of
PATHFiNDER is installed.
CRTOBJUSED
This command is executed on the remote system (the system that does not have PATHFiNDER installed).
This command gathers all information necessary to generate the Objects Last Used report.
PRTRMTUSED
This command is executed on the host system (the system on which PATHFiNDER is installed). This
command prints the Objects Last Used report using the data gathered from the remote system via the
CRTOBJUSED command.
The functional flow of Remote Objects Last Used is as follows:
On the host system, you execute the command CRTRMTUSED.
The save file H$RMTUSED is created in the HAWKEYE library.
You restore the objects from the save file H$RMTUSED onto the remote system
in a library named HAWKEYE. This step may be accomplished through
communications, or through the save/restore commands.
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On the remote system, you execute the command CRTOBJUSED. Necessary parameters
must be specified for this command. All necessary object usage information will be gathered
and stored in the save file specified as one of the parameters of the CRTOBJUSED command.
You move the save file specified in the previous step back to the host system. This step
may be accomplished through communications or through the save/restore commands.
On the host system, you execute the command PRTRMTUSED. Necessary parameters must
be specified for this command. All object usage information necessary to generate the Remote
Objects Last Used report will be used from the save file specified as one of the parameters in
the PRTRMTUSED command. The Remote Objects Last Used report will be printed.
The following lists each command's parameters and their respective permissible values:
CRTRMTUSED (Create Remote Objects Last Used - host command)
This command has no parameters.
CRTOBJUSED (Create Objects Last Used Data - remote command) SAVF
Specify the name of the save file and the library in which it is to reside. This save file will contain the
data collected for the Objects Last Used report. If the specified save file does not exist in the library
specified, it will be created for you. If it does exist, it will be cleared before saving the collected data.
Following are the command parameters:
OBJ
Specify the name of an object(s). Information regarding the frequency of use for the objects which
reside in the library or libraries specified will be included on the report.
Valid values are:
-qualified-object-Name
The list will include only this object in the specified library(s).
-qualified-Generic*-object-name
A partial name followed by an asterisk (*). The list will include the objects that begin with the
character(s) preceding the asterisk which reside in the specified library(s). The format ABC*
includes all objects whose names begin with the characters ABC; for example, ABC, ABCD, and
ABCTEST.
-*ALL
The list will include all objects which reside in the specified library(s).
The following library values are allowed:
-*ALLUSR
Searches all user libraries for the specified object(s). The user libraries include all non-system
libraries, QDSNX, QGPL, QGPL38, QPFRDATA, QRCL, QS36F, QUSER38, and QUSRSYS. The
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following libraries are not searched; #CGULIB, #COBLIB, #DFULIB, #RPGLIB, #SDALIB,
#SEULIB, and #DSULIB.
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified object(s).
-*ALL
Searches all libraries for the specified object(s).
-*CURLIB
Searches the job's current library for the specified object(s).
-*LIBL
Searches all the libraries in the user and system portion of the job's library list for the specified
object(s).
-*USRLIBL
Searches only the libraries listed in the user portion of the job's library list for the specified
object(s).
OBJTYPE
Specify the object type for the selected object.
Valid values are:
-*ALL
All object types meeting the specified criteria will be included.
-*type
Valid object type. Only this object type will be included.
RANGE
Specify the range of number of days not used.
Low value
-0 - 99999
Object or their members not used for at least this number of days will be included.
High value
-0 - 99999
Objects or their members not used for this number of days or fewer will be included.
OWNER
Specify the owner(s) whose objects will be included in the listing. Up to 10 values may be specified for
owner.
Valid values are:
-*ALL
Objects meeting the previously specified criteria will be listed for all user profiles.
-User profile
Objects meeting the previously specified criteria will be listed for this user profile(s) only.
PRTRMTUSED (Print Remote Objects Last Used- host command) SAVF
Specify the name of the save file and the library in which it resides. The specified save file must contain
the data collected on the remote system via the CRTOBJUSED command.
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Following are the command parameters:
SEQUENCE
Allows control of the order in which the objects will be listed.
Valid values are:
-*TYPE
The objects will be listed alphabetically by object type, then by days-since-used, library and object name.
-*DAYS
The objects will be listed by the number of days-since-used, then by owner.
-*LIB
The objects will be listed alphabetically by library, then by object type, days-since-used and
object name.
-*OWNER
The objects will be listed alphabetically by owner, then by object type, days-since-used, library
and object name.
-*CRTOR
The objects will be listed alphabetically by the user who created the object, then by object type,
days-since-used, library and object name.
-*OBJECT
The objects will be listed alphabetically by object name, then library and object type.
Days sequence order
Specify the order in which days-since-used will be listed. The value specified in Sequence will determine
the primary sort. This sequence determines only how the days-since-used will be sorted regardless of
their position as specified in the "Sequence" value.
Valid values are:
-*ASCEND
Within the primary sort, objects will be listed in ascending order of days-since-used.
-*DESCEND
Within the primary sort, objects will be listed in descending order of days-since-used.
OUTPUT
Specify where the output from the command is sent.
Valid values are:
-*PRINT
The output is directed to the job's spooled file to be printed.
-*OUTFILE
The output is directed to the database output file specified on the OUTFILE parameter.
OUTFILE
Specify the name and library of the database output file to which the output of the command is
directed. If the file does not exist, this command creates a database output file in the specified library.
Valid values for library are:
-library name
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Specify the name of the library where the file is located. If the file is not found, one will be
created.
-*LIBL
The library list is used to locate the file. If the file is not found, one will be created in the current
library.
-*CURLIB
The current library for the job is used to locate the file. If no current entry exists in the library
list, QGPL is used.
OUTMBR
Specify the name of the database output file member to which the output of the command is directed.
Valid values are:
-*FIRST
The first member in the file receives the output. If no member exists in the file, the system will
create a member with the name of the file specified in the OUTFILE parameter.
-member name
Specify the name of the file member to receive the output. If the name does not exist, the
system will create it.
Valid values for how information is stored:
-*REPLACE
The output data replaces any existing records in the specified file member.
-*ADD
The output data is added to the end of existing records in the specified file member.
PRTFILE
Specify the name of a print file.
Valid values are:
-print file name
This print file will be used for the generated report.
The following commands will enable you to transfer the save files between the host system and remote
system. Instructions for transfer via communications and transfer via save/restore commands have
been included. The commands for transfer via communications assume QSNADS has been configured
on your system. For information on QSNADS refer to IBM's manual, Communications: Distribution
Services Network Administrator's Guide.
- - - - - - - - - File transfer via communications - - - - - - - The save file H$RMTUSED is created when you execute the CRTRMTUSED command on the host system.
To transfer this save file from the host system to the remote system, perform the following:
Execute on host systemSNDNETF FILE(HAWKEYE/H$RMTUSED) TOUSRID(enter the user id and address for the remote system to
which this save file is to be sent)
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Execute on remote systemIf the library HAWKEYE does not exist on the remote system, it must be created.
CRTLIB LIB(HAWKEYE)
CRTSAVF FILE(HAWKEYE/H$RMTUSED)
RCVNETF FROMFILE(H$RMTUSED) TOFILE(HAWKEYE/*FROMFILE)
RSTOBJ OBJ(*ALL) SAVLIB(HAWKEYE) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(HAWKEYE/H$RMTUSED)
A save file, that you specify, is created when you execute the CRTOBJUSED command on the remote
system.
CRTOBJUSED SAVF(save file library/save file name)
To transfer this save file from the remote system to the host system, perform the following:
Execute on remote systemSNDNETF FILE(save file specified in CRTOBJUSED command)
TOUSRID(enter the user id and address for the host system to which this save file is to be sent)
Execute on host systemCRTSAVF FILE(save file library/name specified in CRTOBJUSED command)
RCVNETF FROMFILE(save file name) TOFILE(save file library/*FROMFILE)
The PRTRMTUSED command can now be run using the save file specified above.
PRTRMTUSED SAVF(save file library/save file name)
- - - - - - - - File transfer via save/restore commands - - - - - - The save file H$RMTUSED is created when you execute the CRTRMTUSED command on the host system.
To transfer this save file from the host system to the remote system, perform the following:
Execute on host systemSAVOBJ OBJ(H$RMTUSED) LIB(HAWKEYE) DEV(tape or diskette device name) SAVFDTA(*YES)
Execute on remote systemIf the library HAWKEYE does not exist on the remote system, it must be created prior to the execution of
the following command.
RSTOBJ OBJ(H$RMTUSED) SAVLIB(HAWKEYE) DEV(tape or diskette device name)
RSTOBJ OBJ(*ALL) SAVLIB(HAWKEYE) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(HAWKEYE/H$RMTUSED)
A save file, that you specify, is created when you execute the CRTOBJUSED command on the remote
system. To transfer this save file from the remote system to the host system, perform the following:
Execute command on remote system339
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SAVOBJ OBJ(save file specified in CRTOBJUSED command) LIB(save file library) DEV(tape or diskette
device name) SAVFDTA(*YES)
Execute command on host systemRSTOBJ OBJ(save file name specified in CRTOBJUSED command) SAVLIB(save file library) DEV(tape or
diskette device name)
The PRTRMTUSED command can now be run using the save file specified above.
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This API is available to use if you wish to include in the Object X-ref, objects referenced by Job Schedule
Entries. This API calls both the CL API (see Appendix G) and the Remove API (see Appendix H) to
perform the necessary tasks. The commands used by Job Schedule Entries are retrieved by using IBM's
List Job Schedule Entries API (QWCLSCDE). This data is then passed to the CL API so that the CL
statements can be analyzed and references to objects documented. To use this API, add a call to the
program H$APISCDE within the job stream that currently executes the Build or Refresh procedure for
the Object X-ref. The source code for this program resides in HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1.
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The purpose of this API is to allow you to specify an exit program for the Mass Compile option. The
Mass Compile option is option 5 on the "Added Time Savers Menu". With an exit program you can set
up customized functions such as the automatic save of old objects before compiling, apply overrides
(OVRDBF), distribute compiled objects to remote systems, etc.
To use an exit program, it must be specified on the "Mass Compile - Options" screen in the "Mass
Compile" option. If specified, the exit program is called during the following stages of the Mass Compile
job:
- When the enter key is pressed from the "Mass Compile - Options" screen, before the job is submitted.
- At the beginning of the Mass Compile batch job, before objects are compiled.
- At the end of the Mass Compile batch job, after objects are compiled.
- If, while compiling the objects, the Mass Compile job ends abnormally.
- When "4=Cancel" was selected on the "Work With Mass Compile" screen for a previous Mass Compile
job which ended abnormally.
- When "1=Resume original job", "4=Cancel" or "9=Back-out" was selected on the "Mass Compile Recovery" screen for a previous Mass Compile job which ended abnormally.
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The functional flow of an exit program is as follows:
An exit program is specified in the "Exit program" parameter on the
"Mass Compile - Options" screen. When the enter key is pressed, before the job
is submitted, the specified exit program is called with "I" for the "called by code" value in &PARM2.
As an example, at this time you may use the exit program to display a screen capturing
information in the "user buffer" value in &PARM1 to be used later in the Mass
Compile batch job. Or, you may use the exit program to make an entry in an in-house
audit system. If it is not necessary to receive the rest of the list of compile objects at
this time, or perform any function, enter an "X" in the "stop list code" value in &PARM1.
The Mass Compile job is submitted. When the job starts, before the objects are compiled,
the exit program is called again with "B" in the "called by code" value in &PARM2.
As an example, at this time you may use the exit program to save old objects before they are
recompiled. Or, set up file overrides for compiles.

The Mass Compile job has completed
compiling objects, the exit program
is called again with "E" in the
"called by code" value in &PARM2.

While compiling objects,
the Mass Compile job
ended abnormally. The
exit program is called
again with "A" in the
"called by code" value in
&PARM2.

As an example, at this time you
may use the exit program to
distribute newly compiled objects
to remote iSeries. Or, as the
sample exit program H$APIMCEX does,
gather the list of unsuccessfully
compiled objects, and write them to
a "Compile list".

As an example, at this
time, you may use the
exit program to execute a
procedure to handle
abnormal end of job. Or,
reverse processes which
took place during
previous calls to the
exit program.
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The Mass Compile job procedure clears all messages from the job's message queue prior to normal
completion of the job. Therefore, if you send messages in the exit program which you want to appear in
the job log, you must send them to the job's external message queue (*EXT). You would also need to
change the job to a logging level which allows the job log to be printed.
PATHFiNDER does not validate any of the information you supply through this API.
The following defines valid values which will be used in the parameters of an exit program. PATHFiNDER
uses the input parms to communicate to you which stage of the Mass Compile job the exit program is
being called from, and the list of compile objects. The values in these parms should not be changed.
Output parameters are controlled by you. You use these values to pass information back to
PATHFiNDER or retain information you need in subsequent calls to the exit program.
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Output Parm
Input Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
300
900

&PARM1
Output parm - Character(300)
This parameter contains values to communicate to PATHFiNDER and a user buffer to retain your
information.
Value Table
Value
Re-display code
Stop list code
Reserved
User buffer

From
1
2
3
101

To
1
2
100
300

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
1
1
98
200

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
Position 1 - 1
Re-display code - Character(1)
If the exit program returns a value of "X" in this position, the Mass Compile screen from which the exit
program was called will be re-displayed. The "re-display code" is ignored unless the exit program was
called with "I" (interactive) appearing in the "called by code" value in &PARM2. If the "job recovery
code" value in &PARM2 is blank, "1" or "9", the job will not be submitted; the appropriate Mass Compile
screen will be re-displayed. If the "job recovery code" is "4", the job will not be cancelled; the
appropriate Mass Compile screen will be re-displayed.
Note: After the appropriate Mass Compile screen is re-displayed, if the enter key is pressed the exit
program will be called again.
This code can be used to:
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•
•

Simulate an F12=Cancel.
Return when an error is encountered by the exit program.
Valid values are:
-X
The Mass Compile screen from which the exit program was called will be re-displayed. The "X" must
be uppercase.
-blank
The Mass Compile process will be continued.

Position 2 - 2
Stop list code - Character(1)
If the exit program returns with an "X" in this position, the API will stop sending the list of
objects. This can be used when you have no need for the remainder of the list.
Valid values are:
-X
The API will stop sending the list and the Mass Compile job will continue. The "X" must be
uppercase.
-blank
The API will continue to send the object list.
Position 3 - 100
Reserved - Character(98)
Position 101 - 300(input/output)
User buffer - Character(200)
Information placed in this area is saved after each call to the exit program and then returned
with the next call to the exit program.
As an example, it may be used to store a project ID to be associated with the list of objects. Or, as the
sample exit program H$APIMCEX does, store a value indicating the "Compile list" has been created.
&PARM2
Input parm - Character(900)
This parameter contains values passed from PATHFiNDER to your exit program.
Value Table
Value
Called by code
Job recovery code
# files compiled
# files not compiled
# pgms compiled
# pgms not compiled
Target library
Compile files?

From
1
2
3
8
13
18
23
33

To
1
2
7
12
17
22
32
33

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

Length
1
1
5
5
5
5
10
1
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Compile list
Archive old objects?
Print compile listings?
Reserved
Library list
User
Mass Compile ID
Binding Directory
Binding Dir. library
Reserved
Object to compile
Object library
Object type
Object attribute
Object text
Source file
Source library
Source member
User profile
Authority
Owner
Map data
Use attributes
Successful compile?
Entry module
Entry module library
Reserved
Create parm overrides
Reserved

34
44
45
46
47
57
67
71
81
91
200
210
220
230
240
290
300
310
320
328
338
348
355
362
363
373
383
431
831

43
44
45
46
56
66
70
80
90
199
209
219
229
239
289
299
309
319
327
337
347
354
361
362
372
382
430
830
900

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

10
1
1
1
10
10
4
10
10
109
10
10
10
10
50
10
10
10
8
10
10
7
7
1
10
10
48
400
70

The following values can appear for these fields:
Position 1 - 1
Called by code - Character(1)
Designates the stage within the Mass Compile job from which the exit program was called.
List of values:
-I
Exit program was called from an interactive Mass Compile screen. The screen is indicated by the
value in the "job recovery code" as follows:
- blank = The exit program was called from the "Mass Compile - Options" screen.
- 1 = The exit program was called from the "Mass Compile - Recovery" screen;
"1=Resume original job" was selected.
- 4 = The exit program was called from eitherthe "Mass Compile - Recovery"
screen or the "Work With Mass Compile Jobs" screen; "4=Cancel" was
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selected.
= The exit program was called from the "Mass Compile - Recovery" screen;
“9=Back-out" was selected.

-B
Exit program was called at the beginning of a Mass Compile batch job, just before compiles
start.
Note: To set up file overrides for compiles, execute the following command within the exit
program:
SNDPGMMSG MSG('OVRDBF...') TOPGMQ(*EXT) MSGTYPE(*RQS)
Any valid command can be entered in the "MSG" parameter.
-E
Exit program was called at the end of a Mass Compile batch job, after compiling the objects.
Note: To ensure that file dependencies are met, the object list is passed in creation sequence at this
stage in the Mass Compile job.
-A
Exit program was called at the abnormal end of a Mass Compile batch job. If information was
placed in the "user buffer" value of &PARM1, the information will be retained.
Note: If the job is cancelled outside of normal program control (i.e. CNLJOB (Cancel Job), the exit
program will not be called.)
Position 2 - 2
Job recovery code - Character(1)
Indicates the recovery status of a Mass Compile job which ended abnormally.
List of values:
-blank
This is a new Mass Compile job.
-1
"1=Resume original job" has been selected for a Mass Compile job which previously ended
abnormally.
-4
"4=Cancel" has been selected for a Mass Compile job which previously ended abnormally.
-9
"9=Back-out" has been selected for a Mass Compile job which previously ended abnormally.
The next four values indicate the counts for successful and unsuccessful compiles. These counts are
only available at the end of the Mass Compile job ("called by code" = "E").
Position 3 - 7
# files compiled - Character(5)
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Indicates the number of successfully compiled files.
Position 8 – 12
# files not compiled - Character(5)
Indicates the number of unsuccessfully compiled files.
Position 13 - 17
# pgms compiled - Character(5)
Indicates the number of successfully compiled programs.
Position 18 - 22
# pgms not compiled - Character(5)
Indicates the number of unsuccessfully compiled programs.
Position 23 - 32
Target library - Character(10)
Indicates the "Compile-to library (target)" specified for the Mass Compile job.
List of values:
-*OBJLIB
-name
Position 33 - 33
Compile files? - Character(1)
Indicates the value specified for "Compile requested files" during entry of the Mass Compile job.
List of values:
-Y
-N
Position 34 – 43
Compile list - Character(10)
Indicates the "Compile list" specified for the Mass Compile job.
List of values:
-*NONE
-name
Position 44 - 44
Archive old objects? - Character(1)
Indicates the value specified for "Archive old objects" during entry of the Mass Compile job.
List of values:
-Y
-N
Position 45 - 45
Print compile listings? - Character(1)
Indicates the value specified for "Print compile listings" during entry of the Mass Compile job.
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List of values:
-Y
-N
Position 47 - 56
Library list - Character(10)
Indicates the "Library list for compiling" specified for the Mass Compile job.
List of values:
-*CURRENT
-*JOBD
-*SYSVAL
Position 57 - 66
User - Character(10)
Indicates the original submitting user of the Mass Compile job.
Position 67 - 70
Mass Compile ID - Character(4)
Indicates the ID assigned to the Mass Compile job.
Position 71 - 80
Binding Directory - Character(10)
Indicates the binding directory to be used in symbol resolution when creating a program or
service program.
List of values:
-*NONE
-name
Position 81 - 90
Binding Directory library - Character(10)
Indicates the binding directory's library qualifier.
The remaining parameters describe the objects to be compiled by the Mass Compile job. These values
change for each call to the exit program, representing each object on the list.
Position 200 - 209
Object to compile - Character(10)
Indicates the name of the object being compiled by the Mass Compile job. *END in this position
indicates that the previous object was the last object in the list.
Position 210 - 219
Object library - Character(10)
Indicates the object's library qualifier.
Position 220 - 229
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Object type - Character(10)
Indicates the object's type.
Position 230 - 239
Object attribute - Character(10)
Indicates the object's attribute.
Position 240 - 289
Object text - Character(50)
Indicates the text associated with the object.
List of values:
-*SRCMBRTXT
-*BLANK
-text
Position 290 - 299
Source file - Character(10)
Indicates the source file to be used to compile the object.
Position 300 - 309
Source library - Character(10)
Indicates the source file's library qualifier.
Position 310 - 319
Source member - Character(10)
Indicates the source member to be used to compile the object.
Position 320 - 327
User profile - Character(8)
Indicates the value for the "USRPRF" parameter in the create commands for programs and
service programs.
List of values:
-*SAME
-*OWNER
-*USER
Position 328 - 337
Authority - Character(10)
Indicates the value for the "AUT" parameter in the create commands.
List of values:
-*SAME
-*CHANGE
-*NORMAL
-*ALL
-*USE
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-*LIBCRTAUT
-*EXCLUDE
-*NONE
Position 338 - 347
Owner - Character(10)
Indicates the value for the "OWNER" parameter in the create commands.
List of values:
-*SAME
-user profile
Position 348 - 354
Map data - Character(7)
Indicates the value specified for the "map data from" parameter during entry of the Mass
Compile job. This is used for files only.
List of values:
-*OBJLIB
-*TGTLIB
-*NONE
Position 355 - 361
Use attributes - Character(7)
Indicates the value specified for the "use attributes from" parameter during entry of the Mass
Compile job.
List of values:
-*OBJLIB
-*TGTLIB
-*NONE
Position 362 - 362
Successful compile? - Character(1)
Indicates if this object compiled successfully. This data is only provided when the "called by
code" is "E". For file objects, this data will only be used for display or printer files. The
unsuccessful compile of a physical or logical file causes the Mass Compile job to end.
List of values:
-Y
-N
Position 431 - 830
Create parm overrides - Character(400)
Indicates the create command parameters that were overridden during entry of the Mass
Compile job.
The API program, H$APIMCEX, is written to provide a working example of an exit program. In addition
to providing an example, it can be used to extract all the objects that were not successfully compiled
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in a Mass Compile job. It writes these objects to a "Compile list". After the errors which prevented
these objects from being initially compiled are corrected, this "Compile list" can be used on a new Mass
Compile job to complete compilation.
To review the source for the API program, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APIMCEX
CAUTION: All modifications should be made to a copy of the API sample source member which is
provided by PATHFiNDER. This will preserve your changes. New releases of PATHFiNDER will overlay
the original version of source for program H$APIMCEX.
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The purpose of this API (Application Program Interface) is to allow you to compile objects using the
batch Mass Compile process. With this API, it is not necessary to use the interactive Mass Compile
screens.
Unlike the interactive Mass Compile feature (option 5 on the Added Time Savers Menu), this API will not
verify authority to the objects to be compiled, however, you will not be able to re-create an object to
which you are not authorized. Such an attempt will cause an error to occur.
Additionally, dependent logicals will not be retrieved automatically; they must be included in the list of
objects to be compiled. The DSPFILSET (Display File Set) command can be used to outfile a file's
dependent logicals. The outfile could then be used by this API to add the dependent files to the list of
objects to be created.
PATHFiNDER will validate values entered for the parameters. Some parameters require the entry of an
object or a special value representing an object. When existence of a specified object is checked, it will
be so noted in the description of that parameter.
When using this API, remember that back-up should be performed for all objects to be compiled prior to
executing this API. Although a recovery procedure is provided to safeguard against unexpected errors,
back-up is always a prudent measure.
To invoke this API, the HAWKEYE library must be in the library list. Then execute:
CALL HAWKEYE/H$APIMC PARM(&PARM)
Parm - Character(999)
This area is divided into the following values:
Value Table
Value
Target library
Print compile listing?
Reserved
Archive old objects?
Lib list for compile
Print file
Print file's library
Exit program
Exit program's library
Binding directory
Binding dir. library
Reserved
Job name
Job description
Job description's lib
Job queue

From
1
11
12
13
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
11
121
131
141

To
10
11
12
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
110
120
130
140
150

Type
Character
Character

Length
10
1

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

1
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
10
10
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Job queue's library
Output queue
Output queue's lib
Hold on job queue?
Reserved
Object to compile
Object's library
Object type
Object text
Source file
Source library
Source member
Source attribute
USRPRF
AUT
OWNER
Map data from
Use attributes from
Reserved
Create cmd overrides
Reserved

151
161
171
181
182
201
211
221
231
281
291
301
311
321
329
339
349
356
363
501
701

160
170
180
181
200
210
220
230
280
290
300
310
320
328
338
348
355
362
500
700
999

Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
10
1

Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character

10
10
10
50
10
10
10
10
8
10
10
7
7

Character

200

Permissible entries for these values are as follows:
The following values contain Mass Compile job information. These values cannot be changed after the
first call to this API. The original values entered here must be used for all objects passed to the API. If
an attempt is made to change these values during execution, an error will occur.
Position 1 - 10
Target library - Character(10)
This value specifies the library where the created programs and files should be placed.
PATHFiNDER will check for existence of this library.
Valid values are:
-*OBJLIB
The newly created objects will be placed in the library specified in the "Object's library"
parameter (position 211-220).
-Name
The objects will be placed in this library. Designated objects which do not reside in this library
will not be deleted.
Position 11 - 11
Print compile listing? - Character(1)
This value specifies whether you require a printed compile listing for each object.
Valid values are:
-Y
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A compile listing will be printed for each object.
-N
A compile listing will not be printed for any object.
Position 13 - 13
Archive old objects? - Character(1)
This value specifies if you want the old objects to be saved. Whether you choose to archive or
not, you should always back-up all objects to be compiled prior to executing this API.
Valid values are:
-Y
Old objects will be saved to save files in library HAWKEYEMPC. Naming conventions for the
archive save files are: HAWKxxxxnn (xxxx=job id, nn=user ASP).
-N
Old objects will not be saved.
Position 14 - 23
Lib list for compile - Character(10)
Specifies the library list to be used for the batch Mass Compile job. If files specified within DDS
keywords FORMAT, PFILE, JFILE, REF, REFFLD, REFACCPTH, JOIN and JREF are unqualified, then
the library(s) in which the unqualified files reside must exist in the submitted job's library list.
The libraries containing external files referenced in the programs must also be included in the
library list.
Valid values are:
-*CURRENT
The current job's library list will be used.
-*JOBD
The library list specified in the job description will be used.
-*SYSVAL
The library list specified in the system value QUSRLIBL will be used.
Position 24 - 33
Print file - Character(10)
Specifies the print file to be used for the reports generated by this job. PATHFiNDER will check
for existence of this file.
Valid values are:
-Name
This print file will be used for the reports generated.
Position 34 - 43
Print file's library - Character(10)
This value specifies the library which will be used to qualify the print file. PATHFiNDER will check
for existence of this library.
Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified print file.
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Position 44 - 53
Exit program - Character(10)
Specifies an exit program to be called by the Mass Compile job. With an exit program you can
set up customized functions such as the automatic save of old objects before compiling, apply
overrides (OVRDBF), distribute compiled objects to remote iSeries, etc. PATHFiNDER will check
for existence of this program. See Appendix L in the Reference Manual for more information.
Valid values are:
-*NONE
An exit program will not be called.
-name
This exit program will be called.
The exit program HAWKEYE/H$APIMCEX will extract objects not successfully compiled by this Mass
Compile job. It will write these objects to a Compile list. After the errors which prevented these objects
from being initially compiled are corrected, this Compile list can be used on a new interactive Mass
Compile job to complete compilation (option 5 on the Added Time Savers Menu). The source for this
API program resides in HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1.
Position 54 - 63
Exit program's library - Character(10)
Specifies the library which will be used to qualify the exit program. PATHFiNDER will check for
existence of this library. If *NONE is specified for the "Exit program" parameter (position 44-53),
this value must be blank.
Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified exit program.
Position 64 - 73
Binding directory - Character(10)
Specifies the binding directory to be used in symbol resolution when creating a program or
service program.
Valid values are:
-*NONE
A binding directory will not be used.
-name
This binding directory will be used.
Position 74 - 83
Binding directory's library - Character(10)
Specifies the library which will be used to qualify the binding directory.
Valid values are:
-name
Searches only this library for the specified binding directory.
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The following values contain Mass Compile submit information. These values cannot be changed after
the first call to this API. The original values entered here must be used for all objects passed to the API.
If an attempt is made to change these values during execution, an error will occur.
Position 111 - 120
Job name - Character(10)
Specifies a job name to be associated with this job.
Valid values are:
-Name
This job name will be used for the job.
Position 121 - 130
Job description - Character(10)
Specifies the name of a job description to be used for this job. PATHFiNDER will check for
existence of this job description.
Valid values are:
-Name
This job description name will be used for this job.
-*USRPRF
The job description specified in the user profile under which this job runs will be used.
Position 131 - 140
Job description library - Character(10)
Specifies the library which will be used to qualify the job description. PATHFiNDER will check for
existence of this library. If *USRPRF is specified for the "Job description" parameter (position
121-130), this value must be blank.
Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified job description.
Position 141 - 150
Job queue - Character(10)
This value specifies a job queue to be used for this job. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of
this job queue.
Valid values are:
-Name
This job queue will be used for the job.
-*JOBD
The job queue for the specified job description will be used for the job.
Position 151 - 160
Job queue's library - Character(10)
Specifies the library which will be used to qualify the job queue. PATHFiNDER will check for
existence of this library. If *JOBD is specified for the "Job queue" parameter (position 141-150),
this value must be blank.
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Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified job queue.
Position 161 - 170
Output queue - Character(10)
Specifies the name of an output queue. The reports generated with this job will be sent to this
output queue. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of this output queue.
Valid values are:
-*JOBD
The output queue associated with the job description of this job will be used.
-Name
This output queue will be used for this job.
-*CURRENT
The output queue used by the job that is currently running will be used for this job.
-*USRPRF
The output queue specified in the user profile under which this job runs will be used.
Position 171 - 180
Output queue's library - Character(10)
This value specifies the library which will be used to qualify the output queue. PATHFiNDER will
check for existence of this library. If *JOBD is specified for the "Output queue" parameter
(position 161-170), this value must be blank.
Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified output queue.
Position 181 - 181
Hold on job queue? - Character(1)
Specifies whether this job should be placed on hold when submitted to the job queue.
Valid values are:
-N
This job will not be placed on hold when submitted to the job queue.
-Y
This job will be placed on hold when submitted to the job queue.
The following values contain Mass Compile object information. These values can be changed for each
call to this API.
Position 201 - 210
Object to compile - Character(10)
Specifies the name of the program or file to be created by the Mass Compile process.
Valid values are:
-Name
This object will be created.
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-*END
This is the end of the list of objects to compile. The previous object was the last object in the
list.
Position 211 - 220
Object's library - Character(10)
Specifies the library which will be used to qualify the object name. PATHFiNDER will check for
existence of this library.
Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified object.
Position 221 - 230
Object type - Character(10)
Specifies the object type for the object to compile.
Valid values are:
-*PGM
A program with the specified object name will be compiled.
-*FILE
A file with the specified object name will be compiled.
-*MODULE
A module with the specified object name will be compiled.
-*SRVPGM
A service program with the specified object name will be compiled.
Position 231 - 280
Object text - Character(50)
Specifies the text to be associated with the newly created object. If a value is used which is not
valid for the specified object type/attribute, it will be changed to the corresponding value
correct for that object type/attribute.
Valid values are:
-*SRCMBRTXT
The existing text for the source member will be used. This is only valid for source members.
-*ENTMODTXT
The existing text for the entry module of an ILE program will be used. This is only valid for ILE
programs.
-*SAME
The existing text for the service program will be used. This is only valid for service programs.
-*BLANK
No text will be associated with the created object.
-(text)
Up to 50 characters of text can be entered. This text will be used for the created object.
Position 281 - 290
Source file - Character(10)
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Specifies the name of a source file. The specified member within this source file will be used to
create the object. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of this source file. Source is not needed
for ILE program objects. If a service program is included because it references a module being
created, the service program is being updated and source is not needed. If you specified the
creation of the service program, source specified here will be used for the export source.
Valid values are:
-Name
This source file will be searched for the specified member.
-*NONE
Export source will not be used. This value is only valid for service programs.
Position 291 - 300
Source library - Character(10)
Specifies the library which will be used to qualify the specified source file. PATHFiNDER will
check for existence of this library.
Valid values are:
-Name
Searches only this library for the specified source file.
Position 301 - 310
Source member - Character(10)
Specifies a member name. The object will be created using this member, in the specified
"Source file" (position 281-290) and "Source library" (position 291-300). PATHFiNDER will check
for existence of this source member.
Valid values are:
-*OBJECT
The object will be created from the member with the same name as the "Object to compile"
(position
201-210).
-Name
The object will be created from this member.
Position 311 - 320
Source attribute - Character(10)
Identifies the attribute to qualify the specified object to be created. This attribute determines
which create command will be used to compile the object.
Valid values are:
-*SRCMBR
The source attribute will be used from the source specified for the "Source file" (position 281290),
"Source library" (position 291-300), and "Source member" (position 301-310).
-C
Identifies the source member as a C program.
-CBL
Identifies the source member as a native COBOL program.
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-CBLLE
Identifies the source member as an ILE COBOL program.
-CBL38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 COBOL program.
-CLE
Identifies the source member as an ILE C program.
-CLLE
Identifies the source member as an ILE CL program.
-CLP
Identifies the source member as a native CL program.
-CLP38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 CL program.
-DSPF
Identifies the source member as a native display file.
-DSPF38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 display file.
-LF
Identifies the source member as a native logical file.
-LF38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 logical file.
-PAS
Identifies the source member as a Pascal program.
-PF
Identifies the source member as a native physical file.
-PF38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 physical
file.
-PLI
Identifies the source member as a native PLI program.
-PLI38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 PLI program.
-PRTF
Identifies the source member as a native printer file.
-PRTF38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 printer file.
-RMC
Identifies the source member as a RMC program.
-RPG
Identifies the source member as a native RPG program.
-RPGLE
Identifies the source member as an ILE RPG program.
-RPG36
Identifies the source member as a System/36 RPG program.
-RPG38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 RPG program.
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-RPT
Identifies the source member as a native RPT program.
-RPT36
Identifies the source member as a System/36 RPT program.
-RPT38
Identifies the source member as a System/38 RPT program.
-SQLC
Identifies the source member as a C program with embedded SQL statements.
-SQLCBL
Identifies the source member as a COBOL program with embedded SQL statements.
-SQLCBLLE
Identifies the source member as an ILE COBOL program with embedded SQL statements.
-SQLPLI
Identifies the source member as a PLI program with embedded SQL statements.
-SQLRPG
Identifies the source member as a RPG program with embedded SQL statements.
-SQLRPGLE
Identifies the source member as an ILE RPG program with embedded SQL statements.
Position 321 - 328
USRPRF - Character(8)
USRPRF (User Profile) specifies whose authority will be used when executing this program.
USRPRF can be changed, if necessary, for program and service program objects only.
Valid values are:
-*SAME
The adopting authority of the newly created program will retain the same adopting authority as
the
existing program in the object library. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the program in
the object
library.
-*OWNER
The newly created program will adopt the authority of the program's owner when executing.
-*USER
The newly created program will use the authority of the user executing the program.
Position 329 - 338
AUT - Character(10)
AUT (Authority) specifies what authority is granted for this object.
Valid values are:
-*SAME
Authority for the created object will retain the same authority as the existing object in the
object
library. You must have object management rights to this object. If data mapping is specified for
database files, the authority of the file from where data is mapped will be used. This value is
valid for
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S/38 or native objects. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the object in the object library.
-*CHANGE
The public will have only object operational rights for the created object. This value is valid for
native objects only.
-*NORMAL
The public will have only object operational rights for the created object. This value is valid for
S/38
objects only.
-*ALL
Public will have all authorities for the created object. This value is valid for S/38 or native
objects.
-*USE
For a newly created program, the public will be able to run it, but cannot debug or change it.
For a newly created file, the public will have operational authority and read data authorities.
This value is valid for native objects only.
-*LIBCRTAUT
For the created object, the public will have the authority specified in the CRTAUT parameter of
the
library in "Target library" (position 1-10). This value is valid for native objects only.
-*EXCLUDE
The public will have no authority to the created object. This value is valid for native objects
only.
-*NONE
The public will have no authority to the created object. This value is valid for S/38 objects only.
Position 339 - 348
OWNER - Character(10)
Specifies the owner for the created object.
Valid values are:
-*SAME
The owner of the newly created object will retain the same owner as the existing object in the
object
library. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of object in the object library.
-User profile name
The owner of the newly created object will be this user. You must have *OBJMGT (object
management) and *ADD (add) rights to the user profile.
Position 349 - 355
Map data from - Character(7)
Specifies from where data should be copied. The file from which data is copied will be used to
get member and security information.
Valid values are:
-*OBJLIB
Data from the object specified for "Object to compile" (position 201-210), in the "Object's
library"
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(position 211-220), will be mapped. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the object in the
object library.
-*TGTLIB
Data from the object specified for "Object to compile" (position 201-210), existing in the "Target
library" (position 1-10), will be mapped. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the object in
the target
library. If "*OBJLIB" is specified for "Target library", the data will be mapped from the object
existing in the library specified for "Object's library" (position 211-220). PATHFiNDER will check
for existence of the object in the object library.
-*NONE
No data will be mapped. Create command defaults for member will be used.
Position 356 - 362
Use attributes from - Character(7)
Specifies from where attributes should be copied for the newly created objects.
Valid values are:
-*OBJLIB
Attributes from the object specified for "Object to compile" (position 201-210), in the "Object's
library" (position 211-220), will be copied. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the object in
the object library.
-*TGTLIB
Attributes from the object specified for "Object to compile" (position 201-210), existing in the
"Target library" (position 1-10) will be copied. PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the object
in the target library. If "*OBJLIB" is specified for "Target
library", the attributes will be copied from the object existing in the library specified for
"Object's library" (position 211-220). PATHFiNDER will check for existence of the object in the
object library.
-*NONE
Create command defaults for attributes will be used.
-(blank)
Defaults to *NONE. Create command defaults for attributes will be used.
Position 501 - 700
Create cmd overrides - Character(200)
Enter the create parameters you wish to override.
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This exit program is for the Network Configuration Flow Chart option (option 1 on the "Added Time
Savers Menu"). With this exit program you can print additional information, such as user name, on the
Grid report for each device.
To use the exit program, it must be specified on the entry screen for the Network Configuration Flow
Chart option. If specified, the exit program is called once for each device listed on the Grid report.
PATHFiNDER does not validate any of the information you supply through this exit program.
The following defines valid values which will be used in the parameters of the exit program.
PATHFiNDER uses the input parms to communicate to you the device for which additional information is
currently being gathered. The values in these parms should not be changed.
The output parameter is controlled by you. You use this value to pass information back to PATHFiNDER
to be printed on the Grid report.
Parameter
&PARM1
&PARM2

Description
Output Parm
Input Parm

Parameter Table
Type
Character
Character

Length
100
82

&PARM1
Output parm - Character(100)
This parameter contains the value to communicate to PATHFiNDER.
Value Table
Value
From
Additional information 1
Reserved
17

To
16
100

Type
Character
Character

Length
16
84

Permissible entries for this value is as follows:
Position 1 - 16
Additional information - Character(16)
Information placed in this area will be printed on the Grid report for the current device. For example, it
may be used to print the user name associated with the device. (For the 6041 and 6141 controllers, only
14 characters will print.)
Valid values are:
-any characters
&PARM2
Input parm - Character(82)
This parameter contains values passed from PATHFiNDER to your exit program.
Value Table
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Value
System name
Device name
Device type
Device model
Device port number
If local-switch #, or
If remote-local address
Reserved

From
1
11
21
25
29
31

To
10
20
24
28
30
32

Type
Character
Character
Character
Character
Decimal
Character

Length
10
10
4
4
2,0
2

33

82

Character

50

The following values can appear for these fields:
Position 1 - 10
System name - Character(10)
Designates the name of the iSeries system to which the device is assigned.
Position 11 - 20
Device name - Character(10)
Indicates the name assigned to the device currently being printed on the Grid report. When all
devices have been printed, the exit program will be called one last time with *END in this
parameter.
Position 21 - 24
Device type - Character(4)
Indicates the type of the current device.
Position 25 - 28
Device model - Character(4)
Indicates the model of the current device.
Position 29 - 30
Device port number - Decimal(2,0)
Indicates the port number of the current device.
Position 31 - 32
If local-switch #, or if remote-local address - Character(2)
Indicates the switch number for local devices or the local location address for remote devices.
CL (Control Language Source) should be inserted into the program H$APINETEX to provide additional
information to be printed on the Grid report.
To review the source for the exit program, execute the following:
STRSEU HAWKEYE/QCLSRC1 H$APINETEX
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CAUTION: All modifications should be made to a copy of the sample source member which is provided
by PATHFiNDER. This will preserve your changes. New releases of PATHFiNDER will overlay the original
version of source for program H$APINETEX.
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